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ABSTRACT PIAC EM AKI N G - TOW ARD S .AN UNDER.STAN D I N G

The literature and research relating to urban open space and the creation

of place delineates principles and important concepts for inclusion in the design

process. This study distills this information into seven essential constituents in
placemaking: Iegibility, diversity, natute, territoriality, safety, comfort and

linkage. In an attempt to confirm the importance of these concepts to individuals

in the urban centre of Vancouver and understand how they evaluated the level

achieved at specific sites a questionnaire was designed. The questions asked

were three.fold in nature: how do these components interuelate, how important

are they as concepts, and how well have they been achieved at three specific

sites? The analysis of the results in conjunction with site research presents

informationusefrr-L for all urban designers. The principles become a compendium

grving direction in prioritizing and creating design elements and generating

open space form, based on an understanding of how people in the urban

environment evaluate and prioritize these components of place.

It is hoped that this study will contribute to our knowledge of how we as

designers can create place in the dense urban environment with today's diverse

and complex social fabric, making cities both more livable and lovable.

t'The soul of a city is mirr,ored not only in the character of
its buildings, but even more decisive is'the relationship of
these buildings to each other and, most important of all,
the spaces created between them." tt

l-enna¡d Crowhurst, Suzanne H., Henry L. l,ennard. Public Lrþ in Urbatt Places.

New York: Southhampton hess, l9&1.p,I , Victor Gruen. The Heart of Our

Cities. A Touchstone Book, Simon & Schwter, ¡'¡.y. 196+. p-24
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CHA]>TER ONE - INTRODUCTION PI-4,CEMAK]NG - TOIYARDS AN UNDERSTäN1)1N(,'

As cities grow and face problems of pollution and social conflict there is
increasing concern about how the urban form should be adapted to change to
create a more humane environment. Open spaces such as parks, squares,
plazas and the undifferentiated spaces in the urban core appear not to meet the
cun'ent needs posed by a growing and increasingly complex society. The city
centre has undergone a transformation as pressures to adopt to social change
continue into the 90's and urban sprawl accelerates. As space becomes a scarcer
commodity its effective utilization becomes more critical. There is a need to
revitalize urban centres, to ameliorate the social spaces and facilitate pedestrian
traffrc, allowing public open spaces to "become a determinant of social contact,
reflection and vitality."l Through study and careful planning small pockets of
open space scattered throughout the urbanjungle of higlu{ses lend the glass and
concrete mass a more human aspect, serving as links to larger g¡een spaces and
natural areas. Through the creation of spaces which facilitate direct human
communication, an exchange of goods and ideas, and the abilþ to have express
life, the city itself becomes more animated. As people live in a city, the spaces
through which they pass must have a greater sense of meaning and a feeling of
belonging. This contributes to the legibility of the city and the imageability of
geographic forms, enhancing the sense of place. This thesis is a contribution
towards our understanding of the importance of small public open spaces in the
urban realm, and an attempt to begin to delineate a set of principles which will
assist professionals in the planning and design of these spaces.

Outdoor space has been studied in a variety of \ilays, eliciting numerous
responses on what the important values are, how spaces should be structured
to meet people's needs, and what those needs are for the general population. Jan
Gehlz suggests that public spaces should provide desirable conditions, and
thereby choices, for necessary and optional outdoor and recreational activities,
as well as socialization. The greater the range of potential activities, the more
likelypeople will be drawn to these places to participate in a number of activities.
They will recognize the freedom that is allowed in such a place. If outdoor spaces
facilitate leisule, relaxation, socialization, and purposeful activities, they are
more likely to be used and seen as desirable places to congregate. People seek

I.l



CHAPTER ONE - INTRODUCTION PIACEMAKING - TOWARDS AN UNDERS ANDING

places which provide a richness and diversity of environment and experience.

In the industrial age the machine became the central focus, with an
emphasis on mass production and simplified form. The advent of the automobile
introduced a new mode oftransportation which would dilect the form of the cities
awayfrom small interpersonal environments. As the cities became industrialized,
overcrowded, polluted wastelands it was possible to separate the location of
home and work. To ameliorate these conditions the parks movement evolved,
contributing some of the finest expanses of open spaces now available in large
metropolises. The modern era began to focus on reconnecting the city with the
natural environment, providing small pockets of greenery and open space in
settings where people can both live and work3 In the cur:rent age of post-modern
society with sophisticated communication networks and rapid change there is a
movement towards reintegrating our home and work environment . We have
come frrll circle to a greater emphasis on attention to detail in form, relating to
nature and humane spaces, pedestrian networks and limited access for the
automobile.

UhIi# notes that pedestrian zones promote mixed use activities,, increasing
animation and encouragrng meaningful social behavior. Pedestrian zones,
whether they be the street, urban plaza, small parks or open markets, act as
places of communication and become part of a larger open space network As
LynchS notes "We are not simply observers of this spectacle, but are ourselves
a part of it, on the stage with the other participants." Lennard6 discusses this
sense of being in public as part of a theatre experience with the buitdings the
backdrop and the various furniture or amenities as props. At any moment you
maybe an observer or an actor. Forthe playto be successfirl there mustbe a full
range of roles available, personal, social or culturat. While these roles are being
played out people develop a relationship to each other and to the place of the
drama. There are many benefits to the individual and society to being seen in
public. Being vrith others is reassuring and in addition to encouraging appropriate
behavior, a factor of safety, it is also an opportunity to become familiar with
others whomaybe dtfferent, enhancing sociabilityand diversity7. rfopenspaces

1.2



CHAPTER ONE - INTRODUCTION PIÁ,CEMAKING - TOWAIIDS AN UND¿R.ç7'ANDIN(;

contribute to the social enhancement of the city and its livability, surely their
design is of paramount import¿nce not only to landscape architects and planners,

but to all who use these spaces.

Jane JacobsS in her discussion of streets and sidewalks emphasizes that
people are attracted by other people, and this in turn increases activity and

improves safety. People are less likely to act in a negative, disruptive, or'

inappropriate way when they are being observed. Buildings with adjacent views

into open spaces increases the abilityto observe and be observed. Balconies not
only make viewing more possible, but add to the sense of interaction with the
street and contribute to the stage set as theatre. Relph notes the significance of
open spaces in the city, citing them as "fusions of human and natural order and

are the significant centres of our immediate experiences ofthe world. ....important
sources of individual and communal identity, and are often profound centres of
human existence to which people have deep emotional and psychological ties."9

Unfortunatelythe social significance of these open spaces is often overlooked

due to economic considerations. Public space is a commodity and these places are

often designed to facilitate the revenue generating functions of the adjacent
structures while serving as a pretense for meeting the social needs of society.

Many of the critical decisions about components that serve to make an effective
public space, for example, linkage and demand goods such as open air food

markets, have alreadybeen made, and the landscape architect and the public in
effect have very few options remaining. (This issue recurs in the later discussion

of the specific sites which were selected for study and how they came into being.)
It is paramount that there be a frilI understanding ofthe dynamics of public open

space so that the impact of decisions is realized. Given the likelihood that a full
range of choices is unavailable it is still more important to understand the
principles that are at work in open spaces, and as landscape architects to
incorporate them in our expression ofaesthetics.

Outdoor open spaces in the city centre which reflect and respond to people's

needs and aspirations are vital to enliven and animate the city core. City centre

1.3



CHAPTER ONE - INTRODUCTION PIACEMAK]NG - I-OWARDS AN UNDIÌII.ST'ANDING

signifies a specific life style synonymous with being chic, sophisticated, civilized
and cosmopolitan. Victor Gruen 9 states that revitalization of the city centre
requires a sense of urbanity which is dependant on the opportunity for direct
communications between people, an exchange of goods and ideas, and freedom

through easy access to a multitude of choices as an expression of life. Jacobsl0
also argues that this be achieved tll'ough functional physical diversity between
adjacent uses, demand goods and opportunities for choice in activity.. People
thrive in environments where there is diversity and opportunities for sociability.
One strives for animationandvitalitywithintimate environments forinteraction,
and the synthesis of an urban social life.

The literature on urban spaces and the city as a whole is diverse and each
author advocates a special focus or concern. There is limited research which
utilizes an integrated approach to testing a broad base ofbehavioral theory about
people's preferences and evaluations of small urban open spaces. The seminal
and exbensive studies byWhyte and Lynch were based primarilyon observations.
Whyte examined plaza use relating to size, aesthetics,solar exposure and
amount of seating, and gave us insights into how people use open outdoor plazas,

but did not explain firlly enough why or how factors were interrelated. Appleyard
evaluated streetscapes and residents preferences at specific sites, drawing
conclusions from their evaluations ofthese environments. This provides valuable
inforrnation about safety on streets. Jane Jacobs and Clare Cooper Marcus have
developed a broad range of design suggestions relating to streetscapes to
landscape design and housing based on obsen¡ations and questionnaires about
specific sites. This Literature is referenced throughout this study, and the work
of many others provides a starting point to integrate and test the previous
studies and observations. These studies were selected to provide a starting point
based on their wide acceptance and degree of agreement, however the limitations
of this study require that other work will have been excluded.

This study tries to both identifu and test theories and observations relating
to placemaking, condensing this information into a form which the landscape
architect can use as a reference, a list of principles which function as a model for

1.4



CHAPTER ONE - INTRODUCTION PIACEMAKING - T'OWARDS AN UNDEII.S'I'ANDING

developing a desþn. Previous observations and studies on one aspect of design

have been accepted as'truth' but there is a lack of integration of tested material

and therefore no clear hierarchybetween attributes or components of place. The

lack of integration between component athibutes requires subj ective prioritization

by the designers and may not reflect the community needs and cultural
composition. The following chapter on objectives clearly delineates the process

for this study. What is the hierarchical natule of people's priorities relating to

open space? Design decisions generally involve trading off one priority for

another of less significance. If we fully understand how people in an urban

situation set priorities for issues such as safety and linkage for example then we

are able to create designs which reflect their priorities and lifestyles.

This studytherefore assumes the perspective that the information we need

for good design can be tested, and that what people rank as important on a

questionnaire will correspond with what theyvalue in wban open space. In this

way observations and theories can be verified, giving greater validity to the

information. There are numerous studies offering guidelines on ecology, open

space users, housing environments, and park design, but the material is often

not interrelated, or too site specific. Clare Cooper Marcus, co-author of Housine

As If People Mattered, advocates the use of succinct guidelines, but notes that
many designers do not use theml3. Social science techniques are becoming

increasingly accepted with research being networked between landscape

architecture, planning and architecture. This quantitative approach can

compliment the qualitative studies which have formed the basis for much of the

current knowledge. This thesis advocates the approach that research is multi-
modal and solutions need to be provided from several different perspectives.

Given the political nature of public space it is important to value the decisions

we are able to make and hyto realizethe firllest potential ofdesign for it impacts

the very nature of the city itself. In the words of Lewis Mumford "We must
restore to the city the maternal, life-nurturing functions, the autonomous

activities, the symbiotic associations that have long been neglected and

suppressed. For the city shoutd be an organ of 1ove...".14
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CHAPTERTWO - OBJECTNES PIÀCEMAKING _ TOWARDS AN UNDEII.STANI)ING

OEJECTIVES
As a prospective landscape architect with an interest in designing small

urban open places it seemed essential to understand the essence of place, and

analyze how these places are created. The objectives for this thesis relate to this
search. Initialty a literature search which culminated in an annotated bibliog-
raphy revealed that there were several components which were essential for
inclusion in an open space for placemaking. While these components were

discussed at length, it was often without reference to how they interacted, and

to how people using open spaces might prioritize between components. The
primary objective therefore of this thesis is to distill a list of components

considered important for placemaking. These components comprised of various
attributes serve as a conceptual model for design. The second objective is to
develop an understanding of the attributes representing a component and
compare their importance in relation to each other. The third objective is to test
how respondents evaluated the success or failure of these components relative
to the specific sites. This could provide an understanding of what they inter-
preted as a level of success. Through analysis of all the data the fourth objective
wouldbe realized, the development of a model for small urban open space design

INITIAL I.IS7' OF
COMPONENTS

IMPORTANT
ATTRIBUTES OF
COMPONENTS

TEST SUCCESS
OF COMPONENTS

AT SI?-ES

REVISE COMPONENTS
HEIRARCHY OF

IMPORT'ANCE
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CHAPTER TWO - OI}JECTNES PLACEMAKING - TOWARDS AN UNDTiIIST'ANDING

comprised of a hierarchical listing of imporbant components and their attributes

for placemaking. Discussion would also include some recommendations for how

these priorities might be realized. While the information gleaned from this
study should not be generalized widely without further study to the unique

cultural or social factors of other urban areas it is hoped that it can serve as a

basis for firther research into understanding placemaking in the urban setting

and assist designers as they create these places so essential for vibrant humane

cities.
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CHAPTER THREE - UTERATURE PIACEMAKING - TOWARDS AN UNDERSTANDING

TNTR,ODUCTXON

Outdoor open spaces in the city centre which reflect and respond to people's

needs and aspirations are vital to enliven and animate the city centre.
Municipalities throughout North America are searching for ways to revive city
centres, such as reintegrating residential environments. A vital healthy centre
necessitates outdoor spaces which act as forums for informal human interaction
and passive relaxation.l Cities such as Vancouver, B.C. with the recent Ur.ban
Landscape TaskForce (1992) are examining the interrelationship of people with
their environment. If large urban centres are to become more humane centres
of community identity they need to provide a diversity of environment and
experiences reflecting the social and cultural diversity of the community. As
landscape architects if we understand the process for creating'place'then we are
contributing not only essential spaces which contribute to and refLect the
demographics and interests of the community, but are enhancing the city as a
whole.

One of the objectives for this thesis was to synthesize the available
literature and research into a list of several components which would comprise
the essential essence of 'place'. Norberg-S ctrulzz refers to place as that existential
space with rich possibilities for human ex¡lerience. 'Place'involves both a place
of action and point of departure, and is considered necessary for human
existence. It expresses the very essence ofbeing a "qualitative 'total' phenomenon".

In searching through the literature there were seven components which
were reiterated as being significant aspects of place. The following discussion
outlines these components which are part of creating place and explores their
relationships to each other. This list provides the basis for a set of components
which will help to guide the design process and lead to a greater understanding
of placemaking. The categories which are derived from the literature and
attempt to combine concepts critical for placemaking. The seven components are
legibility, diversity, nature, territoriality, safety, comfort and linkage.

3.1
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Buchan, Robef and l-arry Simmons. Dotvttlotvn Plaza Stud1,. Citv ol- Vancouvcr: sæial Planning
Department, 1985.

I Norberg-Schulz, Christian. Architecture: Meaning anel Place. Nerv York: Rizzoli Intcrnational
Publication, 1988.

2luia., p.s.

LEGIBILITY
Legibility refers to the clarity of the space. It is the ability of a space to be

organized into a coherent whole which creates a positive space.l If the space is
clearly understandable it can be mentallygrasped, the s¡mbols within the space

readable, their meanings understood and the form as a whole comprehended as

being recognizable and familiar. This ability to recognize and categorize forms
allows people to cope in a complex urban environment by simplification. It is part
of the process of learning based on the physical and cultural environment and
ex¡reriences.

Legibility of a space implies enclosure, the carefirl placement of exits and
entrances, and walls either implied or real, which focus the attention on the
space and the activities within it. Lennard notes that legibility is the physical
embodiment of place and includes identifiable enclosure or boundary, spatial
organization, spatial hierarchies, sight lines and focal points.2 Structure was
also seen as important by Eckbo who lists it as one of three urban physical
elements for the creation of quality in spaces.s

It is important that urban spaces be legible, clearly articulated and
distinctly defined to allow for imageability and the sense of existential space
essential for place.a People have a strong need to recognize and pattern our
surroundings to enable way-finding and orientation. People use several means
of orientation such as identifying landmarks, memorizing a sequence of
movements and having a sense of orientation relative to the spaces. Thus
orientation is a part of imageability and legible spaces more easily facilitate

3.2
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orientation. Being lost entails feelings of anxiety and panic, much more thanjust
not recognizing the immediate surl'or¡ndings. Legibility allows us to not only feel

comfortable in a neighborhood but enables us to make sense of the largel city.

There is an emotional reassulance, a general satisfaction at knowing a place.

I;igurc 3.1

SCAIA DI SPAGNA, ROME6

People use many sensory cues to structure and identify the environment
(Figule 3.1 & 3.2). The colour and texture of buildings or pathways, the smells
for nearby restaurants or bakeries, the smells, colouls and texbures of vegetation
lining the streets and open spaces all comprise part of the organizing system.
This environmental image is different for everyone, tailored to each individuals
interests and organizing patterns. Previous experience also colours the place

and is used to determine actions or responses to a place. These experiences
influence our future patterns and choices and allows us to move about easily in
the complex environment the city presents. This image created through
legibility is dynamic, constantly changing with interaction with the environment.

J.J
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There is flux, but not chaos, a pleasant interchange of information as new
patterns are discovered without confusion or loss of orientation.

Iîigure 3.2

MAIN ENTRANCE - SA}]'IA BATìBAIÙ\ COURTHOUSE?

Legibility relates strongly to Lynch's other ploperties in the image of the
environment. The clarity of form entailed in legibility is enabled by structur-e,
identity and meaning.s The structure refers to the spatial or. pattern
relationship between the object, the observer and other objects. The identity is
the recognition of the uniqueness of that particular object. Meaning is the
associations which are related to the environmental image.

SUMMATION

While we âs designers are able to determine structure and identity,
meaning is influenced by numerous factors beyond much of our contl.ol. The

-t -4
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atbributes ofidentity and structule the strong mental image a place provokes,are
physical qualities whichrelate to imageability. When an environment possesses

structure and identity, it is legible, and we are capable of forming a clear image
of the place in our mind. Meaning, as determined by experience, in conjunction
with a strong mental image of a place, combines into an imageable place which
can provoke feelings ranging relaxation to fear. For open spaces in the city to
function as places they must be legible. Once there is a strong image the
understanding and sense of ownership of such a place can then evolve. Itinvites
the participant to be more involved with it, to augment the initial image. Often
when walking through a familiar environment I will look for new observations
to add to myinventory. These do not alter the sense I have ofthe place, but serve
to augment the information and allow me to expand the comprehension I have
of the place. Once the place is understood, is legible, one canthen evolve a more
complex relationship with it.

I Kevin Lynch, Tlrc hnage of ttrc City (Cambridge: Joint Cenrer fbr Urban Studies, The M.I.T. Prcss,
le88).

2 Sr^nn" H.Crowhurst l-ennard, Henry lænnar<]. Livable Cilies (Neu,York: Gondolier Press, l9tl.7).
3 Garrett Eckbo, Urban Landscape Design (Nerv York: McGraw-Hill Book Company, 1964).
4Christian Norberg-Schulz, Architecluie: Meaning and Pla<:e (Nerv York: Rizzoli International

Publication, 1988).
-5 Kevin Lynch,Tlrc Image of the Ciry (Cambriclge: Joint Centcr lbr Urban Studies, Thc M.l.T. Press,

1988), p.131.
6 Francis D. K. Ching, Archiredure: Fonn - Space & Orcler (New York: Van Nostrand Reinhold,

1979), p.36.
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8 Kevin Lynch,The Image of ttrc Cl4' (Cambridgc: Joint Center f'or Urban Studies, The M.l.T. press,

1988), p.8.
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ÐwEA,SlrY

Diversity is an important component of 'place,'but diffrcult to define and
seldom clearlyarticulated. Ithas enabled species to adapt and surwive, and plays
an important role in perceptual preference. It is this latter role which is
significant in the design and understanding of place. In terms of ecosystems,
diversity is the key to survival and growth. The economy is changing from a
plethora of small familybusinesses to fewer large conglomerates. The cunent
post-modern age and culture values efficiency and productivity, both values
anathema to diversity.

Wattl outlines four arguments infavor offacilitating diversity based on the
understanding of ecosystems, including the human population and its
environment. The arguments are as follows: 1. Diversity of components in the
ecosystem improves the stability of the system, 2. Diversity minimizes risks,
3. Diversity more fully utilizes natural resources, such as the sun, and finally,
4. Diversity contributes to the mental well being of humans.

The following discussion will define diversity more clearly and explore its
relevance to the creation of place from an ecological perspective. Diversity in the
design is a sense of the measure of the evenness and richness of the stimuli at
a site.z The evenness is the distribution of elements within a set. For example,
if a park has between four to six each of seven different shrubs, the diversity is
gleater than if there were fourteen of one shrub and between two to th¡ee each
of the remaining six shrub species. Therefore the environment with a more even
distribution of components has a greater diversity. This even distribution also
implies that there is not a hodge-podge of different elements, rather several of
each selection, creating coherence. The other component of diversity, richness,
represents both the number of items and the variety of items in each set. In an
environment where there is a greater prevalence of rare species there is greater
richness. In the age of manicured parks and boulevards, stock landscape
furniture, and the general simplification of our surroundings, we are stanring for
diversity. Just as the information age has left us starved for knowledge, the
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increasing consumerism has deprived us of diversity.

Diversity promotes stability because it spreads the risks of hann across a

wider field, and the system is able to function more hannoniously if it is larger

and has more feedback loops. The current preoccupation with maximizing
efficiency and productivity leads to a reduction in diversity, with inevitable
consequencess. Cities are strewn with large concrete and glass structures which

cater to economic objectives, but fail to make the city more livable. Large

shopping centres have the same generic design filled with the same outlets and

food fairs. Some large food chains have made their reputation on being

consistentlyidentical irrespective oflocation or country. There is a loss of niches,

of that cultural and environmental diversitywhich enriches us and ensules our

continued survival. The strongest argument for preserving diversity in the

urban environment is that it preserves mental well being. The expression'a

change is a rest'reveals insight into the workings of the human mind. People talk
about getting a change of pace, getting away for a few days, not just to avoid worþ
but to experience new environments. Tourism is a thriving industry in Canada

because people want to experience new sights and sounds, taste new foods, take
part in different cultures. While people are creatures of habit and do not enjoy

too many changes at once, environmental diversityprovides positive stimulation.

If everything looked the same there would be no landm¿¡þ.

Jane Jacobsa notes that open spaces require a wide range of diversity.
Interesting places should have a sequence of users and uses, both within and

adjacent to the site. There should be a functional physical diversity in adjacent

structures so that there is a diverse community surrounding the site, and
diversity in the rhythms of activities is enhanced. This increased use of the
space by different people improves interest, but also safety. Different people

have opportunities to meet, becoming familiar with different perspectives and

reducing the sense of danger associated with strangers.

SUMMMATION

Diversity based on an ecological approach fulfrlls a significant role in
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placemaking. Elements comprise a set and the greater the sets and evenness and
richness within the sets, the greater the diversity. Diversitytherefore improves
interest, creating a space that is a vital d¡mamic public place. The concept of
richness within sets, varied items and numbers of items, promotes landscape
design which can be unique to each setting with richness in design and yet
recognizable order (Figure 8.3).

Figure 3.3

DIVERSITY IN GROUND MATERIALS: KATSIIRA IMPERTAL VILLA5

I Kenneth E.F. Way' Man's Effìcient. Rush Torvard Deadly Dullness ed. Stephen Kaplan and Rachel
Kaplan- Humauscape: Envirownentsfor People- (Ann Arbon Ulrich's Books, Inc., l9g2j.p.l62.2rc¡¿.

3 rui¿.
4JaneJacobs,TheDeathand LiJe of Greal AnericattCilres (New york: Vintage Books, 196l).5 Francis D- K. Ching, ,qrch¡tecture: Form - Space & order (New york Van Nostrand Reinhold,

1979),P. tt7.
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NATUR,E

The previous discussion has touched on nature as it contributes to diversity,
but nature also has its own special role in placemaking. Spimt emphasizes in
her discussion of nature and the urban environment that on-ly if we view the city
centre, suburbs, and countryside as part of a single system interconnected
through the processes of nature in conjunction with the social and economic
systems will there be real solutions to related problems. While city dwellers have
long held a fascination with nature, only now are we beginning to see that it has
the potential to reshape our lives and environment if we work in harmony.
Landscape ecology deflrnes an approach which focuses on the landscape or
geosphere as a foundation for plant communities, animals and humans.2
Ecosystems comprised of numerous organisms provide services on which we
depend for our survival; oxygen production, nitrogen fixation, and the breakdown
of organic wastes and chemical pollutants.s Cities represent cultural ecosystems
and in this setting the human is the controlling agent establishing goals to meet
their needs.

People have not always understood the ecological processes of plants, but
have long incorporated them into their physical surroundings. In seventh
century B.C. Sennacharib provided the citizens of Ninevah with a park.a In
ancient Athens philosophers would gather with their students in gardens filled
with tree groves. City residents in Mesopotamia cultivated their own fields or
gardens, much like community gardens today. In medieval cities in addition to
knot and physic gardens in the city there was an interconnection with the
countryside. The wall and moat served as a recreational area "Outside the city,
there are two hills and a broad moat, shaded by green trees, which serve as
playing grounds in summer, and are used for the recreation of the students.."5
Unfortunately as urban congestion increased these small green spaces
disappeared and by 1516 when Sir Thomas More published Utopia the gardens
of cities such as Cologne had disappeared.

People have continued to struggle since that time with how to reintegrate
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nature into the city. Figule 3.4 is one way of expressing natule, integrating built
forms with the natural scenery beyond. The Garden City Movement is also a
part of this history. The argument has progressed from green spaces being
important to the moral and physical health of citizens to the now much broader
comprehension ofthe landscape ecologyapproach. Kaplan describes the inclusion
of trees, grass, shrubs or other aspects of nature as a 'greeness'.6 This is a
shorthand for nature even though the colour may actuallybe white, yellow, red
or any variation. It is that encounter with the natu¡al environment that is
important to people.

Figure 3.4

SYMBOLIC GATE TO THE SEA: ITSUKUSHIMA TEMPLET

In one study examining if nature was preferred to built environments the only
image thatwas liked as much as natural scenes was a scene showing some trees
against a backdrop oftall buildings.s This and other ofher studies indicated that
nature content per se was important to people.
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One other aspect that emerged was the importance of mystery. It is an
aspect which draws the participant into a more complex relationship with the
environment. 'While mystery is more a natural part of natule areas, it may be

incorporated in a number of different ways in urban design. The Japanese
garden has mastered this art, dividing the garden into portions with screened or
framed views and threaded through with a meandering path. Adding mystery
also adds to the diversity, the richness of a place.

In other studies scoring sources of environmental preference byKaplan and
Lllrich nature items ranging from everyday nature to less accessible settings
gave the highest score. These nature attributes were appreciated not for their
spectacularity but for the fact that they were present. Neither was it important
that people actively interact v¡ith it, but it could be enjoyed in a passive way.
Ecl¡rbo in his definition ofthe primary elements ofthe urban physical environment
lists nature as a necessary part for the creation of quality of space. The quatity
is based on the interrelationship of nature, structure and open pedestrian
spaces.

Gardening takes the thereness ofnature fluther encouraging a more dynamis
relationship with the environment. The increase in community gardens and
garden therapyprograms indicates the benefits which are being credited to this
more active involvement. In addition to the benefit accrued byparticipants other
people using the space are able to enjoy well tended gardens and watch the
dynamics of people and nature. This direct interaction with the site imparts a
greater pride and stronger sense of personal identification with a public place.

Nature in the form ofvegetation is able to mitigate the negative effects of an
urban environment. Plants and trees reduce the wind and clean and filter the
air reducing dust and other forms of pollution. The right species for each site will
ensure it is able to survive given the stresses of the site. Walls covered with vines
present a more interesting sight and reduce the glare and reflection of the sun.
Trees also provide filtered light, creating dappled or heavy shade which will add
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to the diversity and comfort of the open space.

Other forms of nature that are part of urban green spaces are animals. Birds,
squirrels, chipmunks, cats, dogs, and skunks are some ofthe urban animals that
are a part of the ecosystem. People derive great enjoyment from feeding animals
in a park, or watching their antics as they scurry across the ground. Green spaces

extending through the city provide corridors for wildlife habitat. In this way the
wildlife from large urban parks can have a greater range, increasing the
diversity of birds throughout the city.

Avaried ecologicallybalanced environment is attractive in its diversity and
is more likely to attract aesthetically desirable bird species.e The greater the
diversityin vegetation, the greaterwill be the diversityin wildlife. The inclusion
of native species and ornamental plants will provide greater habitat diversity.
Many birds have adapted to urban ornamentals and enjoy the fruit they offer.
Diversity in topography in combination with diversity in plantings will create
more microenvironments. This environmental diversity serves to facilitate
wildlife and benefits people using these public spaces. The inclusion of living
creatures where appropriate adds an important sense ofvibrance and character.

In the urban environment there is an uneasy truce between animals and
people. People who have domestic animals often do not act responsibly restraining
and cleaning up after their pets. While this offends some people others are upset
bythose people who feed and attract wildlife to open spaces. Some people would
like to use their little patch of green for recreation without having to evade the
remnants left by pigeons, squirrels or dogs or worry about insects. People's

diverse preferences in wildlife and pets requires the same consideration and
cooperation as when sharing any public space.

Even when trying to attract wildlife the stresses of the cit¡1 pollution, little
food, poor cover and habitat, make it challengrng. Further, the potential
habitats are often fragmented preventing ground travel between areas. Each
species has specific requirements for survival and spaces can be manipulated to
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provide appropriate sites for desirable animals and to discourage pests. In the
urban parks examined in this study there were the presence of wildlife and
domestic pets.

STIMMATION

The inclusion of nature is an important part of placemaking. It has a role in
the larger sense of the ecological landscape in the ulban environment and the
macro examination of insects and animals in these settings. This study
examined this spectrum of nature and also included scenic components such as
mountain and ocean views. As with the other components of placemaking it
attempts to understand what people define as being a part of nature, how they
priorize their importance, and how they assess their presence or absence in the
three sites.

rvell designed cit1, a; described by J.B. Jackson in lttndscape .óone where
where feel at home; it reminds us, everywhere and at all times, that we are in

vironment no less natural, no less stimulating than the enyironment of the counl
. Its trees and parks and lawns are more than agents of health; they tell us of
of the seasons, and its open places tell us the time of day...If it cannot provide

h the sounds of the remoter landscape, it at least provides us with areas where
of human voices and footsteps are not drowned out by mechanical noises, il

provides us with quiet. It cannot imitate all of nature, but it gives us archways and pools
daylight' and flights of steps and views; the splash of water in fountains, echoes and

; the breath of damp cool air, the harmony of colors and the unpolluted
it gives us so much that our excursions into the countryside cease to be
from a sterile environment and become a concious searching for the

solitude in the presence of other forms of life, space and mystery." Zube
in H. The Natural History of Urban Trees. ed. Kaplan, Stephen and Rachel

Humanscapc: Environments forPeople. Ann Arbor: ulrich's Bcnks, Inc., r982.p. 1g5.

1 Ann" Whiston Spirn, Iåe Granile Gorelen. (New York: Ba;ic Bqtks, Inc.,1984).p.37.
2 R.p. R. Yink, I-andscape Ecology and hmd Use. (l--ondon: Longman Group Limited, 1983).p.4
3 Cal"in Webb, Reserves for ¡,latui". Alberta: Environment Council of Alberta. p. 2
1 Anne Whiston Spim, ?nåe Granite Garden. (Nerv York: Ba;ic Books, Inc.,1984). p.29.
s tuia. p.:t.
Ó Rachel Kaplan, The Green Experience, ed. Humanscape: Envirottntents for People. ed. Stephen

Kaplan_and Rachel Kaplan (Ann Arbor-- Ulrich's Books, Inc., 1982).
7 Francis D. K. Ching, Archiîecture: Form - Space & Orrler (New York: Van Nostrand Reinhold,

1979),P.338.
8luia. p.tss.
9^Garrett Enkbo,Urban Landscøpe Desigtt. (Nerv York McGraw-Hill Book Company, 1964).
l0Anne Vy'histon Spim,The GmniÍe Gãrden. (New York Baric Books, lnc.,t94¡.j.222.
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TER,RTTORTALITY

Territoriality is a state which is associated with a well developed image of
place and associated positive feelings, extending towards stewardship and a

sense of ownership.r Previously in the discussion of nature it was noted that in
a dense urban setiing there is a need for cooperation. As much as possible it is
important to minimize prejudice, hostility, and fear by increasing com m unication
across socioeconomic lines.z This requires a recognition and understanding of
the complex social interactions which are woven through life in the city, and
which play an important role in determining the success of outdoor spaces in
being places for human gathering and interaction. All humans exemplify the
need to create order out of their environment, andestablishing a territoryis one

means of creating a comfortable and familiar environment.s

Territory in this study as it relates to public open spaces is defined as that
area controlled by a collectivity of people who have a face-to-face relationship.4
These people recognize each other and understand thattheyare part ofthe group

which frequent the specified area. People feel an emotional attachment to the
spaces adjacent their homes, and in an urban environment this space often takes

the form of small open spaces. Temitoriality exists for communities as well as

smaller spaces, it maybe clearlybounded or fade from a central point. Territoriality
which relates to a collective of people by its nature implies that it will also reflect
their cultural composition. If places are to reflect the culture of the community
they must therefore accommodate the territorial needs of those people.

The complexity of ten'itoriality in humans as an emotional function
relating to space is expressed by Fried and Gleicher " ... individuals feel different
spatial regions belong to or do not belong to them and, correspondingly feel that
theybelong to...specific spatial regions or do not belong (1961, p.313)."5 People

become attached to parbicular areas, as exemplified in the patterns of seating in
restaurants, classrooms, meeting areas, or the frequenting ofparticular pathways.

People develop a familiarity and comfort with these spaces that enables them to
frmction more easily in the complex urban setting, avoiding conflict and enhancing
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their eqjoyment of the place.

Ilumans communicate through a complex symiotic process. This often
takes the form of overt symbols such as personal possessions rather than acts of
aggression. Another form of possession which denotes territory is the physical

occupation of the space. For example there maybe a retired person who always
sits on'her'bench every morning to feed the squirtels. Later in the day this same

place maybe taken over by a few friends who enjoytheir lunch in the sun. Still
later in the evening people meeting friends after work may use the sâme bench

as a gathering spot. Territor-ialþthen has a significance for place, but also time.
There is a complex schedule evolved for who has þossession'of that particular
space during a specific time frame. Territoriality mayrange from a perrnanent

status to a temporary time.6 The territory itself may be fixed, or portable, such

as that relating to personal space. Territoriality is also extrapolated to objects
7 as expressed by people denoting'my bench, my table, my spot'.

Territoriality also relates to social status, determining possession of space

and mobilit¡r across spaces. Research has indicated that higher status individuals
are not limited to specific territories.8 Conversely lower status individuals are
relegated to secluded and undesirable locations. A natural consequence of
territoriality is that if self-defined boundaries are respected it creates an
atmosphere of cooperation and well-being.e Places therefore require a diversity
of spaces for people to identiff with and occupy. Conflict is minimized if there
is a stable social hierarchy, therefore it is important to acknowledge this
dynamic through design by creating open places with diversity in niches, edge

conditions, seating arrangements, enabling people to find their own special
place.

Natural forces such as ethnic groups or communities with shared value
systems lead to territorial organization. There is an increased group coherence

and minimalization of conflict.l0 Territoriality therefore is also a reflection of
culture. If individual members of a collective are socially compatible the quality
ofthe social interactions is improved and more crowding is tolerated.l2 There is
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CULTURAL Ð(PRESSION : PIAZZA SAN MÄRCO, VENICE11

a protection of ethnic and social spheres with self defined boundar-ies and spatial
arrangements which enhances the sense of comfort and protects the less
empowered members of society. Gradual growth results in incremental changes
in a community, facilitating the reflection of territoriatity and culture. Through
the creation of a positive sense of space greater population density and diversity
can be accommodated, reflecting in a dynamic way the cultural makeup of the
collective.

Reflecting the culture is an important component of creating place,
interpreting existing physical and social patterns. Different expressions of
public open space reflect and celebrate the diverse cultural communities which
comprise ou¡ cities (Figure 3.5). Piazza San Marco reflects the culture and
history ofVenice and serves as a gathering place for shared community events,
or more intimate individual activities.
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Territoriality allows different people in society to co-exist, though people
with lower social status are relegated to spaces of lower value13. Without this
ability to identifr with a place and call it our own we would lack the bond to place
so essential for the existential self. The temporal natu¡e of territory allows
different cultures to peaceably co-exist without impingrns on each other as over
time theynegotiate space. This facilitates changes inthe rapidlyevolvingurùan
environment.

One aspect of culture which is rapidly evolving is the definition of the
family. Different communities maydefine familyin different ways and require
open spaces which reflect this difference. As one T-shirt slogan says "A family
is a circle of foiends who love you."14

SI.]MMATION

Ensuring the existence of diverse spaces which allow for temitoriality will
reduce social conflict and facilitate the creation of a place which is comfortable
and familiar. Territoriality represents one way of creating order in the complex
urban environment. It functions as a reflection of culture, those behavioral and
social patterns and beliefs characteristic of the surrounding community. As
territoriality is accommodated it facilitates greater density and the increasing
and evolving cultural diversity within the city. Reflecting the surrounding
community and providing spaces for identification, contributes an important
component to placemaking by recognizing territorial needs. As landscape
architects designs to accommodate territorial needs and patterns of use makes
cultural artifacts more tangible, less remote or esoteric. Patterns of seating,
resting and circulation reflect territoriality. People's sense of crowding, security
and satisfaction with a place in addition to their preferred area of use, sense of
choice, and feelings about other users of the place reflect the degree to which
territoriality has been accommodated.

cA behavior setting is bounded in space and time and
has a structure which intelrelates physical, socia! and
cultural properties so that it èUóits co*moí or
regularized forms of behavior' Ittelson et al., Ig747O n
_Lg Çlo"y, Mark. John Pipkin. Urban Social Space. Belmont;
Wadsworth Publishing Company. 1981.p. 216.
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tKaplan, Stephen and Rachel Kaplan. Hunnwcape: Environnpnts for People. (Ann Arktr: Ulrich's
Books,lnc., 1982).

zBarrie B. Greenbie. SocialTerritory, Conununity Heallh, and IJrban Planning. ed. Kaplan, Stcphcn an<,ì

Rachel Kaplan. Humanscape: Environments Íor People. (Ann Arbor: Ulrich's Brxrks, Inc., l9tl2), p.113.
3Kaplan, Stephen and Rachel Kaplan. Hunonscape: Environments Jor People. (Ann Arh.rr: Ulrich's

Books, lnc' 1982), p.267.
lRobert Sommer. Tenitory. ed. Kaplan, Stephen and Rachel Kaplan. Humansutpe: Iinvironnents lor

People. (Ann Arbor: Ulrich's Books, Inc., 1982), p.268.
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EnvÌronntents for People. (Ann Arbor: Ulrich's Bcpks, Inc., 1982), p204.

?tbid.
8tbid.

eBarrie B. Greenbie. Social Tþrritr¡ry, ConunutiÍy Heallh, autl IJban Plonning. ccl. Kaplan, Stephen and
Rachel Kaplan. Humanscape: Environments for People. (Ann Arbor: Ulrich's Bcnks, Inc., l9tì2), p.213.

roD. Han'ey. Social Processes, Spalial Fornt and tlte Redistribution of Real lrtconte in an IJhun S'vs/ezr.
ed. MurrayStelvart. TheCiry: Problemsof Planning. [Middlesex: PenguinBooks. 1972]p.331.

I'Francis D. K. Ching, Archileclure: Forn - Space & Order (New York: Van Nostrancl Rcinhold,
1979), p.258.

12LouMcClelland,CrotçdittgandTerritoriality. ed.Kaplan,stephenandRachel Kaplan. Hurnanscape:
Environments for People. (Ann Arbon Ulrich's Books, lnc., 1982), p205.

'3Ibid.p.203.
¡aSignals. (Fort Erie), p.36

SAr'ETY

The creation of safe spaces is an important aspect of placemaking. Maslow
ranks security as a primaryneed after hunger and thirst. Places are not able to
function if people feel their security is threatened. Newman coined the words
'defensible space' in arguing for better public housing design leading to more
secudty.l Defensible spaces are those areas that have clear rights of possession
defined by physical association, circulation paths, and visual surveillance. They
meet people's needs for safety and allow them to ftilfill other functions. There has
been considerable debate about the extent to which a physical environment
controls people's actions, but generally there is agreement that some places
permit or facilitate behavior which reduces safety through the lack of sensitive
design. Hough2 in a Toronto study stated that design of the physical environment
influences the perception of territnry and the ability of people to morritor their
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surroundings, two critical factors which could deter crime and vandalism. Safety
is also related to pedestrian traffic in relation to other traffic such as vehicles,
bicycles, or other forms of transport. Safety may be enhanced by the t¡¿pes,

placement and form of materials.

Visibility into the open space improves safety because of the increased
opportunity for surveillance by other site users either active or passive (Figur.e
S.6). Opportunities to see into the site as in the Piazza del Campo may be fi.om
the windows of residences or offtces, people sitting at restaurants, or pedestrians

Figure 3.ó

OPPORTUM1TES TO SEE INTO TTIE SITE: PTAZZA DEL cAMPo: SIENA2

passing by. Parks having views from adjacent residences or streets as well as
having greater visibility within the site, have a lower incidence of problems a.

Lynch in his plan for Boston calls this indirect and direct surweillance afforded
by an open site the "eyes on the street"5. Jane Jacobs and Kevin Lynch advocate
buildings which allow views into the open spaces and encourage regular and
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frequent users, two critical components which enhance safety.6 Balconies or
windows onto the space encourage people to interact ürith people \Ã¡ithin the area
and give the sense of being watched. Crimes are less likely to occur in areas that
are being observed since people modifu their behavior in these conditions.
Regular users in the space increase the chances of being observed, are more
likelyto have a sense of proprietaryinterest, and more tiketyto intervene when
there is inappropriate behavior. Often regular users of an area will lcrow each
other as passing acquaintances and be friendly and helpful on these terms.
Frequent use of a space at various times of day enhances safety. An effective
system of linkages and demand goods facilitates more people passing through
the space throughout a longer period of time day and night and creates a sense
of a dynamic lively place, rather than a dull threatening one.

Amenities such as lighting are significant since theyimprove visibility and
help prevent hidden corners which may present a th¡eat. Adequate lighting at
night is important to ensure the optimal use of the site throughout a 24 hour
period. People prefer a well lit route where other people also frequent and will
make it part of their regular pathway if they feel it is safe. Safety has a strong
link to maintenance and a sense of comfort that a site conveys. If maintenance
is poor and the lighting at night is erratic over time, it will not attract regular
consistent traffic flow and without surveillance there is no self policing.

Jan Gehl7 notes that safetyfrom vehiculartraffic is another safetyconcelîì.,
parbicularly when we wish to improve pedestrian access and usage. This may be
achieved by designing roads which physically slow traffic down and emphasize
the priority of the pedestrian. Vehicles may also be blocked access by bollards
or other structures, encouraging pedestrian use unencumbered by fears of
walking across at the ïvrong time. Other types of traffic such as bicyclists or
roller skaters are sometimes allotted specific paths to minimize conflict with the
slower moving pedestrians. Single use paths though sometimes give a false
sense of safety and encourage faster passage and reduced caution. Mixed use
areas through parks require that everyone be obser-vant and considerate of
others sharing the site. Lynch notes that forms and materials are design tools
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in clarifying circulation and defining realms.s They can present a clear but
subtle message about traffic speed and separation.

Some suggestions for improving the environment for older pedestr{ans are
provided by Frances Carp in Appleyard's Livable Streetse. "Walkways must
provide secure footing on sidewalks or paths in good repair. Pedestrian territory
must be safe from invasion by vehicles. Where it is necessary for pedestrians and
vehicles to share space, rights-of-way should be clearly indicated."

Appleyard suggests that closing the street partially or completely to traffic
and widening sidewalks are ways to enhance pedestrian safety and comfort.
Jacobs also encourages focusing on purpose of use rather than taxonomy,
making open spaces which are adapted to specific site needs and may be various
permutations and combinations of streets, plazas, parks, or sidewalks. Diversity
in environments make them interesting and distinct while reflecting community
culture and values.

A nt¡mber of traffi.c schemes are suggested for protecting the integrity of the
neighbourhood. Appleyard lists four principle approaches to control traffic;
boundary control, internal control, one-way exits, and hybrid systems. 10 Boundary
control restricts access to a few arteries with streets branching off. Internal
control restricts trafñc entering the area with bollards, diverters or other
obstacles preventing the through flow of traffi.c. One-way exits are less visible
and easier to ignore. Hybrid systems is the application of different devices on
different streets. This facilitates individual solutions for areas with high
resident participation and a complex street pattern, but is complex to navigate
through. These traffi.c patterns are tools for controlling traffic to enhance street
safety and protect the integrity of the community. The streets can facilitate
pedestrian passage or prevent it, creating a strong sense ofboundary and edge.
They influence the perceived character of any nearby open space and the
neighbourhood, from quiet and safe to noisy and dangerous.

Friedberg suggests thatwhile diversityis important, especiallyinchitdren's
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play areas, safety is vital.11 Diversity in form.s and materials can contribute
positively to safety while enhancing the visual interest of the site. Small open
spaces shared by a few residential units such as courbyards, cultivates terr{torialit¡r
which enhances supervision ofchildren. Large spaces which have less territoriality
are less controlled, more poorly maintained and less safe.l2

Maintenance is an important visual clue that the site sends about what
type of activity is acceptable therel3. Maintenance extends to having garbage
receptacles easilyavailable, ensuringthefurniture and amenities are presentable
and functioning. Neglect suggests that the place has less value and no one is
paylng attention. A negative reflection on the neighbourhood makes negative
behavior more acceptable and discourages people from using the site, creating
a cycle of deterioration and misuse. In this way there is a strong link between
maintenance and safety.

STIMMATION

Safety is a vital aspect of placemaking. In order to derive pleasure from a
place individual's basic needs for safetymust be first met. If there is safety from
traffic, including the physical presence of vehicles and the noise and pollution
which accompany them, people will be more comfortable there, and likely to
frequent the place. Lighting in the site and along linkage routes improves safety
as it improves visibility. Visual linkage into and around the site allows for formal
and informal surveillance and will contribute to appropriate behavior. The
extent to which the site is safe may also be revealed in the maintenance of the
space. Appearances send a message and establish a pattern of behavior.

i Mark l-a Gory, John Pipkin, Urbøn Socialspacø (Belmont: Wadsrvorth Publishing Company, i98l),
p.?32.2

2Francis D. K. Ching, Archilectuie: Fonn - Space & Order (Nett,York; Van Nostrand Reinhold, 1979),
p.l4O.

3 Michael Hough and Suzanne Barrett, People and City Inndscapes floronto: Conservation Council
of Ontario, l9e|, p.105.

4 Michael Hough and Suzanne Barrett, People and City Landscapes (Toronto: Conservation Council
of Onrario, 1987), p.106.
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5 f¡¿iU Banerjee and Michael Southworth, ed. City Sense and City Desigu Wrirings and Proje<:ts of
Kevin Lynch. (Cambridge, Massachusens, l99O), p.6S6.

oJaneJacobs,TheDeathandLiþofGrealAnericanCiries (Nen'York:VinrageBcnks, 196l).
7 Jan Gehl, Lile Benveen Building.s (Nerv York: Van Nostrand Reinhold Companr,, I Ç87).
8f¡CU Banerjee and Michael Southrvorth, ed. Cf¡y Sense antl City Desig,n. Writin¿¡s atrcl I'rojer:ts ol

Kevin Lynch. (Cambridge, Ma;sachusetts, 199O), p.686.
9.Donalcl Appleyard, Iivable Streets (Berkeley:Universitv of Califomia Prcss. l9fìl), p. 138.
lo¡6¡¿., p.3lo.

l1 U. puul Friedberg, Playgrounr/s/o r Cin Childrez (Washingron, D.C., Bullerin 27-A,.lgig).
12Michael Hough and Suzanne Barrett, People and City Luùscàpes çTorc'tnto: Consen,ation Cc¡uncil

of Onrario, 1987) p.1015.
13 r¡i¿.

COMFORT

Comfort is a rather nebulous term used to describe people's general
satisfaction with the site in relation to their sense of well being both mentally and
physically while in the place. This is an important component which encompasses
the more abstract sense of how a person feels in a place, the emotions it evokes
and the likelihood that they will go there frequently or incorporate it on their
routes. Comfort overlaps with the seven components previously outlined as each
play a role in creating a positive sense of place. The term comfort augments
them, relating to environmental attributes of the open space and the interaction
with the people using the area.

One of the greatest impacts on comfort relating to an urban open space is
vehicular traffic. Places are spaces for social interaction and if there is low traffic
and low noise there is greater satisfaction overall with the site.1 In an
Appleyard study inhabitants on a light traffic street had three times as many
friends and acquaintances as those on a heavilytrafficked street. The street was
a part oftheirterritoryand theywere more aware of their environment and used
it as part of their social environment. There is a greater opportudtyto establish
acquaintances, especially for those with the greatest physical mobility.
Familiarity with neighbours and those passing through the area increases the
safety of the site as it impacts on increased ownership. The fact that more
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pedestrians were comfortable using the street suggests that there will be more
pedestrian traffic, and this increased usage increases safety. A lighter vehicular
traffic allows for a closer residential community to develop with a richer social

climate. When a place is seen as primarily pedestrian territory slow moving
vehicles can animate a commercial area increasing the general social activity
and bringing in people.

Expectations for a quiet safe environment on a light traffic street are high
and therefore there is less tolerance of disruptions. An individual vehicle which
is noisy or dangerous can disturb the situation on a generally quiet street. People

on low traffic streets are therefore more likelyto voice complaints to traffic which
disrupts these e>çectations for the quality of life they wish to maintain. Issues

of "safety, stress, condition, pollution, privacy, and territoriality, followed closely

by neighborliness, were of primary concern to the inhabitants of all streets.'2
These are all factors relating to the comfort, the general satisfaction, people feel

with a place.

Comfort also relates to the protection from natural elements such as

excessive wind and rain, exposure to sun or availabilityof shade. It is a matber
of being able to choose the right balance for each person at any particular time
from a diversity of environments . Air movement and mean radiant temperature
can be readily manipulated by urban design to create hospitable environments.s
What is comfortable is determined by the individual and the type of activity
being pursued. Physical activity produces two or three times the body heat,
compared with sitting. Diversity of environments; sun catches, leafy canopies

offering dappled shade to heavy shade as well as protection from strong winds
and rains allow people to enjoy the outdoors, and an exposure to the natural
environment. Part of being in touch with nature and having comfort in a small
urbanplazamightbe recliningin yourfavorite sun catchreadingyournewspaper
as zeph¡rrs wafb through, tantalizing the senses. A sense of well being is created
by the exposure to the elements without being threatened by them.

Comfort relates to the physical amenities available in a space which
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I'-igure 3.7

OPPORTUMTIES FOR COMFORT: SQUARE IN GIRON, COLUMBIA4

encourage people to stay. These may relate to furniture elements such as
benches or chairs, elements to lean against or structural components as shelters.
The availability of telephones, washrooms or drinking fountains may encour-age
people to stay in an area longer. People often prefer edge conditions and
oppoÉunities to lingers. GehI stresses the importance of primary and secondary
seating for greater choice, the placement determined by spatial and functional
qualities of the place.

Orientation and view are also important in creating comfortable spaces.
Orientation ofthe site should present as many diverse opportunities as possible
along the continuum from deep shade to full sun. It should also express the
special character ofthat particular place in the physical and cultural envir-onment
(Figure 3-7). The view mayrelate to the natural rhythms of the earth and moon,
features such as mountains and oceans, or monuments either natural or
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designed, or it may be life's social drama unfotding in fr'ont of you. Diversity in
opporüunities for views, to face the sun, or sit with your back to it, to sit on the
edge and watch the people in the centre space, offering different choices for
orientation and view. All these design elements and amenities can work
together to create places where people can be comfortable and fulfill their needs.
They facilitate rather than inhibit human activities.

This social nature of people to stop and chat as they meet acquaintances,
or just to pause and enjoy the activity about them relates to another dimension
of comfort. The relationship of crowding and temitor{ality to placemaking was
referred to previously. People are attracted to places by other people and what
they perceive as uncomfortably crowded is a factor of perception and relates to
context. Some of the most successful small urban spaces such as Paley and
Greenacre Parks in New York are often congested, but in a friendly dynamic
manner.6 Sidewalks maybe crowded., butifthere is no safetyhazard such as fast
moving trafftc adjacent, they may be a very effective uridth. There is no ideal
width for these pedestrian ways since it depends on cultural norms and context,
but observation in the communityof different open spaces and the needs of those
utilizing the space will give the landscape architect direction.

SI.]MMATION

Comfort, the sense of well being a place offers individuals, is created
through sensitive and creative design which considers the impact and
interrelationship of vehicular and pedestrian traffic, site orientation and view,
amenities and opportunities to enjoy and be protected from the elements of wind,
sun and rain and the urban environment. In part placemaking is the art of
creating those outdoor spaces which facilitate human interaction and existence
while minimizing feelings of discomfort or fear.

1 Donald Appleyard and Mark Lintell, The Environtnental Qtnlity of City Streets: Tlrc Residents'
Viewpoint. ed. Kaplan, Stephen and Rachel Kaplan. Humanscøpe: Environments for People. (Ann Arbor:
Ulrich's Books, Inc., 1982).
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2 Donald Appleyard and Mark Lintell, Tlrc Ent,irontnental Quali\ of Cit¡, SIreeIs: Tlrc Resitlents'
Viewpoint ed. Kaplan, Stephen and Rachel Kaplan. Hturwnscape: Environments for People. (Ann Arktr:
Ulrich's Books, Inc., 1982), p.253.

3 Ann" Whiston Spirn, Iåe Granite Gartlen (Ncu' York: Basic Bcnks, Inc.,l9t14), p. 67.
4 Francis D. K. Ching, Archirecrure: F ornt - Space & Orrler (Nes' York: Van NostranrJ Reinhold.

1979),p-. tt4.
-)_Gehl, Jan, Liþ BeÍween Buildings. (Neu' York: Van Nostrand Reinhold Compan¡,l9tl7).
Ó William H. Wh¡rte, The Social Life of Small Urban Spoces (Washington: The Consen arion

Foundation, 1980.

LTNKAGE

The final component in this discussion of components for placemaking is
linkage. Trancik in his discussion of urùan spatial design theories includes
linlage, the connecting together of city spaces, which in addition to place and
figure-ground theories provides a means for understanding the city.1 When all
three are used in conjunction they serve as a basis for optimum urban design.

While the previous components discussed in the conceptual design strategJ4

diversity, legibility, safety, territoriality, nature and comfort, relate to being
within the open space, or nearby, linkage refers to how the space is related to
other paths or places in the city structure. Linkage is vital for placemaking. If
a place is well linked there is greater activity in the space, animating it and
improving safety. A good new place will attract people and encourage them to
use new paths to access itifpossible.2 The placemaybecome a destinationitself,
or serve as a landmark on a path, pari of the pedesùrian circulation.

Whyte found that linear spaces often comprise a significant proportion of
open spaces, and are effective for maximizing visual impact and physical access.

As the citybecomes increasinglydeveloped with space at a premium, small open

spaces linked by pedestrian paths offer opportunities to join the city into a legible
whole. While the open spaces maybe identified as nodes or landmarks which
also allow circulation through, when unified linkage is achieved they give order
to the whole.s Linkage is important to placemaking by providing context and
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differentation to open spaces, and facilitating animation of these places with
activity.

If a place is not animated by demand goods such as food vendors and the
people they attract, effective linkage which thrusts the space across already

travelled routes will e>çose people to its presence and may encourage them to

linger. The experience of travelling along a path is heightened if parts of the city
are revealed to people.a The path serves to bring people to or through the place,

and the place accents the path, grving it differentation and imageability (Figule

3.8).

Jacobs stresses the importance of people using open spaces at as many

times throughout the day or night as possible to increase safety. One means of
doing this is to site the place so that people partaking in a variety of activities will
cross through it. For example people on their way to or from work in the morning

and early evening, shoppers throughout the day, restaurant patrons, and

recreationists in the mornings and evenings, provide a stream of people through
the open space during the day and evening.

Placemaking applies to open outdoor spaces as these include parks, plazas,

squares, widened streets, all those places which draw people together and serve

as a locus for activity. Linkage is both a part of placemaking and an artifact of
the process. Open spaces become part of a greater whole when there is linkage,

the identity of each individual entity is erçanded to include a character beyond

the neighbourhood. The pattern of linkage varies. For example it may form a

line connecting neighbourhoods across boundaries, or create an edge condition

identifying a community. The nodes or small urban open spaces along this
continuum should have individual characteristics which identify them. This

serves to clearly mark and give interest to the open space, and individuals can

orient themselves in relation to it. As a landmark and linkage system it may

further identify whether one is 'in' or'out' of a certain district. Linkage thus
serves an important role as placemaking for the space itself, but also for the

neighbourhood identity.
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Figure 3.8 STREET LINKAGE rc P þJZZADELI,A SIGNORIA5

SIjMMATTON

Linkage is an essential component to placemaking in small urban open

spaces if they are to serve as a points of departule and places of action. It
enhances safety, through increased circulation through the space, ¿¡¡d improves

imageability. Linkage may be the primary raison d'etre for the space, or it
enhances spaces which have other attributes.

I RogerTrancik, Finding Lost Space (Ncu,York: Van Nostrand Reinhold Co.,1986).
2 Willium H. Whyte, Crly (New York: Doubleday, 1988).
3 Kcvin Lynch,The Image of the Cir_y (Cambridgc: Joint Center for Urban Studics, The M.l.T. Press,

1988), p.96.
4 Kevin Lynch, The Inage oI the Ciîy (Cambridge: Joint Center for Urban Studies, The M.l 'T. Press,

1988).
5 Francis D. K. Ching, Architecture: Fonn - Spoce & Orrler (Nerv York: Van Nostrand Reinhold,

1979).p.334.
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S{.'MMARY
The seven components of placemaking suggested in this study, legibility,

diversity, nature, territoriality, safety, comfort and linkage each have their
importance as suggested in research and literature. Together they form a

comprehensive list of ideas to consider in the design process.

Legible open spaces, the clear physical embodiment of place, facilitate the

forming of a mental image, relative orientation and are emotionally reassuring
providing comfort through familiarity and comprehension. This image created

through the dynamic process of experience using all the senses is used to

determine patterns of use and simplifies the complex urban environment.
Designers manipulate the structure and identity of the open space, controlling
sight lines, enclosure and spatial organization which can contribute to legibility
and imageability while facilitating safety, linkage, and comfort.

Diversityis essential for the sr¡rvival of ecosystems and is also vital on the

macroscale of placemaking in small urban open spaces. It refers not onlyto the
physical environment, but the dynamic processes of social interactions and

activities in and around the site. Enhancing diversity can also contribute to
legibility, comfort and nature components.

Nature is a process consisting of strongly symbolic elements. The
integration of these elements such as vegetation enhances people's relationship

to nature. In conjunction with an ecological approach and recognition of the
interrelated cultural, social and economic systems the urban ecosystem and

connection with the countryside are enhanced. Nature elements enhance a site

by increasing diversity. They can also improve comfort while creating unique
and easily identifiable landmarks.

People have a need to establish a sense of territory, to become attached to

a spatial region and on a smaller scale a particular site. Territorial organization
reduces conflict, essential in crowded urban conditions, simplifying the sharing
of space. Increasing opportunities for territoriality also increases diversity,
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improves comfort and safety and enhances a sense of ownership.

Safety is a component relating to linkage and territoriality. Visual and

physical linkages allow surveillance into a site, encoulaging appropriate behavior.

Outdoor public places are important venues for social interaction and this in turn
improves safety. Safety is also a factor of circulation patterns and paving

materials relating to comfort, linkage, legibility and diversity.

Comfort relates to safety, territoriality, diversity and nature. Through

nature, like opportunities for shade and sun, protection from the wind and rain
comfort can be enhanced. Diverse choices for activities which accommodate

territoriality allow people to be comfortable and encourage them to utilize a
space. This improves safety and in turn the reassurance of safety enhances

comfort.

Linkage is vital for placemaking, both the aspect of physical access and the

visual connection to the surrounding environment. Linkages give context to an

open space and while attracting people improves safety. Small urban open

spaces should serve as distinct places, but also relate to a larger network of open

spaces and pedestrian pathways.

The seven components outlined as essential for placemaking are important

both individually and as theyinteract with each other. If the prupose of small

urban open space is to enliven the cþ and encourage social interaction then the

incorporation of these components which compliment each other will achieve

this result. This list of components for placemaking represent the first objective

of this study. Through the testing oftheir importance at different sites it is hoped

a hierarchy will become evident, Ieading to the final objective of this stud¡6 an

integrated approach for design based on research and tested observations.

"Tell me the landscape in which you live, and I will
you who you aret Ortega y Gassett cited in Ittelson et al.
I974:t7, La Gory, Mark. John Pipkin. Urban Social Space
Belmont: \MadsworLh Publishine Company. 1981.p. 215.
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PROCESS IFù"TROÐUCTION

Figure 4.1

This studybegan a few years ago with an interest in pocket parks. It was
generated out of concern for the rapid growth of cities with an accompanying rise
in property values and concerns being expressed about an increasingly
dysfunctional society. There was little being done to create'place'in the cit56
special public open spaces to ameliorâte some of these problems. Studying
pocket parks and further delving into the literature suggested that one shoutd

Delirrcation of Impor1ant
Indietors for

Small Urban Spaces

Synthesis and
Analysis of Data

Guidelines for the Design of
Small Urbal Open Spaces

PROCESS DIAGRAM
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not study places based on a taxonomy, but rather focus on those characteristics
which are critical to placemaking and transcend form.

The initial selection of principle components integral to placemaking for
study were derived from the current body of literature as indicated in the
bibliography. (Figure 4.l Process Diagram). While different authors focused on
different aspects ofplacemaking and used a variety of terms, the seven componenLs
represent the distillation of the available information. An annot¿ted bibliography
was compiled to serve as a reference for the thesis as it continued. The theoretical
components, their definition and importance are delineated in Chapter Three.
These seven theoretical components,or indicators as in the diagram; legibility,
diversity, nature, tertitoriality, safety, comfort and linkage served as the basis
for further study.

OBJECTN¡ES

Once the essential components ofplace were delineated, based on available
research and studies, it was evident that they would have greater significance
if tested in some wayto further explore their importance and interrelationship.
The objectives included testing them to discover their relative significance and
to determine how people at specific sites measured their success there (Chpi. 2).
The culmination of the study would then be to make revisions to the initial list
of components based on these tests and examine the various attributes which
comprised the components or indicators.

SITE SELECTION

To meet the objectives of testing these components thereby deriving more
information about the seven suggested components it was necessary to select
study sites. This process was concurrent with developing the questionnaire to
ensure integration of the questions relating to the seven components and
selection of specific sites which could address these questions.
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Three sites in downtown vancouver were selected for this study (Chpt 5).
The city of Vancouver, and the West End in particular where the sites are
located, has a dense urban fabric and presents opporbunities for studying the
mix of residential and commercial environments. Criteria for site selection was
reached through discussion with the thesis committee and follow the general
scientific concept of comparing similar but different . The community and sites
as described in detail later were selected because they met the prescribed
criteria; each exemplifying several aspects of the seven components in
placemaking, similar in size and design, spanned different socioeconomic groups
in the same region, but represented different neighbourhoods. \ilhile they were
similar there were differences in each site which related back to the seven
components and would allow valid comparisons offactors relating to importance
and level of achievement at each site. While none of the sites represent a utopia,
they are considered generally successful.

QT]E STIONNAIRE DEVELOPME NT

A questionnaire was developed once the seven components of placemaking
were delineated. A copy of this questionnaire is included in the Appendix. It was
refined concurrently with the site selection process. This allowed a good fit
between aspects of placemaking and the conditions existing in each site. The
questionnairewaspresentedinabooHetformatwithsubjectheadingsprogr:essing

from general questions, to the site in the neighbourhood, and extending to
specific park features and demographic questions.

The majority of questions were designed on a five point scale so that they
would represent clear statistical information. Numerous surveys were examined
which could provide helpfut information about the format and wording of
questions.l Since the information to be obtained was highly theoretical to the
average person the specific components were each represented by simple
questions which were intended to relate to an aspect of their character. The
questions range from the general to the specific to gather the greatest range of
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information both about specific components in comparison with general views
and specific attributes of components. There is also overlap between the
components addressed in specifi.c questions, for example a question about
vegetation may relate to nature and safety. A few open ended questions and a
general comments section at the end of the form gave an opporbunity for people

to provide information that might otherwise be missed.

The questionnaire went through numerous drafts. In addition to changes
under the direction of the thesis committee was also pretested bytwo landscape

architects. The new drafb in booklet form was then presented to five people at
a site. They completed it at the site asking questions and making suggestions
for changes as they completed the questionnaire. Further discussion of overall
concerns and suggestions followed. This process was interesting and helpful. It
became evident that questions with fine nuances of difference were seen as being
the same and repetitive. It also served to indicate areas where there was
confusion. These responses were gathered and the survey was further refined.
More sketches were added to make the booklet user foiendly. One criticism that
remains is that the length of the survey is too long. This study could indicate
which type of questions could be omitted and facilitate reducing the length to a
shorter and equally valid list of questions for future study.

There were a total of 80 participants who responded out of the initial
distribution of 100 surweys at each of the three sites, approximately 27Vo relu:lrn.
The surveys were distributed by hand in each site to individuals passing through
at random. Although initially it was intended to distribute the survey by mail
there was difficulty in compiling a complete address list, and the preponderance
of unsolicited mail to residents in this area presented a concern that the return
rate would be too low. The questionnaire was presented in a booklet format and
the respondent was requested to complete the survey and seal the booklet
returning it by post using the self-addressed s¿amped page.
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^ANAT.YSTS

QUESTIONNAIR3
The resultant survey data were compiled into a spreadsheet format using

the software StatView. The data was initiallycompiled for each site separately.
Missing responses for attributes, excluding the demoglaphic information, were
replaced with the mean of all the responses if there were no more than 50Vo of
data missing. In this way the veracit¡r ofinfonnation for each individual site was
maintained. Only five attributes ft'om Part IIL #8 for "Achieved" did not have
adequate data and were omitted from the analysis; playing with children,
attending special events, taking pet out, tending plants, and eating. All the data
were then compiled into one spreadsheet and four t¡pes of statistical analysis
performed: frequency distributions, analysis of variance, Pearson correlations,
and T-tests. This process generated a considerable amount of information and
therefore not all is add¡essed in this study or included in the appendices. The
frequency distributions are presented in Appendix B in the format of the
questionnaire.

The process of examining the data and the basis for the discussion which
follows was to examine the responses from the sample of respondents, compare
between the parks, and examine correlations among items which made the
parks most successfrrl.

SITE OBSERVATIONS

In addition to the questionnaire there were general site observations
made and a site inventory catalogued (Appendix A). Numerous slides taken
during these visits provided visual information for later reference and are
presented throughout the thesis. During visits to the site some people tookthe
opportunityto discuss both their particular concerïs and delights or lmowledge
about particular features and all this information gave a richness to the
information compiled which could not otherwise have been collected. The
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planning, engineering, and parks departments also supplied maps, reports and
site plans.

1 Robert Buchan, Larry Simmons. Downtown Pkt:a Slrur1.y, Citv ol'Vancouver, 1985.
[-arr-l' Diamond and Planning Department. Plaza Design Guidelines - Dralì. Cit¡, of' Vancouyer, I 99 I .

L-arry Simmons. DovtttÍotytt Pl.aia Inveilory. Cit-v ol Vancout'er, I985.
SueWeidemann. Personal CommunicationsRelatingTo Sun'e.vs. Depafmentclf l.andscapcArchitccturc,

University of Illinois.
Michael Van Valkenburgh Associates. Mill Rqce l,ark User Survey. June l9tì9.
Roine Thomsen, Clark Park University of lllinois at Urbana Champaign, March 1992.
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T'Ë{E WEST' ÐNÐ CON{-T'EKT'

The lMest End in Vancouvel'is a unique compilation of dense ¡.ri'ban fabr.ic
complised primarily of high-rises mixed with commerciai activities (Figr:re 5.1).
Located on a peninsula between Coal Elarbour and Engiish tsay its 480 acr.es is
sandwiched beiween 1000 aci'e Stanley Park and the downtown cor.e.1 The Parks
and Open Space map2 (Fig-ure 5.2) indicates ihe location of Stanley Par.k to the
Irlorth, and Sunset tseach to the South-east, rvhich comprise beautiful open
spaces rich in scenic views and recreational amenities. The supplementary
ameniiies cf,schools, commurríty centres, -parks and mini-parks al.e intel-spersed
thi'oughoui the West-End.

Inítially established in the l8gûs with a roadway to RoÌtson and Ðenman
andthe constirrction oflargeeleganthorresithas undergone aslowtransformation
with ihe convetsion of homes to srdtes beginning around 1910, tlu.ee storey walk-

5.1
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up apartments constructed in the 1940s and the high-rise boom in the late 1950s
to 1970s, Some of streets displaythe four t¡rpes of development and this feature
adds an important historical character. More recently is the conversion of
apartments to condominiums and with the increasing congestion the
establishment of Mini-parks, traffic circles, and the West End Community
Centre.s

The contemporary character of the West End is influenced by the residential
proximity to numerous amenities and commercial activities. Interspersed
throughout the area are residential hotels, corner stores, churches, and two
firehalls. Three commercial strips extend along Davie, Denman and Robson
streets. Davie Street has concentrated commercial development near Denman
and to the east between Jervis and Burrard. Denman has maintained a more
historical character of older low rise retaüresidential developments. In addition,
there is a mall and the combined Secondary School and Community Centre.
Robson Street, closer to the commercial downtown centre, has numerous
restaurants to the west extending to hotels fr¡rther east, mixed with commercial
establishments. This trendy area serves the local community and the tourists
which find the area very walkable.

One objective ofthe 1982 Park Board Master Plan is to have a neighbourhood
park within 800 metres of each West End resident. Sunset Beach and Stanley
Parkare the two mostprominentpublic open spaces and the boundarytheyform
along the North and West sides of the West End delineate the area while their
paths, open lawns and beaches encourage pedestrian circulation (Figure 5.3).
Mini-parks were introduced as a result of community initiatives to limit
vehicular traffic. The three sites selected for this study are within this network
of open spaces, and are located to the West on Chilco and Gilford streets, and
Bute Street to the East.

In the middle of the continuum from small to large spaces are Alexander,
Nelson and Barklay parks. Alexander Park near English Bay is a pastoral park
featuring a bandstand surrounded by an expanse of lawn with large towering
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I;i,gtrre 5..ì ENGLISH BAY LOOKING NORTH

trees forming a canopy foi' a roof in the style of the 19th ceniury . Barclay
I{ei{tage Square }ras -won design awârds for the l'estored 190ûs houses bordei-ing

a herb gai'den, rectangular foi'mal tel'l'ace, and the Lov¡er infolmal exparrse or'

garden beds and la-¡¡n. Neiscn Park vyitir an elementary schooi is a-n open

expanse of lawn with gentie contows anci'i¡:ees along the paths -wirich ti"ansvetrse

tire site. The restored Lreritage houses across ihe street to the south--west are in
malked contras'b to the to-rel'ing apartment buildings io the noi'th-east. The
iineal'parks aad open spaces thr oughout the'F/'esi Eird do not appear to forrn arly
particular pattern. These 1ai'ger parks compiirnent ihe smali inini-parks -which

are scattered ih¡ougirou.t the west-end forrning part or"tlre ccntinuurr frou'r v'ery

smail open spaces to large e:æanses such as Staniey Fark.

I Planning Dcpartmcnt. Wcst Encl Inlìrrmatiiln Rcpor'|. Citr t¡l'Vancoirlcl: Scptcmbci-. lgfl-5. p.3
2 Plauning Dcparlmcnt. Wcst Enci RcsidcnLial Àrcas Polic., Plan. Rc.port 3: SLralcgics. Cit¡ ol

Vanct¡uver, Dccembct' I987. p.24
:l Planning Dcpai-tmcr.rt. Wcst Enil Jnlormation Rcpoll. Citr ol'Vancouvcr: Septcrnbcr. I9.95. p.-5.
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CT TTEXT'

ButeÆ{ai'o mini-park as it is known to the city siaffis closest to the urban
core ofVancour/er oiihe tfu'ee sites i;nder study. It occr-rpies the half block aiong
Bute between lTai'o streei and ihe iane before Eai'clay street. Generaily the fiow
of people is in a north-south dii'ection along Bute street. Peoptre appi'oach from
Robson street, a busy cornmercial hub, waiking south-'rest up the hili, past the
ice cream shop and Bread Garden restaurant, e;zes following tire bright banners

I;'i,qurc 5.1 BUTE ST. SCUTH TOVVARDS NTINJ-PARK

ancl bouievard ti'ees (Figure 5.4). Alr oider thl'ee sior.ey house backs cnto t?re la-ne

l'eveatring iis losing battle wittrr time, ancl the view ihrough the lane 
.back 

to the
city centi'e to the nolth-easi provides glimpses of bhe copper topped I'ocf of the
F{otel Vancouvel' ancl -numerûus liigh rise offices (Figule 5.5). Across the stleet
acljacent'rhe park ís the seniors centre, a 20û bed f'aciitty. Ther:e is a r:egulai' flow
or'traff-rc aiong Haro ancl frorn Buie, b¡.¡t the pace is slow enough and broken up

ll
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I;igttre 5.5
BUT'E ST. TO\¡/ARDS DOWNTOVIN VANCOtrvtÐR

sufficiently to make crossing easy. Looking down E{aro in either dil"ection the
boulevai'cis are lined -,víth chei't'y tlees which pi'esent a sti;nning display in the
spring. The grade ler¡els as or:re crosses Tãa-ro sireei ancl entei's ihe site"

A.ppi'oaching r1'orn ihe othei'direction one io¿alks tiei'ough a i'esiden*uiai ai'ea

of ¡neci.ium ancl high ¡:ise buildings ivith rnatu-r'e-l-r'ees iirring ihe sirects along a
fairiy levei grade into the site. E4ren tlae su-rvey was distributed in the sun'rnìel'

of 1992 ihele rras a construction siie J:ounded by a taii solid ply,vooci bai:rier
decol'atecl with gi'affiti in ihe south-east corner adjacent the site" This s¡-l¡nmer'

a yeail later constructíon is well uncler'way foi" a high-rise. There is r,-¡lteelch¿rir

¿ìccess in both ilirections and ihere a1'e no changes in grade act'oss ihe site.

Hal'o sti'eei slopes alilay genti¡z 'r,o the east tov-¿ai'ds the ciiy ancì- busy
Bui'r'ai'cl street, a nnain conneciol', and io the west toyøards Ðenman stl'eet ancl-
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onto Stanley Park. This eastern portion of the West End is known for lively
parties and is generally considered lower income, though there is a mix of newer
and older buildings. Atraffic engineering report for September 19g2 taken on
Harojust east of Bute noted that during a2f}rot¿r period 2300 vehicles travelled
east and 890 vehicles travelled west. More than hatf of this traffic was between
seven am and six pm.

ButeÆIaro is bounded by four storey apartment buildings with a leafy
canopy from mature tulip trees in the site (Figure 5.6). It interrupts the
vehicular traffic and forms a transition between a dense residential apartment
area and a dense urban commercial area. The buildings to the east are older
apartment buildings somewhat dilapidated, with students and professionals
coming and going periodically (Figure 5.7). In contrast the apartment building
opposite is much newer and an older lady watches me warily from her living
room as I take pictures of the park All the buildings face into the site and have
erqpansive windows to view activities in the park. The plan view (Figue 5.8)
clearly depicts the strong linear nature of the park, reinforced both in the
buildings and the raised planting beds. The interlocking paving and the cur.bs
serve to identifythe bor¡ndaries on the ground plane, in addition to signs, lamp
standards the the planting beds.

VEGETATION

The plantings consist of massings of shrubs and some ground covers such
as ivy, with a few perennials such as ferns, in addition to the large leafu trees
spaced evenly across the site. Many of the shrubs are evergïeen with glossy
leaves, such as the masses ofViburnum davidii, and Rhododendrons, but there
are also some Pinus mugo(Figure 5.9). Even with the water shortage during the
summer of 1992 the strong massings made a distinct gïeen space. The raised
planters sharplydefine the beds. There is no grass or open ground cover area for
reclining. This spring the white flowering evergreen shrubs near the north
benches brightened the nook and lent the air a wonderfirl light scent. A maple
tree behind adds fall colour enhancing diversity in texture and colou¡ (Figure
5.10). No one seems to use the planter ledges for sitting, but they do serve as
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Figure 5-8
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clisplaytabies f'oi' some of the stleet ñìei'chants. The light frlters through the site,
though the tall trees and buildings inake ii a relatively shad¡z place. trn the
-mornings in the surnm.er thele is fuli sun ai ihe north entrance and on one of the
benches.

F'LIRNNSFüNGS

The se-¿en benches placed in -¿ai'ious gloupings ol singly accornmoclate
people during the iirnch hou¡" and tr"ansients catching some sJ"eep day and rdght.
The benches all c{esigned with arrnrests and backs out of rnetal and wood are
l'elatively comfortable and sofben the se'¡ere concrete wa-ils. Their placemerit
sriggests people gathei'ing and sorre empty wine boitles as welX as numet'ous
cigarette buits littering the g::ound indicate these nooks al"e v¿eltr ¡¿tilized.
Thougti ihere are gal'bage receptacles both at the site, ancl at ihe neai'by shops
there seel:,es to constantly be litter sire.ffn across the site which gives it a díi-Ly
àppe¿r-rance not belied by the dark stained conclete planters.

< tt
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The lights âre Lrigh and well piaced io enhance safety at night. There is alsc
a v¡ater fountain and information kiosk near the l{aro end (Figure 5.i1). A
bicycle l'ack at thai entrance also accomurodaies cyclists who pel'iodicaliy pass
through. At iimes posters ale also placed on the benches and signs arouncL the
site to urake thero distinct fi'om the usualtry crowded and often o¡-rtdatecì. notices
on the kíosk.

This is the oniy site with an intel"esting water featule, the i'ough cut gr.ardte

biocks add an intei:esting scu-lptural elenaent (Fig-ure 5.f 2)" I{ov¿evei" ther.e has
not been any water there foi'the past two sut:ri.nûe1's, and often it serves mol.e to
collect refuse than project an ar-tistic spirit animating the site ¡¡¡ith sound. \ñ,4rat

couid be a strong attribute is there-bytulned into a detl'actor, lending to the sense
of pooi'maintenance and lack of attention.

Iìiot¡r,' 7 I )' '.)"'' -"' -
GP.ANITB WATER FEATLÍRE
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ts {JTEÆLAR,O MãÞ{T-PAR,K USE

There is a steady proglession of people thlough the site dui'ing the day
(Frgure 5.13). nn JLrile 1992 ovel'â. ten rninute period during a iate weekCay
mol'ning sixty-one people walkecl througlr. ihe site, and one bicyclist rode
thi'ough. T'wo iadies sat together', one person used the water fountain, three
punkei's gathered on a bench, and a câ1'dlove in, unpacked some bags and left.
Ðui:iirg this time only one of the people \ñ/as a child-. -\Ãihen 

tr was disti.íbuting the
surveys in tLre site several people declined on the basis that they lveÍe toul.ists,
so there is a rrrix of residents anc{ -*¿isitors using the site as â connecting route.
There is the irnpression of a divelse i'ange of people f,rom univer.sity students,
w-orking professionals , retiled seniors to rinemptroy-ed youth and street people.
The citycrew also comes tlu'ough. dul'ing ihe dayto conduct l'outine mainteila-nce.

).t-)
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GTT,F'TR,Ð ßÆN'{- FÂR,K

CONTEXT'

Gilforcl mini-park is west of Denrnan in what is consiclel'ed a more upscale
neighbou-l'hood than easi of Ðenm.an. Th"e site is comprised of two com.ponents
divided by Haro street, each a hatrf block long. The site to ihe sou-th has a richer.
character, whiie to the north it is primai"ily sloping grass canopied by che¡r.y
trees. People approach the site from all clirections; north uphili along Gitford
from Stanley park with the bus route along Gecrgia, easi along FTaro from

l,'i.grrrc 5.15
GILFORD LCOKING SOUTY{ TO ENGLISH BAY

Ðen¡la.n -where thei'e al'e lestauranis, shops, Ð- comrrunit;z centi.e aaci school,
wesL frolir Stanley Park, or fi'orn the sotith -where English Bay beach rneets tlee
shoi'e. S'itrren treaving thr'ough ihe sorithelir most ecÍge of the pai.k one just catches
a glirnpse of Eaglish Bay as the ::oad gently siopes d"o.,-¿nward (Figur.e 5.15).
Whetlaei' on Gilfoi'd or Ëlaro one passes ihrorigh sii'eeis iined- with trees and
bordereC by apartu:.en't buildings.

-5._¡-;
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E{aro stieet whLich dii¿ides the park into two drisiinct colnponents has
lelativeiylight tl'affic. TLre parking on both sides, in adclition to the rnatru.e tlees
w-hich line and a-rch over the road, sel've to gir¡6 a sense of a nàrro=¡¡er passage aircl

slow tr'afflic. People fi'equently cross tlle roacl at any point atrong the sireet
unhindered by vehiculai' -,-raffîc. The interlocking paving and lowered curbs
denote entr"ance ancl accommoclate wheelchairs. &!-hile Haro physically divid.es

l;i,gttre 5.16

HARC STREET FACING THE BUCrLA-¡{ HOTE]-

tire site in i-wo this is not the reason for ihe sense of discontinuity beiween the
halves. There is iittle sense of ph;vsical continuity, no sirong ¡risuai connection
ancl s'-ich a stl'ong conilast J:etween the siies tha't othei"than the fact Lhat ihey
are boih cpen spâces thel'e is li.ftle relationship bet-ween theur. The pian r¡ie.,o¡

iliustrates the distinct nature of the two constituent pai'ts (F igure 5.16 & 5.17).

The site i.s nesiieci mtc ¿ln ai'ea of clcLer end newei'apal'iirreni huiidiirgs of
va¡:ious heights and vintages, though aìi weli rLaintainecl. Siiniiar io Bute ther"e

< l!,
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Figure 5-17
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Figure 5.18
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are low rise apal'tutent buildings foi'rÂing the bouindaries to the east ancl, west
along both comporìents of the site. ail looking into the site, though ther.e are some
significant diffelences between B¡-rte ancì Gilford. With the exception of the
builcling on the noi'th-easi corner of Giifoi'd, the fi'onts of the buiidings and,
therefore all the entrances, face out onio Gilforcl sireet. Ttrre bujlding across the
stl'eei, which forins the noith-west bounclar.y, whíle it appears initiailrv to be an
apartment briilding, is actually an hotel"

I;-igttrc 5.!9 DELILAH'S CUTSIDE SEATTNG ADJACENT HOTEL

Estabiished for ovei' tv¡eniy yeai's, ihe Buchan ïlotel used to irouse many
I'esiclentiatr g-i-iests who aiso dined in ttrre main floor ;:estaurant (F'igur'e 5.19). blo',¡'

it is a lc""vei' cosi hoiel -,vhich hos'cs many- toul'ist ancl school gi'oups, and. the
i'esta¡.n'ant catels to the upscale ci'o¡'vctr',¿ith pi'ices'beyonci what many seniors on
a fixed income can affol'd. T'he ho.Lei tras a comfoltable homey en¡¡ironment ¿rncl

the inanaget'is friendiy vttíth'many of the par"å< i'egulat's. oR.estarilani siafrancl
pai::ons anímate the park with the courtyarci set up Lo setve se¡¡e¡:al srnall tables

i.l r)
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in the evenings. The courtyard merges with the park, set offby its proximity to
the hotel, a yew hedge on two sides and a ramp and stairs leading down into the
slightly lower level. The restaurant and hotel entrances are distinct with their
individual canopies off of Haro street. On more than one sunny afbernoon I
noticed the staff sitting outside enjoying their coffee and sharing a relaxed
camaraderie. However, discussions with several park patrons who lived. in the
vicinity revealed that the restaurant staffare very boisterous when they leave
for home about 2:00 am. The restaurant was initially to be open onlyuntil 1l:00
pm, not 12:00 as it is now. In addition there is a sense that the restaurant is no
longer for many of the seniors who live in the area.

NORTII SIDE

To the north the planting consists of shrub beds adjacent each building
predominated by a large lawn with rolling berms and a canopy of cherry trees
(Figure 5.20). The trees on either side of the interlocking walk in conjunction
with the period lamp standard and two round planters serve to mark the
entrance. Abench on the sidewalk along the park end looks back down the street
towards Georgia and beyond to the Royal Vancouver Yacht Club and the
mountains behind. Unfortunately the cherry trees look attractive only for a
short time while in spring bloom, and are so diseased and ravaged the remainder
of the year that they detract from the site. (The cherry trees throughout the city
ofVancouver are so diseased and prone to problems that the cityis going to begin
replacing them with other species.) Adjacent Haro the grass is open and serves
as a place to stretch out and enjoythe suns warmth. Planting beds adjacent the
apartment buildings have some large evergreens and flowering deciduous
shrubs which form an edge defining the site and softening the buildings face. The
numerous windows looking into the site enhance safety and add to the
complexity of the site (Figure 5.2L).

SOUTII SIDE \IEGETATION

In contrast there is much more diversity and interest in the southern haìf
of the site between Haro and the lane. Looking across Haro from the north side
one sees planters of different sizes, delicate locust trees with plantings at the
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base, ivy winding it's way up the buitding' edge, dogwoods in firll bloom and an
immsnss chestnut tree in the foreground dominating the hotel fi-ont and road
(Figure 5.22). It is the restaurant and hotel which maintain many of the colourfr¡l
plantings in the park in front and adjacent the hotel. The plantings tlu-oughout
are widelycoloured and feature a broad range of diversityin size, texture, colour
and species. In addition to the Cornus trees near the hotel there are colourful
shrubs such as the purple Ceanothus and annuals and perennials including
herbs such as Santolina and Ocimum basilicum, ferns, the ground cover
Epimedium, Calendula and Tulipa. The twelve planters of varying size
scattered around the south side enhance the richness of the site and interrupt
the strong linear design. The cream coloured apartment building to the east
maintains its small plot of grass and a colourful border of flowers in addition to
some planters. Opposite the hotel contributes substantiallyto the planters and
garden beds adjacent (Figure 5.23). The interest of the restaurant staff in
cultivating unique and colourful plants is reflected in the interesting diverse
plantings. Throughoutthis south side ofthe Gilford site the planters compliment
and add interest to the shrub beds bordering the site. The onlyraised planters
are the concrete ones comprising the sides to the ramp leading into the
restau¡ant alcove.

SOUTII SIDE FURNISHINGS

The furnishings provided by the city leave a lot to be desired(Figure 5.24).
The round concrete and wood stools have no backs or armrests and a far from
portable. Similarþthe round wood table top on a concrete pedestal does nothing
for ambience. Located in the alcoves to the east where it is generally shady I was
the only one who appeared to use them on my visits. The clunþ benches near
the Haro entrance and the shuffleboard, across Haro street and near the lane to
the north are solid, but hardlyinviting. Ofthe five benches scattered throughout
the site and the five table/stool combinations only three benches seemed to be
regularly occupied. While they have backs, there are no armrests, though this
doesn't discourage some of the street people who periodicalty rest here.

The other ty¡les of furnishings on the site south of Haro are two ash-
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I¡'irure 5'25 souTTï EDGE oF sirE FACING NORTII

Iìisure 5.26 ELEVATTON TRANSITIONADJACENTHOTEL
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were at specific points at the entrances rather than across the site as a whole.
This related to the crosswalk marked across Haro, but would. also influence
bicycle traffic.

GILFORD MIM.PARK USE

In late June at noon over a ten minute period I observed one street person
asleep on a bench, two bicyclists passed through, and twenty people walked
through. This is a third of the traffic that Bute experiences, and is consistent
with the general impression that there is a steady flow of people into and through
the site, but it is generally quiet and peaceful. There are several regulars who
congregate or sit quietly watching people on the benches on either side of Haro.
Though there is a very simple gazebo near the hotel it is just an open structure
and no one appears to use it, rather it detracts by seeming so out of place.

SI.JNflMARY

Gilford mini-park comprised of two very different half block components
divided by Haro street has strong boundaries as established by the adjacent
buildings. The character of the site is stronglyinfluenced bythe nature of these
buildings. The simple chunky chairs, tables and benches are distributed
throughout the site providing some choices for seating type and,location. There
are opportunities to enjoyavarietyofshade and sun. The gazebo and shuffleboards
seem out of place and as such detract from the overall character of the place. As
with the other sites in this study the design is of a linear nature open on the ends.
There is good visibilityin and around the site. The trees extending into and along
the sides of the site soften the building exteriors and serve to mediate between
the height of the buildings and the human scale, as well as adding diversity in
colour, texbure and light.

5.26
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CONTtrXT

This is ihe quietest ancl most eastel'n stud-y siie ontry a 'few l:locks from
Stanley Fark and Englísh Bay. The neighbour"hoocl has a few trarger pel.iod
houses and mediurn to high rise buildings. Feople genei'aily appi.oach along
Chilco street fiom ihe south and north. To the south is th.e linear pai:k and sea
walL walk along English tsay fianked by high rises on the north side of Beach
Avenue and lined with large matui"e trees on botil sides. The open gl-een spâce
and bandsheil of Ale:<andi'a Park and a small park å.cross frorn English tsay
tseach Lrave a sti"ong visua-l lir:kto Englisli Bay. Towal'ds the east aXong Ðenman
tlrei'e al'e some cornmercial spaces such as shops and restaulants (Figure 5.27).

I;i.qrre,i.27
DENNLAN SOUTH

The pa::ks boai"d of,fices and tennis courts al'e¡'r,ist wesi of the site in Stanley Pai'ii
off ofBeachAvenue and linkeci with fbotpaths off Comox. To the nor.th is Stantrey
Pai'k ancl other.rnini,pal'ks. Esta-biished in ¿lppi-oxìrnatel)z 1gT4 as cletei.minecl
by site clrawings, it is the saûle viniage as the GilfordÆlaro site, ancL se.¿en.yeai,-q
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older than ButeÆIaro. The plan view depicts the same linear design and half
block size as ButeÆIaro, but it contrasts markedly with the softer landscape and
quieter character (Figure E.zg).

As in Bute and Gilford the easUwest boundaries are established by
buildings. To the west is a white contemporary nine storey apartment building
designed byleading Canadian architectArthul Erickson. Bands of windows look
into the park and the front door entrance is in the south west corner of the park,
facilitating visual and physical linkage (Figure 5.29). To the east is an older
three storey apartment building and duplex. Both have windows and main
entrances into the site. The duplex is a period house which contributes to the
historical character of the West end and this site in particular, but there is no
attempt by the owners to enhance the landscaping and there is an unclear
relationship between the private and public space (Figure 5.30). The apartment
buildings both have the park landscaping extending up to their walls with
shrubs and ground level planting beds.

Progressing through the site from north to south there is a general slope
towards the waterfront and the water becomes visible as one approaches Comox
street. The apartment buildings on either side of the road frames this view,
enhanced by the small flowering trees and further punctuated by the large
mature boulevard trees along Beach Avenue( Figure 5.31). In the other direction
looking north the plain three storey apartment building on the west has a lawn
and a few shrubs which make no visual connection to the green oasis of the park
(Figure 5.32). Across the street the newer aparhment building has an enhanced
boulevard with extensive plantings which extend the character of the parkinto
the streetscape. Tall weeping tree forms another block north on the east add
visual interest and character to the street. Both the apartment and boulevard
landscaping enhance the imageabitity of the approach to the park, and heighten
the sense of expectation.

VEGETATION

As seen in the plan view this site has extensive shrub beds and is the only
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Figure 5.28
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site under study with grassy areas (Figure 5.33). There is massing of evergreen
shrubs such as Pieris, Rhododendrons, Photinia, Mahonia and Pinus mugo, but
this is punctuated with individual species of Rhododendron, Hydrangea and
other flowering shrubs. There is also an abundance of perennials including
Bergenia, variegated Hosta, ferns and sprinkled throughout the grass, tiny
delicate whiteand yellow flowers. The planters and beds also feature bulbs and
annuals.

A canopy is formed over head from the cherry trees in addition to other
species of deciduous trees and the large IIex evergreens . This gives some height
to the site, a sense of ceiling which encloses the space and forms a transition
between the tall adjacent buildings and the intimate site on a more human scale.
The Prunus trees cast a dappled shade across the central pathway (Figur.e 5.84).
In the spring their gentle pink blossoms form a delicate ceiling which is
transformed into a carpet of pink as they fall. The trees the rest of the summer
are diseased and unhealthy looking, though perhaps they just fade into the
bacþround with attention focused on other flowering foliage.

The planting beds finely articulate the site moving in and out from the
building walls to the centre of the site interrupting the strong linear north and
south flow. The grassy patches add another dimension, a variation in ground
plane and another play of texture against the shrubs and perennials. It
completes the range of green from ceiling to floor plane grving greater enclosure
and definition to the site. The small square shapes of grass are also distinct from
long stretches of green boulevards and express a sense of play, particularþ with
the small white daisies informally sprinkled throughout. On these patches of
grass children delighted in playing picking the daisies and chasing the cats. The
small nooks formed by the walls of shrubs and carpet of green provid.e small
rooms within a small open space, grving greater character to the site and
enhancing im ageability.

The seven low round planters feature a diversity of vegetation from several
large Pinus mwo to Tulipa and Geranium species. There presence adds another
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di¡nension to the site though tLreir vegetation is iess interesting than that in the
sh'ub beds and they al'e noi piaced to stand a].one in contrast'uo the ground plane.

The two sizes do contribuie somewhat to ihe diversity of featul:es.

FTJEhifSEffNGS

The benches and chair/'uable s'uyles are the same clunky ones seen in ihe
Gilford site. The two table chair groupings are both in shady areas near" the lane
enilance (Figu¡'e 5.35). Cigarette bu.tts iittei'ing the gi'ound around the north-
east corner g::oupíng under the mature'ui:ee indicates use bypah'ons and one day

t t'\!It ( ')")J F{IRNIT'IIRE I}d NORTH-'fi/-EST CORNER

a couple of gentleørerf, v/ere obselved ha¡¡ing h-mch a.L this table. T'he benches

sited indi-'¡id¡:aliy on the grass and pa-'-ers al'e on the west side ancl open tc the
hot aftel'noon sru3.. l4trile I found it unJ¡eai'abie irot io sit there on a sunny day,

tl:,e c¿rts which fi'equen'r, ihe sl'Le are quite comfortable on a dark "¡¡oocl bench
(Fig,;r"e 5.36). They also pi'ovide oppoliüni.ties to sit and read being bi'ight but
not hot in the moi"níng.
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the sidewalk.

CHTT,CO &qTNT-PT4-R,K USE

This site is fi'equeirtly deserted between people tri.ckling ilerough. lt is a
very quiet location with no noise frorn adjacent buildings or the streets other
than the perioclic automobiie. Many of ihe apartment windows wel,e open and

this informaL sur¡eillance enLrances the safety or" people using tlie site. Late in
Jurre shortly aftel'noon during a ten -minute peliod only eleven peopie walked
ihrotigh and f-wo bicyclists rode through the site.

Ðuring this same iime foiu'cats wele noted r"esting oi'passing tlu.oughthe
al'ea, thoilgh one pel'son mentioned tirat there are si,-Jeen cats living in ihe
vlciniry who frequent ihe palk. one othel' cbsei'vaiiolrr lv¿ìs of a;roung ski¡nk v¿ho

liked tc snack on the cats iefLovei's ai:oì,ll1d the corner at the house t;ndei. the
magnolia tl'ee (Figui'e 5.39). These animais aie quiie a topic of conversation. One

CAT AND SKUNK PtrACEFTILLY CO-EXIST
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young professional couple made a point of mentioning they had moved away
because the skunks habit the area using the dumpster in the alley as a food
source. To further exacerbate the situation the lady in the house oper.ates an
informal cat shelter and there is a steady supply of cat food outside. These people
found the scent lefrb was often pungent and unpleasant. Other people including
a young boy were eager to mention in conversation how wonderfr¡l the cats were,
and that since a news story on TV their reputation extended beyond the
neighbourhood. As one lady said, there was no reason to visit the park until the
cats came.

At another time there were young children walking and riding their
tricycles through the park as their fathers visited. Theypaused to chase the cats
and play on the grass, just enjoying being outdoors. This quiet place also serves
to bring the wide range of diverse people together Slving them reasons to
communicate with each other, from very young to very old they can observe and
share conversations about the cats, squirrels, skunks or birds which animate
this space. Perhaps the pro.rimityto the wood,ed area of Stanley parkcontributes
to the ability of the animals to survive in an urban area.

SUMMARY

Chilco-Comox mini-park is a quiet oasis for contemplation and reprieve
from the busy city pace. Everything in the layout suggests that one should slow
down or pause. Plantings run across the ends punctuating the boundaries and
diverbing people from a direct route through. The niches and plantings extend-
ing into the centre further encourage one to pause. Diversityin vegetation from
shrubs to trees and perennials and some annuals add interest and seasonality
to the site. The lighting is effective and the simple period style fits well with the
romantic landscape and mix of contemporary and period buildings. The paving
is the same interlocking paving seen in the other sites but the ground, plane is
enhanced with the small pockets of grass. The animals add a dynamic compo-
nent to this place providing a focal point for conversation between strangers or
acquaintances and a reason to be drawn into the site, or to pause. There is a
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strong visual connection between the site and the boulevard to the north on the
east side where there is continuity in landscaping. There is also a strong visual
linkage between the site and the beach and linear park to the south enhancing
imageability and the sense of neighbourhood. Though there are no demand
goods such as vendors or artistic furniture or water features, perhaps this site
with its quiet and solitude provides needed respite and informal pet therapy in
the urban jungle.

Surrounded by StanleyParþ English Bay, Coal Harbour and opening into
downtown, the West End ofVancouver is a long established area that has evolved
into primarily highrises with some remaining historic houses. To resolve
problems of disruption resulting from too much through traffic the community
established mini-parks and traffic islands on some streets. The tlu.ee mini-parks
selected for this study are all similar in design with their linear street width
design allowing emergencyvehicles,boundaries to the east and west formed from
apartment buildings, and open ends onto streets. They each have their indi-
vidual character: Bute to the east with the water feature and raised concrete
planters is designed to accommodate heavy u¡ban traffic, Gilford to the west is
comprised of two sections and has a hotel and restaurant on the south side,
Chilco, the quietest site, features grassy nooks and is occupied by cats and
skunks. Through their similarities in design and context these mini-parks
provide opportunities for study and their unique features offer interesting
comparisons. By comparing the responses from people utilizing these open
spaces it is hoped to gain greater understanding about what attributes people
value in these small urban open spaces, and how they evaluate the existing sites.

5.39
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CHAPTER SIX . QUESTIONNA]RE ANALYVS PLACEMAKING -'TOWARDS AN IJNDERST'ANDING

DE MOGR.APE{IC ANALYSI S

This chapter will now examine the sample population of the tlrr.ee sites as
revealedthroughrespondents'answers to the questionnaire and site observations.
(See Methodology and Appendices for more information). While the majority of
respondents did answer these questions there is some missing data (See Chpt.
4, Methodology).

Figure 6.1 indicates that almost all of respondents live in apartments or
condominiums, and that the majority rent their accommod.ation. This is
consistent with the demographics in the West End and the appearance of the
area as generally trigh density.

Respondant l)emographics

P
E
R
C
E
N
T

APTiCONDO RENT MALE

ATTRIBUTES

ITigure 6.1

RESPONDE}IT DEMOGRAPH]CS

The percentage of males was slightty over half. While the West End has a
reputation as a predominantly homosexual male enclave site observations and
frequency distribution for gender indicates that the actual distribution of males
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Frequencies for age, Figure 6.2, reveal that the majority of respondents,
6IVo, \¡¡ere forty-one years of age or older. This is consistent with the site
observations which suggested that people who frequented the area \ryere retirees
or working professionals. OoIy at the Chilco site were young children ever seen
playlng. The fact that no respondents were younger than twenty-one may be
because it is not an affordable area for people without equity.

o.ffi%

! Younger than 2l

Ezt-<o

Elql -oo

Hel+

Figure 6'2 
AcE DISTRIBUTT'N oF RES''NDENTS

of variance, for the atbributes of accommod.ation, gender, or age, suggesting ihat
each site has similar demographics. The one category where there \ryere
differences \Mas in the income distribution between sites.

Figure 6.3 indicates that no respondents had a before tax income of over
fifty thousand dollars. 57Vo of respondents had an income between twenty and
forty thousand dollars. When compared to the age distribution frequencies the
data suggests that the sample is primarily middle income earners and retirees.
The differences in income between sites is ex¡rressed in Figure 6.4 where the
anal¡rsis of variance reveals that Gilford has the lowest mean, followed by Bute
though they are both in the same salary bracket. Chilco is the only site with
houses nearby and along one side ofthe open space.
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Figure 6.4

RESPONDEI\rIS INCOME REI,ATED TO SITE
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RESPONDENTS' SATXSFACTTON \ilTTI{ SITES

The differences of responses between the three sites was determined
through analysis of variance. Overall this analysis reveals that Chilco and
Gilford mini-parks were consistently ranked more positively than Bute mini-
park for the atbributes present at each site. This was consistent with my initial
impressions and site visits. It is interesting to note that when distributing the
surveys in Bute park some people said that they did not use the site, even though
they walked through it regularly. It seems to be almost a non-entity, an
unfortunate circumstance given its potential. It is important to note that there
was agreement by people at all the sites that neighbourhood parks are very
important (76.25Vo ). The fo[owing discussion will revolve around the differences
in level of achievement of attributes and featu¡es between the different sites.

Figure 6.5 indicates in a reverse scale from 1 which is very positive to 5
which is verynegative, some significant statistical differences between responses
at the three sites. In the general question comparing their neighbourhood park
to others, Bute received a significantly poorer ranking than Chilco or Gilford.
Bute had a mean of 3.5, whereas Chitco and Gilford were statistically similar
between the ratings of Better and Same. Simitarly, when asked how much they
like their parh Bute ranked in between Very Much and Not at All with a mean
of 2.2whereas Chilco and Gilford were 1.3 and 1.6 respectively both significantly
more positive rankings than Bute. Another general question asked respondents
to rank the sites for Attractive Overall Appearance on a five point scale from Very
WellAchieved (one) to Not at allAchieved (five) and again Bute was significantly
different (2.9) from Chilco and Gilford which were between Very Well and Well
(two).

There is ofben public debate about the merits or disadvantages of public art,
and diffrculties in meeting consensus about what is attractive or appropriate,
and the process of acquiring and siting it. Public open spaces are supposed to
contribute to the beauty of the city and function as a form of art themselves,
however to find out how people in this area felt about artistic elements in general
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Figure 6.5 COMPARISONS BET\MEEN SITES

they were asked to rank it as with the other questions on a five point scale.
Though Bute was the only site with what might be called an artistic element, the
rough hewn granite block fountain feature, and it was thought that this might
increase its ranking for this question, it was considered the least artistic (g.4).
This may be due to the fact that there has been no water in the fountain for the
past two summers. Without the water it is too static a feature and serves to
collect refuse, which is more prevalent here than in the other sites.

In general the Bute site was statisticallydifferent from Chilco and Gilford,
the trend being towards a lower level of achieved attributes overall and less well
liked by respondents. Specific aspects will be compared in later discussions
relating the attributes back to the seven components r¡nd.er study.

Section III.8 of the questionnaire asked. respondents to indicate their
reasons for being in the park and the importance of these ac'tivities. Analysis of
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variance indicated that watching people was the only factor that was statistically
significant in difference between the sites. Interestingly, watching people was
most important at Bute the busiest park where people were more work oriented.
People were less likelyto go to restaurants or bars through Bute, but more likely
to go to offices. Similarlypeople were more likelyto pass through Bute on their
way to their emplo¡rment. This emphasis on Bute as a link for work oriented
activities is consistent with another response, people were less likely to be on
their way to other parks, in contrast with Gilford and chilco park.

SIGNIFICANT STATISTICÁ,L ATTRIBUTES

Previouslywe have examined comparisons between the parks and discussed
the differences in both the waypeople use the sites, and the perceived success of
the sites. The primary objective of this study, however, is to examine which
components and their attributes relating to placemaking are important and
their hierarchical arrangement for the purpose of creating a design strategy.
One way of achieving this objective is to examine people's general response to
small neighbourhood spaces in relation to more specific attributes relating to the
seven components of place outlined. This analysis is undertaken through
correlations, the statistical significance relating one variable to another and
frequency distributions which give further meaning to the data. There are some
statistical differences in responses between sites revealed through the analysis
of variance and these serve to clari$' what people require from a mini-park.

To look initially at which questions might serve for a closer examination the
frequency distributions for some general questions were studied. It should be
noted that the graphs generally indicate the end point ratings. However, in the
discussion to provide a fuller sense of the results the totals for the two highest
rankings are ofben mentioned.

The first general question under study is #I.2 in the questionnaire which
asks 'How important is it in general to have neighbourhood parks?" This
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discussion will now examine how
important these t5ryes of small
urban open spaces and their
particular attributes are for the
respondents. Though the success

of different attributes varied
between sites, there was
overwhelming agreement on the
imporiance to individuals and the
community of these small
neighbourhood parks. Figure 6.6

indicates frequencies over SïVofor
questions I.2 and III.1 showing
the percent of people saJ¿r.ng Very
Important, the end point of the
scale. Several general attributes
were very important to
respondents. To establish initially
whether these sm all
neighbourhood parks were seen

as valuable regardless of their
level of success respondents were

asked how important in general it
was to have neighbourhoodparks.
The majority of people (76.25Vo)

feel they are very imporbant. The

same amount, 76.25Vo of respondents, also feel that these small open spaces ¿rre

of value to the community, (Question ltr.7). This indicates strong approval for
these type of small mini-parks despite their individual failings.

Being safe during the daylight ranked the highest of all these responses
stressing how important people feel it is to be safe when they are outdoors during
the day. This attribute of safety is higher than the importance ofbeing safe after

Figure 6.6

PERCENT OF PEOPLE WHO RANKED
ATTRTBUTES VERY IMPORTAI'ì'T
N=80

Neighbourhood
Parks

Attr¿ctive Overall

Value to
Community

Convenient Access

Well Sited

Quier l",ocation

Never too Crowded

Safe Daylight

Safe Dark

Abundant
Vegetat_ion
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dark probably because people use the parks more during daylight hours and
their e;pectations for safety during the day would also be higher. Safety is one
of the park users primary needs and is essential before they can realize any of
the other attributes the site may have to offer.

The next most important general attribute was that the site have an
attractive overall appearance. This relates to the imporbance of abundant
vegetation which also rated highly. In contrast good maintenance which relates
to both safety and appearance was ranked as being very important by only l7 .1Vo

of respondents. There \Mas a difference as indicated through the analysis of
variance in the importance of maintenance between sites. It was most important
at Bute where there is more litter on the glound and the water feature has not
operated for the last two years. In general though how attractive a park appears
is important to people who like and use neighbourhood parks.

A quiet location was important to 82Vo of respondents but there was a
difference between parks. Bute which is closer to the busy commercial and office
areas along and north of Robson street did not rank a quiet location as important
compared to the other two sites. This suggests that people in this area where
work oriented activities are important are more tolerant of noise.

A well sited location was not ranked as highly as other attributes, though
for overall importance was 82Vo. The difference between sites here is that it was
equallyimportant for the Bute and Chilco sites, but significantlyless important
for the Gilford respondents. This relates back to the linkage issue where people
in Bute need a site which is located on the way to their work oriented activities
if they are to use it. It is not immediately evident why location is more important
at Chilco than Gilford, though it may relate to its proximity to the beach and
Stanley Park. Convenient access was important to 85Vo of respondents, even if
it was not ranked as highly as other attributes. Perhaps if the survey had
reached people further away from a mini-park they would be more concerned
about the access.
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Out Walking

Siüing

Contact with Nature
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Outdoors by Myself

Outdoors rvith
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Figure 6.7
F'REQI]ENCY DISTRIBUTION
REASONS FOR BEING INTT{E PARK

N=80

The frequency distribution for the
importance of reasons (Figur-e 6.2) to
be in the parks indicates that the thr-ee

highest percentages for factors ranked
Very Important are; er{oying scenic
beauty (67.50Vo) followed by out
walking (66.25) and being outdoors by
myself (65 Vo). This suggests that these
people use the sites primarily to relax
and relate to the natural outdoor
environment. They enjoy the sites as
they pass through on their way to
other places be it to the office or for
recreation.

There was agreement between
sites that it was vety important that
the site never seem too crowded. This
attribute relating to territoriality
seems to be of less importance than
safety but more important than access

or site location. At no time when I
visited the sites \ryere all the seats,
benches or nooks filled. Even Bute
which had the highest amount of
through traffrc did not ever have a
large number of people at any one

time. Some of the written comments did suggest that the lack of activity around
what Jane Jacobs calls demand goods was part of the tranquility and charm of
t'he place. It was not uncommon to go to Chilco and be by myself with only the
periodic passage through of someone. While a place is safer with a steady flow
ofpeople this need for safety needs to be balanced with room for one's own space.
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F'REQUENCY DISTRIBUTION
NATURE ATTRIBUTES
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Since there is a strong
value placed on enjoying scenic
beauty and walking outdoors the
following graph presents
featules relating to natur-e that
people say are very important
(Figure 6.8). Tï'ees which are
predominant features at all
three sites rank 85Vo. T]netrees
provide a sense ofenclosure, a

ceiling to the space. They also
provide avisual clueto the space

while linking it to the street
where there are boulevard trees.
The trees filter both the rain
and the sun and diminish noise
from the sun'ounding areas. At
all the sites the trees are very
large mature specimens that
strongly influence the character
of the sites both tlu.ough their
grandeur, their seasonality, and
the contrast to other forms of
vegetation.

The attribute birds had the
next highest response rate. They are the antithesis to trees being small and
unobtrusive and their presence ephemeral. They can conbibute to the ambience
of a place both by their lively nature and their melod.ius song. Individually they
add a sense of life and movement, in flocks they greatly animate the space,
particularly these small intimate environments. Other than a robin and some
sparrows no birds were observed at any of these sites.
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Flowers are considered very important and this is reinforced in people's
comments. Flowers lend a place a strong element of time, the passage of
seasons. Flowers add the dimensions of scent and colour. Flowers can relate to
different spatial arrangements, on trees, shnrrbs or as small herbs. The cherry
blossoms on the trees in Gilford create a ceiling of pink in spring followed by a
carpet of pink a few weeks later. Some of the flowers like the California Lilac in
Gilford or azaelea in Chilco are vibrant colours. Others like the evergreen
flowering shrubs in Bute are simply white, but have an exquisite scent.

The other attributes of nature indicated on the graph give a sense of what
is primaryfor a sense of nature to be expressed. The fact that bugs score 27.1Vo

as being very important indicates an appreciation for an ecological approach
(Question I.1 frequency distribution in appendix). While more people feel trees,
birds and flowers are very important to express nature, many people feel that the
other attributes listed in the survey also express nature. Some people are willing
to recognize creatures often despised such as is implicit in 'bugs'. Mountains and
ocean views are a larger form of nature appreciated from afar, but they both
dominate the character ofVancouver. While they are appreciated bymany as an
asset and as borrowed landscape contribute to a sense of place, they are not
however sufficient without other expressions of nature.

This initial analysis presents some preliminary indications about which
attributes people feel are important in placemaking. This information will now
be utilized to examine which attributes correlate with two general statements,
that neighbourhood parks are important and they are of value to the community.
Through the study of general questions related to specific information the
conceptual stratery of components for placemaking begins to take shape.
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C()RRELATTONS TO GENERAI. QUESTIONS

It is important to the creation of a design strategy to establish which
general aspects about small urban open spaces are mostimportantto people, and
relate these to more specific components and attributes ofplacemaking. The two
general statements which indicated the strongest support are that these small
parks are of value to the community, and that having them is important
(Questions I.2 and III.7 Appendix B). By correlating the responses to these
questions to other responses and examining those that are statistically significant
(>.286) it is possible to determine which components of nature, linkage,
legibility, diversity, territoriality, safety and comfort and their attributes are
also valued.

To facilitate discussion of the data relating to the importance in general of
having neighbourhood parks the related attributes are indicated in graph form.
The discussion anal¡zes the seven primary components of the strategy, each
divided into constituent parts relating back to the survey questions. By
revealing design considerations important to the users of these open spaces the
creation of successful designs and thereby placemaking is more likely to be
enhanced. Through comparison of attributes relating to the seven strategy
components a hierarchy becomes clearer, setting priorities for design
considerations.

DTTZER,sITT

The category with the greatest number of statistically significant (p..05)
correlations is Diversity. (Figure 6.g). This abundance partially relates to the
inclusion of activities people may do in the parh and attributes relating to
seating and vegetation which also relate to comfort, territoriality and nature.
The closer the correlation is to 1.0 the closer the relationship between the two
attributes. Seating locations (Question II.1) exhibits the hþhest cor-relation to
the importance of parks. This corroborates findings by whyte and Appleyard.
that seating choices are important to people. Respondents do not seem overly
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Artistic

Interesting

Seating Locations

Dfferent Acûvities

Se¿sonal Variety

Interesting Path

Artistic A

Seating Choices A

Conversing

Relaxing

Provision for
Relaring

\\ralls/planters A

concernd about the aesthetics of
seating but rather the emphasis
is on sufficient seating and it's
distribution around the site,
permitting personal choice.
When people wish to stay in a site
for a while, as the activity of
sitting suggests compared to
standing or leaning, they want
tn be able to position themselves
so they are comfortable relative
to other people in the site and
their reason for being there.
When in the same graph \rye

examine the extent to which the
seatingchoices were achieved (.3)

this is much lower. The seating
in all the sites examined is not
portable and is located around
the periphery of the sites. While
seating is an important
component of diversity in design
as indicated here, perhaps as

Figure 6-9 other research and observations
DIVER,SITY ATTRIBU1IES CORRELATEÌIfTH have revealed., it also requir.esIMPoRTANCE oF NEIGTIBOURHo'D PARKS 

"ärn"" to making it attractive,
comfortable, and easily moveable. Seating location can also relate to safety and
the benches at Gilford which were regularly occupid. bythe same people were
the ones \ñrith the highest visibility, near the sidewalk and road.

Provision for relaxing (.a) and the activity of relaxing (.8) are also important
to respondents. This relates both to choices in t5ryes of activities and conditions
which establish an ambience of safety and comfort so that one is able to relax. If
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there were more choices in seating locations people would probably find there
were greater provisions for relaxing. Seating locations and ones ability to relax
also relates to finding a spot with a comfortable amount of sun or shade. The
seating at all the parks was predominantly either in full sun or.heavy shade
depending on the time of day, but there was a lack of middle ground.

That the site facilitates a number of different activities is also positively
correlated. People prefer a place where theycan exercise their choices, whether
this relates to the type of activity they do or the area in which they do it. Only
two activities correlate, relaxing and conversing. Relaxing and conversing are
therefore most important to those people who also consider these types of small
neighborhood sites important. Relaxing and conversing were considered equally
important at all the sites, 80Vo and67.S%orespectiveþfor the total of important
and very important. These type of activities don't require sitting in the park or
any particular organization but generally take place through happenstance.
Previously it was noted that there are other activities that were rated more
highly important, such as walking or enjoying scenic beauty, but these are
intricately connected to relaxing and conversing.

Walls/planters refers to the question tv.l. which asks respondents to
indicate how important are "low walls or planters to relax on". Ifere is another
element relating back to relaxing. Lynch, \ryhyb and Jacobs have all noted the
importance of having intermediary leaning or resting furniture which encoqrages
people to slow down and stay awhile but does not commit them to sitting or
staying. Walls and planters give people a perch to rest on or against while they
survey the scene about them or engage in casual conversation.

Cor:relations to the site itself as being interesting, the path as interesting,
or the artistic merit ofthe site, both as imporiant and achieved. ratings, reinforce
the concept that people seek a place which is stimulating. They want to be
comfortable and relaxed, which means a place which is stimulating but not
threatening. Artistic, but not uncomfortably so. It is interesting that arbistic
achieved has a stronger correlation than artistic important.
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Another factor, seasonal variety, relates to diversity but also to nature.
Seasonal variety implies more than just the presence of vegetation, it is the way
the materials reflect the seasons, such as rain on the pavers, snow on the benches
and tree branches, the bare ground where the herbs have died back. In relation
to natu¡e it is the falling leaves, bare branches, autumn colours, new buds, fresh
shoots, which indicate the passage of time and seasons. In Vancouver and these
sites inparticular, the mild climate accommodates the evergïeen rhododendrons
and viburnum which provide relief for the brown branches and tree trunks of
deciduous species, and the generally dull colour of the paving and concrete.
Another aspect of seasonality is the park's board maintenance progl.am which
cleans out planters in the fall, adds new plants in the spring, and sprays the trees
during the summer. The presence of small animals such as cats, squir-rels and
skunks also provides seasonality as old faces disappear and new ones make
themselves lcrown. Varying species ofbirds present may also indicate seasonalit¡r.
The proximityto Stanleypark and boulevards of mature trees mayfacilitate the
presence of more than the usual urban birds such as robins and sparrows.

NATURE

To examine natule more closely as one aspect of the conceptual stratery in
placemaking Figure 6. 10 represents signifi cant positive correlations of attr-ibute s
relating to the component of nature from throughout the questionnaire to the
general question of the importance of neighbourhood parks. The importance of
having abundant vegetation \ilas by far the strongest correlation, suggesting
that while there should be a varietyof other nature features, extensive vegetation
is most imporüant (Question II.1.). The arrangement of the plants is also
important and this refers back again to diversity. There must be abundance, but
people care about how this abundance is distributed around the site. This
suggests that appealing planting arrangements which provide interesting
blends of colours, textures and seasonality are more interesting and enjoyable.

When we examine the types of vegetation listed (Question I.1), shrubs
rankhigher than trees, but are similar in correlation to water. This is in contrast
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to the frequency score where trees were ranked as the most important nature
feature. This suggests that trees are important in placemaking, but other
attributes such as shrubs, flowers,and grass areas play an important role

through their abundance and
arrangements, again reinforcing
the importance of diversity in
placemaking.

Water, water elements and
rocks are important to these sites
probablyfor the same reason. They
can provide contrast and diversity
to the surrounding vegetation, and
metaphorically relate to the larger
environment of mountains and
oceans which surround V¿acouver.

Ocean views, those beautiful,
ex¡ransive, bor:rowed landscapes
relate to the larger natural
environment, but also serve to
provide strong imagery and
linkage.

COMFORT

There are also a number of
comfort attributes which correlate
significantly to the importance of
neighborhood parks CFigure 6.11).
These relate back to the earlier
discussion about diversity. If the
site is accommodating it will have

choices of seating locations, allow different activities, and provisions for
relaxing. It becomes apparent then that people tend to value sites which have

Trees

Shrubs

Water

Rocks

Flowers

Grass

Birds

Ocean View

Abundant
Vegetation

Arrangement of
Plants

Figure 6.10
CORRELATTONS OF' NATTIRE
ATTR.IBUTES WITH IMPORTANCE
OF NEIGHBOURFIOOD PARKS
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r
0.2

Accomodating

Comfortable
Surroundinp

Comfort A

Place To Go

great diversity but are
accommodating and comfortable.
This is not a surprise to those who
have reviewed the literatur.e, but it
is important to keep in mind when
designing small urban spaces.
Opportunities for shade also
correlates and has a total frequency
distribution of 84Vo for Very
Important and Important.
Opportunities to enjoy the sun
shows no correlation and is also
considerably lower in frequency at
70Vo. This makes sense when one

considers the importance of
abundant vegetation and relaxing
environments to the respondents
and the relationship to these
attributes of a soothing shady
atrrosphere created by overhangrng
trees and borders of shrubs.

At the same time it is
important that the suruoundings
be comfortable and function as a
place to go. If there are choices in
places to linger and diversity to

heighten interest, the place becomes a place to go, rather than only linkage on
the way through to other places. If the ambience is one of relaxing suggesting
a place to meet friends or converse with acquaintances it is more likely to be a
destination. The relationship between a place to go and the importance of these
small neighborhood places relates to the need people have to identify a public
open outdoor space which theycan feel comfortable in and go to as an escape from

Figure 6.11

CORRELATIONS OF COMFORT
AT|R,IBUTES WITTI IMPORTANCE
OF NEIGHBOURHOOD PARKS
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the concrete jungle. In the West
End where apartment buildings
predominate these spaces are the
only 'yard'these people have.

LEGIBILITY,SAFETY,
TERRITORIALITY, LINKAGE

Other significant correlations
to the importance of neighborhood
parks are indicated in Figure 6.12
and relate to attributes oflegibility,
safety, linkage and territoriality.
Safety during daylight is clearly
the strongest correlation and
considerably more than safety
when it is dark This is the same
trend as seen in the frequency
distributions. In relation to other
correlations it reinforces the
importance of safety for relaxing
and comfort. People do not seem to
be concerned that abundant
vegetation might limit their safety,
and indeed if it is used sensitively
itneed notpresent a danger. Visual
linkage into the site facilitates
informal surveillance and increases
safety. The importance of the

overall plan and achievement of clarity both relate to safety and legibitity.
Clarity does not mean the absence of mystery or surprise, but the presence of a
clearly represented plan which people understand and feel comfortable in.

Figure 6.12

CORRELATIONS OF ATTR,IBUTES OF
LEGIBILITY, SAFETY, TERRTTORIALITY
AND LINKAGE WITH IMPORTANCE OF
NEIGHBOURHOOD PARKS

Well Placed

Never crorvded

Favorite Spot

Safe Da¡'light

Safe Dark

Overall Plan
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The correlation to both the importance and achievement of having a

favorite spot to sit (Question III.1) suggests that for those people who like to stay
in these places longer having their favorite spot is important, relating back to the
correlation of seating locations in Figure 6.9. There should be a diversity of
seating locations for comfort and to accommodate territoriality. Despite the
simplicity of the three sites they have managed to accommodate this territorial
need to have a place in the park one can call ones own. Often the favorite spot
is shared by different occupants over a period of time. One lady in Gilford
considered a particular bench hers for about half an houl every day when she
walked her dog and then paused to chat with acquaintances passing through. At
another bench several gentlemen gathered everymorningto chat, foiends would
pause on their way to or from their errands. These benches were clearly
proprietary during specific times of day, but this lent character to the Gilford site
and increased its animation. The benches chosen for these activities \ryere near
the road dividing Gilford and had light shade during these gathering times.
There was also an abundance and diversity ofvegetation in this area nearest the
hotel and apartment entrances making this area colourfu-l and attractive.

SUM}TARY

In summary there are significant correlations between the importance of
having neighborhood parks and attributes associated with components suggested
for the design strategy for placemaking. Many of these attributes relate to
diversity, the most significant being seating locations. Provisions for relaxing
which relates to diversity and comfort also is very high. The strongest correlation
for the attribute of safety is the importance that the site be safe during daylight,
of similar importance to seating locations. Relating to nature the attributes
which stand out are abundant vegetation followed by water and amangement of
plants. Attributes relating to components of legibility, linkage, territoriality
and comfort correlate to the general question but are of less significance to
respondents. It is possible that due to their more abstract nature they are seen
as important when their absence is more keenly felt. Atl seven attributes of
placemaking as suggested initiallyin the concept strateryplay an important role
for people who value these small neighbourhood open spaces. It is becoming clear
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however that some attributes have a greater priority than others. Discussion
examining attributes correlating to the next general question will explore this
hierarchy further.
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INTRODUCTION
This section will examine correlations to the second general question that

the park is of value to the community (Question II.7). Ranking their responses
from Strongly Agree to Strongly Disagree on a five point scale, 76.25Vo of
respondents strongly agree with this statement. This is despite particular
failings or areas of concern expressed in other responses in the survey. This is
the same level of agreement indicated for the previous general question on the
imporbance of neighbou¡hood parks. The discussion about the seven attributes
of legibility, diversity, linkage, comfort, nature, territoriality, and safety which
comprise the design strategy reveals that the patterns of correlations as found
for the first general question is similar. However there are differences in some
of the attribute components which comprise the general categories. This
discussion will examine each of the seven design stratery components and their
constituent parts which are statistically significant and provide direction on the
development of a paradigm with a hierarchical structure to guide landscape
design of small urban open spaces.

DrvERSITT

Diversity includes the concept of opportunities for different activities
(Figure 6.13). There are a number of activities which were both important to
people and achieved a level of success at the three sites. Supporting the previous
finding regarding conversing and relaxing they correlate to the park being of
value to the community. In this correlation however sitting and reading were
also related. When reading or conversing people are ofben sitting so it makes
sense that iftheyfeel one is important, so is the other. Interestingly there is also
a significant, if lesser, degree of correlation to the value to the community of the
park and sitting, conversing, relaxing and reading as achieved attributes. In the
analysis of variance there is no agreement between respondents at the three
sites about the level of achievement for these for¡r activities. On the five point
scale (1 Very Well Achieved to 5 Not at all Achieved) Chilco and Gilford had
means closer to two while Bute was statistically different with means closer to
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three. This is consistent with the finding that Bute is not as well achieved in
general though people at each site value the same activities. In addition to these
activities there is also a correlation to the importance of being outdoors by
myself. The frequency distributions presented previously showed that many
people did use these sites on their own. This need to be by oneself also relates
to the importance of having the sites safe during the day.

Contact Nature

Contact Natu¡e A

Be Outdoors

Scenic Beauty

Scenic Beauty A

Erperience Nature

Out By Self

Siüing

Sining A

Conversing

Conversing A

Relaxing

Relaxing A

Reading

Reåd A

Figure 6.13

DIVERSITY OF ACTTWTY ATTR,IBT]1IES
CORRELATED WITII THE PARK IS OF
VALIIE T'O TTM COMMUNITY

The component of diversity
also revealed other significant
correlations to the park being of
value to the community (Figure
6.14). There should be choices for
seating locations and suffrcient
seating for everyone. This is
consistent with the discussion
previously and makes sense in
terms of the activities thatpeople
feel are important. If designers
provide diversity in choices for
seating, then there will more
likely also be an increase in the
amountofseating available. The
amount of seating achieved also
correlated though to a lesser
degree with the value to the
community. Inthis instance Bute
and Gilford had similar means,
(2.7 and3.0 respectively on a five
point scale) in the analysis of
variance while Chilco was ranked
more favorably at 2.2. The
importance of seating in this
correlation and in the previous
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Se¿sonal Variety

Interesting A

Choices for Seating

Figure 6.14

DIVERSITY ATTRIBUIES CORRELATED
WITH TT{E PARK IS OF VALUE TO THE
COMMUNITY

discussion of importance of
neighbourhood parks, suggests
that people have high expectations
and needs for this component of
design, Even though there are
benches or chairs throughout all
the sites this is not sufficient to be

considered verywell achieved. This
importance of seating to people who
use public open spaces is also
supporbed in the workofAppleyard
and Whyüe.

Seasonal variety another
attribute relating to diversity
correlates significantly with the
value to the community. It also
ranks higher than the previous
correlation to importance to the
neighbourhood. If a site has
seasonal variety it has a d¡mamic
sense ofchange overtime. Though
slightly less important than the
activity components it would
contribute to people's ability to
relax, go into or through the site by
themselves, or erf oying sitting and

reading. Seasonal variety should compliment and enhance these activities.

NATURE

Nature components (Figure 6.15) correlating to the park being of value to
the communityare numerous. When comparingthese to the previous discussion
of nature relating to importance of neighbou¡hood parks it is noted that some of
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the correlations are much stronger.
The attribute 'birds' is by far the
strongest nature correlation in this
analysis. Trees, the next highest
correlation, is almost double, but
relative to birds is of similar
importance. Abundant vegetation is

slightly more than the previous
comelation and is the thfud strongest
correlation in this graph. Therefore
in this new correlation the three
strongest correlations relating to
nature have only abundant vegetation
in common.

There are deletions between the
two nature correlations, this one
having no water, rocks or water
element. The additions include bugs

and small animals which shows an
appreciation for the entire ecos¡rstem.

People recognize a link between live
things such as plants and animals
with the park as an entity being of
value to the community. There were
birds, squirrels, cats and skunks at
the parks though more prevalent at

Chilco. Comments by respondents and discussions at the site make it apparent
that some people feel the primary merit of the park is as a place to visit and watch
the animals. One cat at Chilco had been on television and the young boy who told
me this story was quick to point out that this cat was a star. Another older lady
mentioned that the only reason to go into the park was to visit with the cats. In
contrast a youxg couple felt that they and some of their friends were being forced

Figure 6.15

CORRELATIONS OF VAIUE TO TT{E
COMMTIMTY TO NATURE ATTRTBT]ITES
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away from the area by the odorous skunks which visited the dumpster in the
alley and ate the cat food lefbovers.

Abundant vegetation is strongly correlated both to the value to the
community and the importance of these small neighbourhood parks. This
importance ofvegetation is reinforced in this comelation with the other cor:relations
which are evident; abundant vegetation achieved, arrangement of plants, and
the importance of these open spaces as places to erçerience nature. Flowers and
grass are both correlated to value to the community. A pattern is emerging that
there should be trees, shrubs, flowers and grass which are well arranged to
create a sense of abundance and a place where nature is found.

Maintenance ofthe plants as a level of achievement, compared to importance,
is an interesting correlation and suggests that if the park is to be of value to the
community the plants should be well maintained or they detract from the
ex¡rerience of nature and beauty people are seeking. The analysis of variance
suggests thatin order from best, at 1.8 in Chilco, to Gilford at2.5 and the lowest
ranking of 3.0 for Bute, maintenance of plants, from ensuring sufficient water to
trimming, is important to the value of the open space to the community.
Statistically Chilco is significantlybetter than the other two sites for maintenance
of plants. It is interesting that there is diversity in shrubs, trees and annuals,
but it is only here that there is grass. In the water shortage experienced in
Vancouver last summer when the survey was conducted the vegetation here was
not as wilted as the massed vegetation of evergreens at Bute. The grass at Chilco
even though very small patches does contribute to the sense of a soothing green
refuge and contributes to diversity in vegetation.

The lack of a correlation to questions about more interesting trees and
shrubs or greater diversity in plants suggests that the nature attributes people
are looking for are the presence oftrees, shrrrbs, flowers and grass in abundance,
but not necessarily with great variation vrithin these categories. This fits with
diversity as defined earlier where there is an evenness across nature elements
as well as within these types. Chilco has some of everything, in contrast to Bute
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where there is no grass and an abundance of shrubs and trees.

In the value to community correlation both mountain views and ocean
views are sigtlificant. These attributes relate to nature, but are also an
important part of linkage and legibility. In the \['est End where there is an
abundance of views onto the ocean and out to the mountains these borrowed
landscapes forrrc. an important part of community identity. It makes sense then

that as features they correlate with
small open spaces having value to
the community. They are an
erçressionofplace and as suchifit
is possibleto incorporate them into
these small wbanopen spaces they
give a greater sense of meaning.
They also form strong visual
references of place enhancing
legibility.

LEGIBILITT

Correlating to value to the
community of these parks are
several attributes relating to
legibility (Figure 6.16). People
who think that these sites
contribute to the community also
place an importance on the sites as

reference points (Question II.g).
The park acting as a reference
point in the area refers back to the
discussion of views out onto the
oce¿ur and mountains. Theyact as

reference points from the park.
The parks as places to experience
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nature and abundant vegetation are distinct in the neighbourhoods, creating
reference points. They are the nodes along the paths, places along a continuum
between home, work and recreation.

Clear boundaries are also strongly correlated in relation to value to the
community. The boundaries establish the sites as distinct places. Boundaries
can be established in many ways through vegetation, paving patterns, gateways,
bollards, level changes. They should be a distinct change from the adjacent
landscape which denotes place. They not only define where place begins and
ends, but also contribute to the statement a place makes about its character. The
importance of clear boundaries relates to other factors which have correlated.
The ability to relax is based partly on larowing where traffic may or may not go,
where it is safe to rest and relax. Similarly if boundaries restrict traffic and
provide abufferofvegetationtheyalsoreduce noise whichfacilitates conversation
and contact with nature. Clear boundaries provide an important sense of edge.
People ofben choose to linger near the edge and boundaries may form part of the
seating or resting components. To act as a reference point clear boundaries make
it easier to understand where one is in reference to the place. The place is distinct
and as an entity can be imaged more easily if there are clear boundaries.

The correlation between the park being of value to the community and
being just the right size, is not as strong though it is statistically significant
(Figure 6.16). Similarly the level of achievement for overall plan has a low
correlation to the sites value to the community. Regarding these two achieved
attributes there are differences between sites. Though Bute and Chilco are both
half block sites and Gilford consists of two half block sites, the signifrcant
variance was between Chilco and Bute. Chilco has the highest mean, 1.g, on a
scale of one (Just the right size) to five (Too small). It would seem then that it
is apparent size which is important, not actual dimensions. Chilco has lower
houses on one side in contrast to taller apartments on both sides at Bute and
Gilford.

People who feel that the parks are of value to the community atso think
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these sites serve as an image of the neighbourhood. The correlation is not as

significant as others, the signifrcant level is at .2. There are differences in
ranking between parks with Chilco at 1.5 rating the highest for serving as an
image of the neighbourhood. Bute at 2.3 was between fairly well and neutral.
Gilford was slightly better than fairly well at 1.8. If the sites better served as

images of the neighbourhoods there
would be a higher correlation to their
value to the comm unity. Open places

can present a positive or negative
image about their neighbourhood
and it is importantto create designs

which reflect the cultural values of
the communities and contribute in a
positive manner to the way people

see themselves.

SAtr.ETT

Safety is very strongly related
to the sites being of value to the
community (Figure 6.17). In
particular, safety during daylight is
the most significant attribute in any
of these correlations. This factor of
safety during the day and at night is
also statistically signifrcant in the
correlation of importance of having
neighbourhood parks. If a site is
safe it presents a more positive image

of the neighbourhood. Again,
expectations are greater for safety
during daylight than at night. Other
factors relating to safety are the
ability to enjoy time alone. Many
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people have a preference for enjoying time alone and being able to do this
contributes to the value the site has in the community while reflecting safety.
Similarþpeople value being able to see into the park This enhances linkage and
improves informal surveillance, thus safety. A fi iendly site is one where people
feel relaxed and can enjoyinforrnal conversations with acquaintances. Analysis
ofvariance reveals that the sites are most to least friendly from Chilco to Gilford
and Bute, though none of them are considered r¡nfriendly. As suggested in the

literature these small open spaces

in the dense urban environment
need to focus as social hubs allowing
people an opportunity to express
their humanity and interact with
their fellow city dwellers on an ad
hoc basis. If public open places are

to be of value to the community
they must be friendly so people are
encouraged to interact with each

other. These public spaces provide
neutral territory for a sense of
community to develop through the
sharing of common experience. As
noted in the City of Vancouver
Urban landscape Task Force
reportl if people are outdoors
interacting together the
neighbourhoods are safer.
Neighbourhoods are comprised of
people living and working together.
It is the opportunities for social
interaction which will dispel fears
about those around us and create
stronger social bonds.

Never Crowded

Favorite S¡rot

Crowded A

Adjacent Howing

Figure 6.18
TERRITORIALITY ATTRIBUTES
CORRELA']]ED TO TTIE PARK IS
OF VALUE TO TTIE COMMUNITY
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ÏERRITORIALITT
Territoriality relates to people's sense of ownership of a place and

aclarowledges their needs to establish their special place in a site (Figure 6.18).
People who feel these small urban open spaces have a value to the community
also value having their favorite spot to relax at the site. Of greater statistical
significance is that the site not be crowded. These two dynamics al.e interrelated.
Crowding is a factor of perception and it is through territorial behavior that
people learn to share a space with other people, enhancing their enjoym.ent and
minimizing conflict. Afavorite bench mayhave a series of occupants throughout
the day and each may regard this space as theirs. In this way many people may
go through or congregate in a place throughout the day, but if the sense of
territory is maintained then it will not seem crowded. Diversity in seating and
the niches created in sites to reflect the cultural needs of the users will facilitate
the complex patterns of circulation and resting.

When asked whether they strongly agreed or disagreed on a five point scale
to the statement that adjacent housing intrudes on the park 60Vo of people
disagree, 17.íVo agree. Therefore respondents that feel these neighbourhood
parks are of value to the community do not feel that the apartment buildings
which form such distinct boundaries detract from the parks. They do enhance
the strong sense of boundaries, a valued attribute, and increase safety. The
windows looking over the parks provide a sense of sun¡eillance which encourages
people to act appropriately. They also provide opporbunities for direct interaction
with people in the sites.

LINKAGE

In the correlation of value to the community and attributes related to
linkage the strongest correlation is to the importance ofthe site being convenient
(Figure 6.19). There is also a correlation to the sites having achieved convenience.
Similarly there is a strong relationship between the importance of a site acting
as a place to pass through and being on route to other places to its value to the
community. When asked the degree of agreement to the statement that the site
is a place to pass through 67.íVo of respondents strongly agree. Jacobs, Lynch
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Pass through

and Norberg-Schulz all reinforce
the importance to people of having
open spaces which are emoute to a
variety of places and conveniently
placed. In this strategy for
placemaking respondents are
indicating that regarding linkage,
it is most important to have a site
which is convenient and can serve
as part of the route to other
destinations. If these criteria are
met the site should be easy to find,
more self revealing than concealed.
There is a strong correlation to the
importance of the sites being well
placed and their level of
achievement for placement . BEVo of
respondents agreed that the park
is well placed inthe neighbourhood.
This coincides with their earlier
responses that they pass through
the sites on the wayto work, leisure
and shopping activities.

Figtue 6.19

LINKAGE ATTRIBUTES CORRELATEDWITH TI{E IN CONtrAst, Ihe correlation of
PARK IS OF VALIIE TO THE COMMUNITY the importance of neighbourhood

parks with attributes relating to
linkage indicates that only'well placed'is in common between them. To the
people who feel these small neighbourhood parks are ofvalue to the community,
versus important to have in general, there is more emphasis placed on the
effective linkage ofthe site. If a site is tobe ofvalue to the communit¡ well used
and a focus of activity, it should encourage through its placement a natural flow
of pedestrian traffic.
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SUMMARY

The questionnaires provided extensive information ranging from the
demographics of the respondents, their satisfaction with aspects of the three
sites under study, things that were important to them in small urban open
spaces to the more specific constituent attributes that were signifrcant. The
primary focus of this study is to understand which concepts or components are
important for a design strategy based on responses from people using small
urban open spaces. Therefore this is the nucleus for discussion and due to the
limitations of time other aspects are not explored in further.

The types of people that gave us this information were pr{marily apartment
dwellers who rented, slightlymore than S1Vobeingmale. The majorityofpeople
were forty-one years of age or older and had annual incomes between twentyand
forty thousand dollars.

Respondents' satisfaction with the sites is generally higher at Chilco and
Gilford compared to Bute. At all the sites watching people was an activity,
though highest at Chilco. Going to the office was more predominant at Bute.

Despite their dissatisfaction with aspects of each site and the poorer overall
rating of Bute, over seventy-six percent of respondents felt that it is important
to have neighbourhood parks and that they are of value to the community. There
was agreement between respondents at each site for these two general questions.

Con'elating these general questions to more specific component attributes
both for their importance to respondents and levels of their achievement at each
site, provided the basis for in depth study into components for a strategy on
placemaking. In summary all seven components ofthe stratery for design being
proposed were found to have some level of importance to respondents. Each of
the components; legibility, diversity, nature, territoriality, safety, comfort,
linkage, revealed insights into aspects that people value in small urban open
spaces. There was general support for the literature discussed in Chapter Three.
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Two of the components which revealed the most numerous related at-
tributes were diversity and nature. While these are interrelated there do seem
to be some patterns for the priorities that people in these urban environments
have for open space design. People have the basic human need to feel safe,
particularly during the day when use is greatest. They also would like the space
to be attractive and quiet. Convenient access and linkage were valued and all
the sites were used as routes to other places, more than as destinations in
themselves. Nature is ranked very important with attributes of trees and bir.ds
correlated highest to the park being of value to the community. Seating choices
plays a role in diversity as does provision for relaxing. People enjoy relaxing,
conversing or just sitting while being surrounded by nature and these aspects
have been achieved to some degree at all the sites.

The respondents have revealed signifi.cant and abundant information
about what is important to them in these small urban spaces in the West End of
Vancouver. To some extent it reinforces what professionals now consider
'common knowledge' in design because the theories and observations have
become so integral to our inforrration. This studyhas been an opportunityto test
some of this knowledge and explore more specific aspects about people's prefer-
ences. This will not give us specifics about exactly what to put into a design, or
how many linear feet of seating there should be, and one could follow the design
strategy and sti[ create a'bad'design. However it reveals useful information
that integrates the theories and concepts around design and helps landscape
architects or planners prioritize when they are creating urban open space.
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DESIGNING WITE{ COMP|ONEMTS FOR, PLACEMAKING

IIVTRODUCTION

This chapter will synthesize the information presented previously,
integrating the information fr'om the literature review, questionnaire analysis,
site analysis and observations. The data suggests which components of
placemaking and their related attributes are important to people and should be
considered integral to placemaking. A design strategy, or plan of action for
landscape design, should incorporate all of these components, taking into
consideration as many of the attributes as possible. Within the seven general
components some specific atbributes seem to have more emphasis. This does not
mean that if nature has eight attributes, while legibility has only one that the
latter is less important. There are some indications that some attributes are
more strongly correlated to the general questions of park value and importance
to the community, and therefore seem to be more of a priority, but the other
attributes are still important attributes for inclusion given the interrelated
nature of the design components. In addition to examining correlations,
frequency distributions will also be compared to more fully comprehend the
complex nature of placemaking. Therefore it is the correlations and frequency
distributions discussed previously that form the basis for the design strategy.

One way of looking more closely at the components and attributes of
placemaking beginning to comprise the design strategy is to encapsulate them
into a visual representation. Figure 7.1 indicates all of the seven general
components and their attributes which had a correlation of .40 or greater to the
statement that the park is of value to the community. By including only these
strongest correlations it focuses on those attributes of most importance yet
includes a broad range of information. Given more space and time this diagram
could be expanded. In the appendix and tables in Chapter Six all of the
attributes are clearly delineated with the corresponding correlations. These
correlations are useful for discussion because they generate a wide range of
statistically significant athibutes relating to the more general list of components.
In addition the discussion refers to some attributes which appeared. in the
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Figure 7.1

PI,ACEMAKING COMPONENTS AND ATTRIBIITES DIAGRAM

correlationstothequestionabouttheimportanceingeneraltohaveneighbourhood
parks for the pulpose of augmenting the understanding of attributes important
in placemaking.

DTVERSITT

Referring to the diagram in Figure 7.1 gives an immediate indication about
many of the attributes that are important to people in small urban spaces. There
should be diversity opportunities to experience nature, the sense of the passage
of time, and opportunities for different activities. It is interesting that the types
of activities people e)rpress the most interest in are passive, often spontaneous
and involve few if any props. Seasonal variety can be enjoyed bywalking through
the site, or sitting and closely observing. Diversity attributes which are most
valued can be appreciated in many different wâys, the individual is in control and
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the site is available in a way which enhances one's life. Of these attributes
seasonal variety is the highest correlation at .4 (Appendix or Chapter 6). This
suggests that seasonal variety is very important to those who feel the park is of
value to the community, however it is not to be assumed that this alone would
account for diversity.

The diversityin the opportunities to relax and sit could be improved at the
sites by providing furniture which could be moved about. Another option would
be to provide different types of seating options at each site; for example benches
that curve around a corner, circular seating around trees in the middle of the
sites, separate chairs alone and in a varietyofgroupings dispersed through the
site, not only around the sides. This would improve all the sites where the
fuiniture is limited to one or two types of seating, and is along the sides. Placing
more across the entrances would more clearly mark the boundary and allow
more options for watching people.

In the other correlation on the importance of parks seasonal variety
is also significant and important overalt to sixby-six percent of respondents. One
of the highest coruelations is to choices for seating locations, felt important by
sevent¡r percent of respondents. This would enhance the attributes in diversity
of relaxing, conversing and sitting, and reiterates peoples desire for choices to
enable control over situations.

Seasonal variety is considered important to a varying degree to sixty-six
percent of respondents. Contact with nature is important to eighty-percent of
respondents, and perhaps one way this is experienced is through seasonal
variations. At Bute where a there is more shrub massing and many of these are
evergreen there is less of a sense of seasonality beyond the flowers coming into
bud. This site could benefit with more perennials and shrubs that change more
markedly with the seasons. The trees in all three sites mark spring as they come
into leaf and flower however a greater diversity in the trees at each site would
enhance diversity throughout the year. The introduction of maples or oaks
would incorporate native species and increase fall colour. Separate planters
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with herbs at Gilford add a sense of harvest and this idea could be expanded at
each site both by adding individual planters with seasonal plants at Bute and by
incorporating this concept into the planting beds at all the sites. The oregon
grape at Chilco works well because its seasonal and a native species, placing the
site in coastal 8.C.. Another way to express harvest is to plant futit trees and
have a neighbourhood celebration of harvest. The crabapple'Thunderchild'has
leaves turning from green to plum in spring, delicate pinkblossoms, and shiny
crabapples which the birds can devour or people can pick.

NATTJRE

Nature has numerous attributes ranging from different t¡les of plants,
abundant vegetation, to some fauna and borrowed landscapes in addition to the
concept that the site be a place to elçerience nature. There is an overlap between
nature and diversity. Part of diversity is the expression of seasonality and
diverse types of experience including relating to nature. By inference the more
diverse the nature attributes, the greater diversityincluding the opporbunityfor
the site to be a place to experience nature.

While trees, shrubs and mountain views were slightly above or below .60
in the correlation to the park being of value to the community and therefore
might be interpreted as having greater importance for inclusion, the sites would
not necessarily be a place to elçerience or be in contact with nature if only these
elements were considered. However Kaplan's research did indicate (Chapter
Three) that when people rated a range ofphotographs for preferences ofscenes
even the inclusion of one tree would enhance the preference rating. Since
however the purpose of a design stratery is to optimize the design possibilities
using only those attributes of highest priority would neglect other components
of the strategy. The study sites would be improved if the available views beyond
\ilere better visually linked, for example to English Bay and Stanley park.

At Gilford this could be achieved by extending the trees in a bosque on the
north side leading towards the shore and continuing this strong focus beyond the
park along the boulevards. The present boulevard plantings are too amorphous
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and inconsistent to create a strong visual link. The north side would have a
heightened identity if it took more advantage of this borrowed landscape,
improving the nature attributes and linkage. The link to the south side would
be strengthened and the visual connection to English Bay improved if this
bosque continued through to the south and along the boulevards. The trees could
be under planted with shrubs and perennials to heighten this visual statement
and offer more diversity. There are native species which have seasonal foliage
changes, summer flowers and winter berries to attract wildlife and add winter
interest. These would compliment the many hybrids such as rhododendrons,
azaleas and hydrangeas existing in the sites. Similar improvements at Chilco
would enhance the visual link to English Bay.

At Bute the large leafed Liriodendron trees dominate an already shady site.
What is needed is a more open, finely articulated tree like the locusts at Gilford
to let in more light and contrast with their delicacy to the raised concrete shrub
beds. Similarlythe predominance of shinyleafed evergreens should. be replaced
with diverse groupings of deciduous and evergreen shrubs and perennials which
give a stronger sense of seasonality. The Pinus mugo would be complimented
byunder plantings ofPolygonatum or Galium odoratum in addition to the ferns
and ivy.

While 'bugs' is a lower correlation, its recognition as important for
inclusion indicates that people are wilting to tolerate even the lowest beings and
recognize their importance in the ecosystem. Perhaps this would not be the case
in a city in another part of the country where bugs can be a greater source of
irritation. In downtownVancouver where one rarelyencounters a mosquito and.
wasps or bees are uncommon in my experience there is a greater tolerance for
insects. Perhaps someone might explore this aspect in more detail in another
study. Incorporating plants that atbract butterflies would not only enhance the
colour of the site, but would attract more wildlife. This type of theme can give
a site a unique character, an identity for people to relate to.
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Attributes of water and rocks appeared in the correlation to the general
importance of parks. Their inclusion in design would enhance diversity and
interest. Waterfeatures are ofben used as white noise to cover the sound oftraffic
and in many new condominium developments are a feature of the centre
courtyard. Water can animate the site in unique ways and add a sense of
playfulness that might otherwise be missing. Rocks are often used as metaphors
for mountains, particularlyin oriental and alpine gardens where their inclusion
is part of the nature of the site and they speak in abstract ways about nature.
Water adds a spiritual dimension as a metaphor for life.

The water feature at Bute is important because it could animate the site
and provide a focal point for discussion. People who know Vancouver are also
familiar with a similar concept on an e>çanded scale along the shore in West
Vancouver. The lcrowledge of this other site on the water reminds people at Bute
about their relationship to the ocean and gives them another point of orientation
on a regional scale.

Water is also effectively used as linkage and diversity, for example in the
Moorish garden of Alhambra where it leads the eye from one court to another
metamorphosed into numerous forrns from narrow channels to formal rectangular
ponds and bubbling round basins. This one site alone suggests innumerable
design ideas for incorporating water. As part of the design strategyit is another
means to enhance diversity while bespeaking the wonders of nature. Water
could selve as a visual link along the length of one these small linear sites and
provide a reference to the ocean on either side. At Gilford this could be used, very
effectively and would be another reference between the two sides. Features
relating to nature become one way to express linkage as suggested previously.
In urban environments where we would like to include nature in the design it is
not necessary to be elaborate, but adding trees, shrubs, some greenery or a
simple water feature will enhance the environment.

LINI(AGE

As indicated in these attributes and the ty¡res of activities that people like
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to engage in, including using the park to access work and other parks, it follows
that it is also a priorityfor the site to be convenient and available to pass through.
By meeting these needs the open space can enhance people's enjoyment of the
area and ability to relax. By offering a pleasant place to pass through that is also
convenient it enhances people's lifestyle. It is an opportunity to relax and
unwind while achieving another goal. As Gehl notesl in his observations people
prefer places that are the shortest distance to walþ are integrated into a network
and are interesting.

Another attribute not shown in the diagram is that the site be easyto find.
In addition to adding another nuance to convenient and well placed, it also
relates to legibility. A place that is clearly defined and stands as distinct in the
site is probablymore easilyfound and imageable. Atl ofthese sites are somewhat
lost from a distance because we only see ongoing boulevards of trees when
viewing cross streets and even when facing the parks there are no gates or
archways to announce entry. They are easy to find when you are familiar with
the intersections where they are sited, and you might stumble across them when
walking through the west-end, but a stronger visual identity leading up to them
or marking the entrance would create better visual linkage.

There is good visual linkage into the site from the adjacent apartment
buildings with their windows and many entrances facing in. The short length
of the sites and their linear nature also ensures good views in from the streets.
Being able to see into the sites is important to sixty-seven percent of respondents.
This could be further enhanced with balconies into the sites, or having demand,
goods on the site, such as a cofflee bar, which would attract more watchers.

Linkage relates closelyto legibility and safetyin the design stratery. Jane
Jacobs states that encouragtng people to pass through sites by siting them well
and placing diverse functions around them, including housing where people can
see in, will enhance safety while it offers convenient linkage.

That all the study sites are linked to streets certainly facilitates linkage.
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Sixby-seven percent of respondents strongly agreed that the sites were on route
to other places, and frfty-six percent felt that they were well placed in the
neighbourhood. The idea promoted by the community of closing off streets,
creating small mini-parks to deter through traffic, has placed the sites on routes
convenient for linkage. While this might have been optimized further by basing
their placement on a study of pedestrian routes, the linkage of street, housing
and open space compliments the urban pedestrian lifestyle. These parks were
designed to block traffic and it is beyond the scope of this study to examine the
exact location of the sites or the implications in relocating them.

COMFORT

There are several attributes in comfort, but only accommodating fell into
the criteria of having a con'elation of greater than .40. Other attributes that
respondents felt were important were comfortable surroundiogs, provisions for
relaxing, a quiet environment and shade.

The attribute of accommodating different types of people appears in the
other correlation on importance of parks and might have also been included
under safety. If people are comfortable with the site to the extent that people
different to them can also utilize it, they probably feel it is safe.

It is also important to eighty-four percent of respondents that the place
have comfortable surroundings. This relates to being able to relax at a place and
may reflect the importance of nature as a mediator for comfort. Anne Spir¡z
attests to the importance of nature elements for mitigating against harsh winds
and hot sun. Since shade is part of comfort and appears in both comelations, in
marked contrast to the absence of sun, trees may be valued for several reasons
including shade.

The r¡rúactir¡e immov¡able fimih¡e at Gilftud ad &úe dG Eüle fcr
comfort. Chairs and benches with backs and armrests designed. for aesthetics
and ergonomics would be more likelyto attractpeople to stay longer. The bench
designs at Bute are more attractive, but there are no chairs.
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I,EGIBILITY

Clear boundaries stand out as important for small urban spaces. This
contributes to safety, clearly defining the exclusion of vehicular traffrc, and
enhancing the existential thereness. Having these nodes on a pedestrian route
contributes to the imageabilityof place, creating a sense of here and there. That
the site be a reference point was also important and this is more successfully
achieved if the boundaries are clearly marked. Alexander suggests planting
trees in bosques or groves, forming enclosure to create rooms or spaces, with
interconnecting elements.S

Clear boundaries involve stating edge in numerous ways; paving pattern
changes, vegetation, built elements, furniture, colour, grade changes or signage
for example. The signs present, the traffic symbol for do not enter, are harsh and
authoritarian. The addition of bicycle racks at each entry, attractive bollards
which could function as seating or leaning posts, benches or chairs in groups,
vegetation carried across the site, would all serve as signs of edge. The
interlocking paving does serwe that purpose now, but this should be extended
across the roads for pedestrian walks as a sign to drivers that they are
approaching a pedestrian area. The paving could also vary at the entrance to
the site marking entry. To people who are visuallyimpaired this type of surface
change is important for way-finding. A gateway or archway at entry would also
serve to establish clear boundaries, celebrating entry and perhaps denoting the
particular theme, character or name of the park in addition to being more
distinct from a distance. Curentlythere is no sense of name for the sites other
than their identity as intersections, neglecting a valuable opportunity for
celebrating a community feature, historical event, or person, enhancing the
sense ofplace and proprietary interest.

SAFETT

Safety during the daylight stands out in the correlation to the value to the
community at .735. Factors which contribute to safety such as visual links and
people passing through the site have been addressed as they relate to linkage,
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comfort, and nature. The sites now are considered safe during the day by
approximately ninety percent of people. Bute was considered the least safe,
Chilco the most safe. Onlyfifty-two percent ofpeople at all sites considered them
safe after dark. Although expectations for safety after dark \,vet.e much less,
perhaps by making the sites more a focal point for informal activity safety would
be better at all times of day.

Jan Gehl¿ found that people tended to stay longer in an area when there
were other people present already, activity creates more activity. The wildlife
and cats attracts some people to Chilco. Perhaps exploring this interest more by
creating specific pet areas or planting flowers to attract birds or butterflies would
encourage people to staylonger and develop acquaintances in the area. In Bute
the water feature offers a focal point for people to gather and talk. Moveable
seating might encourage people to bring a coffee or snack and stay longer. The
edges where people like to linger have little opportunityfor choice to lean or rest
other than sitting on the planter edges which are very low and are cold concrete.
Buskers or vendors during certain times would fit with the more urbane location
and could setve as demand goods. At Gilford the restaurant enhances safetyby
increasing peoples presence over a longer time, but since this is aggravating
some residents in the vicinity perhaps a good will gesture such as limiting the
hours slightly and providing a coffee service in the site would attractmore people
and enhance the comradely between frequent users.

Safety from vehicular traffic is already ensured by the narrow streets,
which slow traffic and the separation from car and pedestrians in the sites.
There is the advantage of having car circulation adjacent, but not competing for
space. There are other types of circulation through the park including bicycle
and wheelchair traffic though this is minimal.

TERRIT\ORIALITY

The most significant territorial attribute was that the site never be too
crowded. It is important to seventy-six percent of respondents that the site not
feel crowded (question trI.l). The success for achieved overall for the three parks
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was eighty percent and respondents also felt that the sites accommodated
different types of people. Only fifty percent of respondents felt that their park
had afavorite spotto sit, but itis unclear whetherthis relates to the poor seating,
poor placement of seating, or lack of clear territorial definition. Some people did
verbally state that they had their seat which they liked to sit in regularly for a
short time each day.

It was mentioned that some street people slept on some of the benches, but
they usually left when anyone entered and stayed in the parks. If the seating and
options for lingering were enhanced as mentioned previously it would improve
other factors related to territoriality. That the site not be crowded is important
to respondents, whether it is or not is a matter of subjective judgment. Cun ently
most people pass through the site and the centre walkway is pubtic space so

territoriality is less of an issue than it might be in a different situation. At Chilco
the site rated the most successfirl overall there were the least number of people
passing through at any one time and this certainly reduces the concern about
crowding.

When designing for territoriality it is important to ensure that all the site
resting and lingering niches are well designed so that people of lower status are
not relegated to unsafe uncomfortable corners. By designing for diversity, safety
and comfort people's needs for territoriality wilt be able to met. Currently with
the lack of opportunities for linger and all the seating adjacent the periphery of
the sites there is limited choice to establish a territorythat meets peoples needs
for comfort and safety. Through diversity there would be varied opportunities
for sun and shade, watching people from different vantage points, sitting quietly
alone or passing through the site unhindered.

SI]]VTMARY

The primary focus for this research is to distill a list of components integral
for placemaking based on responses from people using these urban outdoor
public spaces. As a part of this process the relationships between components
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and the attributes which are most important to people are explored. The process

of distilling a list of components consisted of initially selecting factors to consider
based on theory, concepts, research and observations in the literature and then
evolving a questionnaire which would examine aspects of these components in
a waythatpeople could understand. The results of the questionnaire have been
discussed and statistical techniques of correlational analysis and frequency
distribution have revealed which atbributes people valued more in their responses,

and confirm that all the components delineated are interrelated and are
important for inclusion in design considerations.

The diagram (Figure 7.1) illustrates all of the components and many of the
attributes which people value in urban open space design. This is the middle
ground, that all these attributes be included in design. Depending on *hàt
aspect of the component one considers, attributes may be in one or more
components. There are numerous attributes for the component of nature
ranging from mountains to small animals, and this in itself involves diversity.
Similarly being able to see into the park relates strongly to safet¡r, but is also an
attribute relating to linkage. This research does suggest a starting point for
design and further research into placemaking. The strategy puts forth seven
components which respondents have supported as being important in small
urban open spaces, and has further articulated specific attributes or characteristics
which constitute these components. This gives designers and planners information
on which to make decisions, including studying some of these ideas further.

I Jan Gehl, l)fe Between Buildings (Nerv York: Van Nostrand Rcinhold Company,l987).
2 Anne whiston Spirn, rlæ Granite Garden (New york: Basic Bcxrks, Inc.,l9g4).
3 Christopher Alexander, Saras Ishikawa, Murruy Silventein, A Paftern Innguage, (New York: Oxford

University Press, 1977).
a Jan Gehl, Liþ Between Buildings (New York: Van Nostrand Reinhold Company,1987).
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W[{AT DOES AI,T- TIIIS MEAN?
The process of trying to delineate a design stratery for placemaking began

byexaming literature on theory, concepts and observations about placemaking,
particularly relating to small urban open spaces. This process implied that the
information could be tested, and that this testing would lead to conclusions about
factors people value in urban open spaces. The questionnaire was developed on
this basis utilizing information that was generally given support by several
authors and deemed to be good research bypeople in the profession of landscape
architecture. There was little information that integrated and tested this body
ofknowledge so that this design strategy is seen not as testing an existing study,
but as a starting point for further examination.

As I worked with the research, statistics and theory and began to generate
some conclusions as the design strategy evolved I reflected on what all this
means and where it leads. The questionnaire was able to generate much more
information beyond the scope and resources of this thesis. It is not the
culmination of research but begins a process of investigation made possible by
the research. The design strategy as outlined in the previous chapter can be
utilized in various ways depending on the agenda of the designer, resource
constraints and philosophical approach.

One could go through the spreadsheet in the appendix and with the push
of a sort command arrange all the attributes in order from large to small. This
would supply numbers which coutd justifr some design decisions, but overlooks
the basic concept that each attribute and component are interdependent, and
design is more than just numbers. While this study was approached from an
empirical perspective, outlining an hypothesis and attempting to prove it, there
is still art and magic in any medium where people are involved. Human beings
bytheir very nature are unpredictable and one cannot study one to determine the
behavior of all the rest, though there are some recognizable patterns. This design
strategy gives direction and support for people who are striving to create
environments which go beyond the minimum requirements. It reinforces much
of the research and studies made previously and tries to link this information
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into a whole which can be understood and accessed easily. It takes general
concepts and theories linking them with some means of application, but it still
relies on the ability of the landscape architect to create good design that fuses art
and basic needs into a form which elevates people's lives.

The design strategy is a starting point for people to use as a resource list,
a reminder of what to include and some suggestions for how this might be done.
It gives a starting point and a guideline that indicates visually the importance
ofremembering that changing one attribute could have a detrimental or positive
effect on another. Professionals in the landscape and planning profession have
been talking about many of these ideas for years. This integrated stratery serves
as a focus for brainstorming about how to include all the components for
placemaking keeping in mind which attributes these respondents valued the
most. It is an opportunityto let our creativity explore new ideas and means for
resolving conflicts that arise when selecting and designing for a site or dealing
with limitations presented.

WHERE DOES ALL THIS LEAD?
Examining placemaking to understand how to apply everything people

need and want in urban open space is an ongoing process. Different researchers
have approached it in numerous ways from observations to empirical studies and
theories about human behavior. This thesis is a small part in that process and
while it is hoped that people will apply it in design, it is even more important that
they personalize it based on their own experiences with varying sites and
cultural communities.

Usually any research initiates as m¿my questions as it answers. This would
seem to be hrre in this case as well. People will continue to present information
from many disciplines which impact on landscape design. Drawing this
information together is naturally selective due to one's limited ability to handle
information and biases which one might not even recognize. As new information
is presented it could be compared to the design stratery to assess if it fits with
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what is already there, should be incorporated, or challenges some of the
information and suggests new ideas to explore.

WHAT NEEDS TO BE EXAMIN¡'ED F'T]RTI{ER,?

ST]B STANTT\IE I S SI.IE S

The questionnaire, site observations and inventory garnered much more
information beyond the time and resources of this thesis. There are numerous
questions that are raised as a result of this study and information that could be
investigated based on the data collected to date.

Some of the issues that deserve further exploration relate specifically to
gender and urban open space. Are women consistently different in their
responses than men, or are there specific areas such as has been suggested
relating to safety where there are significant differences. Do age and gender
create substantial differences in needs for open space, and what are these
requirements? Some of this information is available in the statistics generated
by this studybut due to limitations of resources could not be explored as fully as
it would merit.

As Vancouver continues to experience rapid growth it is important to
optimizethe availableopen spaces whichmaybe r¡ndifferentiated and underused.
Another direction to take this research would be how could the design strategy
be applied to existing or potential sites to create a network of places which
enhance the city?

There is a considerable body of information giving very specific guidelines
about attributes relating to placemaking. Relating back to the design strategy
how could these guidelines be further researched to give greater understanding
about attributes people value. For example, seating choices and seating
locations are both important to people as suggested in the design strategy, how
do people make these choices, which other related factors are important such as
shade, edge conditions, seating amount, seating groupings, furniture style?
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While demand goods such as food or news vendors attract people to a place,
they can also be annoying to the residents who live nearby or overlook the space.
How do we balance having demand goods to make a place well trafficked and safe
without disturbing other people who share the space? Perhaps more information
about the nuances of demand goods, what attracts people in today's cities, if
safety is only a priority during the day, do we need demand goods afber dark?
While the sites in this study were selected for their context in a residential
setting, what are the effects of different contexts on the design strategy?

There are many more questions relating to nature. Abundant vegetation
appears to be more valued than other nature attributes, however do people
differentiate between cultivars and native species, is the setting for different
plants important? As we move to more ecologically appropriate landscapes that
utilize less resources how can we provide what people enjoy, such as grassy
areas, in ways that work with rather than against nature? The response to
insects as being important in nature attributes suggests that people are
environmentally aware, but the term 'bugs' comprises a very general category.
What types of insects do people think are appropriate in exterior landscapes, to
what extent are they willing to tolerate a diversity of insects, how important is
it to have habitats for butterflies, bees, moths, and how do we co-exist with them?

It was beyond the scope of this study to redesign the sites under study,
however that is the next logical step in e>çloring the application of the design
strategy. Suggestions have been put forth about the types ofchanges that could
ameliorate some of the less successful aspects of each site, what type of
ex¡rressions would these take?

METTIODOLOGICAL ISSUES

Another logical step would be to significantlytrim the questionnaire based
on the attributes and components of the strategy people expressed as being
important, and test more sites. Alternatively the sun¡ey could be modified to
examine more closely issues of nature, seating or gender for example.
The data collected in this study can be utilized to run more analysis on many of
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these questions or others that may arise.

CONCLUSIONS

Landscape architecture seldom presents opportunities to be involved in all
the decisions around site selection and design. Struggling with understanding
placemaking contributes to the designers abitityto make the available decisions
well and the compromises workto the best advantage possible. It is hoped that
by revealing the components and attributes important in placemaking information
on which to make i¡formed decisions is available. The research here is part of
the process of trying to understand the essential elements of placemaking and
means to incorporate them in design, both to answer some questions and pose
new ones.

"Theory explains the complex relationship of built
work and its world--physical, intellectual, social--and
can motivate designers to consider their role in this
complex interactionr'...'theory is not en enterprise
outside the realnn of,practice for the inteltigentsia. It
is an enabling body of knowledge for design and for
explaining design." Elizabeth Meyer, ASLA. Landscape
Architecture, March 7992, p.45.

Landscape architecture seldom presents opportunities to be involved in all the
decisions around site selection and design. Struggling with understanding
placemaking contributes to the designers abilityto make the available decisions
well and the compromises workto the best advantage possible. It is hoped that
the design strategy devised here is part of that process both to answer some
questions and pose new ones.
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APPENDIX A- SITEDATA PLAC EMAKIN G - TOWARDS AN U N DERSTAN DIN G

SXTE XAñ/ENTORY and OBSERVATTONS

GilfordlHaro Fark

Number þpe of Item
3 Benches with backs, rro armrests, very chunþ style.

2 Round tables with fou¡,chairs'ea., round, no backs.

8 Round, exposed aggregate planters, 16'high, B diam.

2 Round, exposed aggregate planters, 16" high, 5'diam.

2 Bowl t¡z¡pe exp. aggreg. planters

1 Large raised planter/ramp

1 Wood gazebo - plain design, no seating.

1 rnformation Kiosk - full, but with space for more posters,
appears current.

Light leaf litter, looks swept, no papers, cigarettes.....

No garbage can.

2 Ash Tray-exposed aggregate/sand

3 Light Standards - period style

1 Fire hydrant

3 Newspaper boxes: Globe, Sun, province.

1 Meil box, curbside on Haro.

Notes: seasonal colour: basil and santolina in planter near
restaurant, impatient in shade area, marigolds and pansies in planters plus
others. stores are within 3 blocks - safeway etc. Near communily centre and
school. w/c accessible.
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GilfordÆIaro Park North Side
Number fþe of Item

3 Table/chair combinations, one table top missing.
2 Benches - chunþ style
2 Light standards - period style
1 Stightly raised edge planter/grass area
1 Drinking fountain
1 Ash tray
2 Round, exposed aggregate planters, 16" high, B'diam.

Notes: The cherry trees provide dappled shade and full shade mix
at 11:35 Aug. 13th. øc accessible.

Observations June 30, 1992 11:5? - L2:07
1 street person asleep on bench
2 bicyclists
20 people walking thmugh

Chilco/Coaox Park

Number þpe of ltem

4 Round, exposed aggregate planters, l_6'high, B'diam.
3 Round, exposed aggregate planters, 16" high, 5'diam.
2 Round tables with four'chairs'ea., round, no backs.
2 Chunkybenches, no arm rests
2 Ash tray- exp. aggreg/sand
3 Lamp standards - period style
1 Green street light - S. end.
1 Drinking fountain

Leaf litter, cigarette butts particularþ in NE corner near
table under tree.

Notes: Seasonal flowers and vines in planters.
Plant colour Augusfi Photonia - red, oregon grâpe, berries, lacecap hydrangea
- blue, fuschia bush -red. Four cherry trees provided dappled shade 

"c"ors 
lh"

parlc Heavy shade over all tables at L2:00 noon, and two benches were veryhot
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in full sun.
Homeowners have cleared litter adjacent house, but not put in any

seasonal flowers or new plants. The area is bare except for hosta and ferns on
park edge.

Bike chained across alley to sign post indicates a need for bike
racks.

No one is sitting, except for cats. Windows in adjacent Erickson
building are predominantly open.
w/c accessible.

Observation Tuesday June 30 12:35 - 12:45
4 Cats - are up to 16 reported

No one was in the park initially. 11 people walked through, two
bicyclist. Very quiet.

ButeÆIaro Park

Number Type of Item

1 Drinking fountain
2 Ashtray- exp. aggreg/sand
7 Benches with Backs and Armrest. 2 alone at either

end, 2 grouped. tog., 3 grouped tog.,
1 Garbage can, black.
1 Water feature - non-operational
3 Tall green each with 2 lights.
1 Bike rack - 3 bikes
1 Information kiosk - crowded, messy.

Litter of cigarette butts, dried leaves ever¡rwhere, unswept appear-
ance, small pieces of paper, 1 sherry bottle (Andres Almond Cream), Napkin,
fork, ash.

Notes: Full sun at North entrance, and on one bench at 11:20 am
August 13th. Plants generally green even with summer water shortage (rhodos,
hydrangea, fems, ivy, hosta, Japanese maple, viburnum davidii - heavily
shaded). No annuals, only hydrangea flowering - blue.

Nearby large tower (845 Bute) 210 Bed seniors centre, B.c.
Ministry of Health.

Traffrc Engineering Record Tuesday Sept. 1992 Haro East of Bute
24hour period: East 2300 vehicles, West 890 vehicles.
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7am- 6pm: East 1643 vehicles, West 526 vehicles.

Obsen¡ation: June 30, 1992. 11:15 - 11:25
2 ladies seated, 1 person used water fountain, three punkers seated, one car
drove in, unpacked, left. 61 people walked tbrough, 1 bicyclist. onty one person
was a child, and one biker type person observed me for about a minute.

XMTIAL IMPRESSIONS

BubÆfaro Park

Just offRobson Street, turn up Bute, and walkpast shops; the Bread Garden
restaurant sidewalktables, an ice cream shop, restau¡ants, sidewalks busywith
people. Punkers are in one seat area near the bike racks ofthe park People pass
through with purposeful airs, sometimes exchanging greetings. A street person
rises from his sleep on the south bench, gathers his belongings and moves off.
Age and dress stretches a wide gamut from three piece suits and brief cases,
students with books tourists, and people carrying home groceries. TVo ladies sit
exchanging conversation in serious muted tones over bag lunches.

The park is a small shady passage between Bute and the busy commercial
world. It internrpts the vehicular traffic and forms a transition between a dense
residential aparfuent area and a dense urban commercial area. This area of the
West End is lsrown for the interesting shops, nearby library and hotels. It is an
area where the parties arìe louder and the aparhents less than pristine. The
building to the east is an older apartuent building filled with younger people,
perhaps students, coming and going periodically. In contrast the building
opposite forming the west boundary is much newer and an older lady watches me
warilyfrom her living room as I take pictures of the park.
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GÍIfordÆIaro Fark

After driving for several minutes in search of a parking spot I am finally
successful and park on Chilco just offHaro. I stroll up the gentle slope past some
construction, numerous old and new apartment buildings, under green tree
canopies until abreast the canopy of the Buchan hotel where a recessed bench
nearby makes the presence of the park more felt. The kiosk abreast the sidewnlk
encourages me to slow and read the small posters and handwritten notes. I turn
towards the south catching a glimpse of the view beyond. People are talking
loudly in a small anti-room ofthe hotel walled in by a hedge white they sip coffee
and enjoy the su nshine. The gazebo looks particularly out of place next to the
ramp away from the patio anti-room, not offering any seating, lacking any
decoration or appealing characteristics. I continue past and em impressed by the
splashes of colour; yellow flowering vines, the intense blue-purple California
lilac, and abundant green shades and textr¡res. people smils and nod as they
pass on their way to or from shopping, strolls or whatever their mission is that
day. An older lady and I exchange greetings and discuss the pleasant environ-
ment. She suggests that if my interest is these small West End parks I should
e:çlore the site on Chilco nearby which is less complex, but similar in nature.
She reveals that she lives in an apartment nearby and that some buildings have
adult only requirements. She lists the merit of this location with shopping
nearby, particularly Safeway only three blocks, and buses as well as other
conveniences. She finds the area quiet and generally safe. Th¡ee older
gentlemen have quietly over an interval of ten minutes gathered. at one of the
benches and are settling into familiar conversation. Across the road someone is
stretched out suntanning on the patch of grass facing us. There is a sense of
tranquility and harmony as r stroll away towards chilco.

Chilco/Comox Park
This park is indeed only two blocks away from the Gilford site but is much

simpler though of similar size. Comox is dissected by the park for vehicular
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traffic which can turn down an alley.
As I approach there are two fathers chatting in the middle of the park while

their young children harass a cat. They have no objections of my taking a
photograph and the children are much too distracted wíth their hunt to pay more
than cursory attention. One child decides he is more interested in continuing
to ride his tricycle on the pavers.

The cherrytrees provide dappled shade across the centrat path and focus my
view towards the water beyond. The aparhent building on the west is a clear
crisp white and people enter or leave at regular intervals. Some windows are
open, though no one calls out or c¿ür be seen peering out. The rhododendrons are
still in bloom and provide magnificent colour in addition to the other colours and
textures of the su¡rounding shrubs. Though there are houses to the east the
occupants express little interest in gardening with general indications of
ignoring any fallen leaves and total absence of any special treatments in the
garden. There is a ramp leading to one door of the duplex and perhaps the
handicapped occupant is r¡nable to garden.

Cats continue to frolic and one of the fathers tells me that the cats are well
known in the area. One of the residents in the house brings them home from the
SPCA and encourages people passing through the park to adopt them. One cat
was even featured on the TV when the news heard the storyearlier in the year.
There are also tales of skunks frequentingthe area. These urban scavengers live
offof cat leftovers and the dumpsters which are in all the alley \ilays. There is
no sign of disapproval from this small Soup, but rather a sense of pride at tiving
in such a special neighbowhood.

Later I learn that the white crisp apartment building was designed by
renown Canadian architect Arthur Erickson, and the large low windows are a
feature which greatly enhance the interior allowing light in and excellent views
out. This small park may not be as busy as Bute or as colourfi¡l as Gilford, but
it is has a quiet flavor all it's own.
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NEWSPAPER STORIES AND R,EPOR,T EXCERPT

We would support a program of environmental improvement which would
include increased landscaping of apartments and the creation of garden
apartments with recreational developments for tenants, ex¡ransion of tree
planting and encouragement of pedestrian facilities and walk ways, and the
reduction of through traffic in the area.

T?ees and boulevards are two of the West End's few environmental assets,
therefore, all trees should be kept and the streets should be retained at their
present sridth which, in most cases, is 24 ft. wide.
Report on Submissions DowntownDevelopment Concepts, Department of
Planning and Civic Development, February, tg7l.

Wider streets still on agenda
On another West End matter, L¡mn Uibel and Barbara T.indsay of the West

End team reported that council next month will be asked to approve a modified
program of three mini-parks, new sidewalks, pavement and curbs. Two mini-
parks have been eliminated and three street end parks have been dropped
because of neighborhood opposition, traffic problems and lack offrmds, they said.

Mini-parks will be built at Chilco and Comox, Haro and Lagoon, Haro and
Gilford and Robson and Chilco.

But the two planning team members said brick-like sidewalks, trees,
benches and other features designed to produce eventually a total West End
pedestrian s¡ætem are essential elements of the present plan.

The Province, March tL,1974.

tr eave roads as is-Council
West End streets should remain at their present widths, cit¡r council said

after a lengthy debate Tuesday night.
The city engineering department had sought approval of a plan to vriden

Iocal access streets tß 27 feet from 24 feet and to increase the width of selected
blocks of Robson and Nelson.
The Province, January L6, L97L
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[Jrban park okayed
Park board Monday night approved an urban type park in Vancouver's

West End that will preserye some of the finest turn-oÊthe-century houses and
gxeen space.

The square block site is located in the 1400 block Barclay and was proposed
by the CommunityArts Council and the Historical Society of Vancouver.

The proposal is to preserve the character of early2Oth-century architecture,
and "provide relief in a maze of steel and concrete towers."

The Province, March 4, 1980.

Fire department opposes more mini-parks
The Vancouver fire departnnent opposes city council's plan to transform

more \üest End intersections into mini-parks because the parks would impede
fire fuucks f,¡'¿vslling to the scene of an emergency, deputy chiefAlex Turkington
said Wednesday.

Council's approval in principle Tuesday of the mini-parks went against the
advice of the engineering department, which said the parks will make travel for
West Enders more frustrating and impede emergencyvehicles.

The parks, which may permit passage of emergency vehicles, would be
placed at intersections yet to be chosen east of Denman.

Vancouver Sun, June 19, 1980

More West End rnini-parks OIfd
Residents of Vancouver's populous WestEnd won agreement from city

council Tuesdayto transform. more intersections into mini-parks, a move which
some aldermen and city planners predict will create arl unprecedented traffi.c
snarl.

But the West Enders believe that turning streets into parks will make the
densely populated area & more agreeable place to live.

The mini-parks, which may permit passage by emergency vehicles, would
be placed in intersections yet to be chosen east of Denman. In the early 1g70's
mini-parks Erere installed west of Denman to deter through traffic.

Vancouver Sun, June 18, 1980
Down on Denman, summer nights are a noisy kaleidoscpe

See, the mark of the genuine Big Cþ is the show it sages on its nþht-time
streets, the street action that springs up when the sun goes down, aod south
Denman is as heady and flashy and full-spectrum as anyyou might wish to find
on the continent
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To qualifu for Big City status, however, certain criteria must be met, and
the fi¡st rule is that the sidewalks should be filled with people. (Lots of cars on
the street is good, too, but it is the sidewalk scene that really counts.) on this
Tuesday night, the night before the fireworks, the sidewalks of south Denman
are jammed.

....Which brings us to rtile three. There must be a place to sit as well as a
place to wallc Denman has scads of eateries with sidewalk seating. the big tipoff
that this is a Big City scene is that all of the chairs and their occupants have their
backs to the storefronts and face the sidewalk. If the seats were evenly grouped
around tables, this wor¡Id be a tourist area. All facing outward means people
want to see who's passing in the parade, want to be seen doing it.
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FREQT.IENCY rN QLIESTIONNATRE *

(þcar $ir or $fodanr,
$ur idaas aúout r¡hal r¡ou fftink ts nrnporfanf in smaff ur6an pa¡ks is n¿¿død for ffris res¿d"cft.

ffhe allached sur.r'øT is part of a súud1 of srnaft ur6an par.ks ln Qancour'ør's {V¿st . .nd fulng
cnnductad for o rnostcrb fiøsis in [and,ætpe anchlleclure. õht" i" on indøpandont n¡rløU and lheye
are ørrentf2 no pfans to reded,6n lhe yæk. $(ost guaslions røgulre on[1 a chøck rnø.Ê in lhe bor
lhal lndlcd¿s lour. r øspons€.

$þntfrcont po¡utaflon gnowth ls ptactng gredar derr.o;nds on (pancour'ør 
"i11. dhn chaftengz

ls to æealz a cifl uhich can accornodate lhæe demands rwhlfe creatln6 a hurnanø. vi6r.anl
en:olronment r,vtrtcfr mzøfs p eoyÍe's needs øtd e¡hancø lhørr qunllf¿ of tlfe. ffhere ara q numbay of
tfr¿ori¿sr¡'fric{r *qgzsLlÁeasforlhel:rtæ of outdoor spaczspøopfc ødo1. flhc pur.poss of thlsrcæædt
is fo ssk fh¿ pcopfø using snoff ur.6an parks ufrat lhellhlnk afoul lhev sloccs and some of the lÁeas
bchlnd lhem. Yõur surrrøt rplf[ 6øcome a part of lfrat úodt of lnformatÍon ufrlch witf føod lo
sucßstlons for lhe futui,¿ dssis.r and ptonninq of sn.off natúrbowvhood oøks.

shcsur.r'ø1 lshø/ingdlslrlhuledhosed,onarandom sornptlng of peoptea;tearf.of lhelhreealÌesl
(End porks. {f røsponsøs are comgletøf1 anon2mous and uritt tc labufud inø súotilicaf
lnformalion. clf lou hæe quesllonsrcprdingffrls srtc¿. pleasø conlad. tfrø fundscqpe fr.úllac-
turø pr.o6'r'arn d.lheÍÌnl':væsttl of !þitisfr Çotunúia" 822-3786- y,

\fòul hetp in fåis resøardt enáecr:vor is grcaffl apyec./.cdzd. ,Q[¿asø faft¿ sorn¿ firn¿ now to
comofd¿ ond ralw¡n fáis lnflo¡rnatlon- 6\-hank roul

-

c(FqB
*tr[ofa: flhc nrrr'ø¿ rnusú 6ø 6f.{l(Þøn c[osed for tfrc posf offrcø la pÍocsss ifs r'ølur.n.**

r"w
1. How much do each of the following items represent nature in the city to you? Circle your answers.

Trees
Shrubs
Water

Rocks 28.75
Flowers æ.75
Grass areas 53.75

Birds 76.?5
Bugs 27.5
SmaÌl animals 47.5

Mountain Views 6O.00
Ocean Views 62.5
Other

85.00 10.00 1.25 3.75
61.25 22.fl 6.25 10.00
60.00 13.75 15.00 8.75

Verv simificantlv 96 Not at all

27.fl 2r.25 20.æ Lfr
14.75 5.00 7.fl 0
18.75 16.25 10.00 r.25

13.75 z.fl 7.s0 0
25.O 225 18.75 6.25
2t.25 13.75 rr.25 6.25

12.50 18.75 7.5 I.25
t3.75 16.25 6.25 1.25

0
0
2.5

How jnærtantjs it in general ûo have neighbourhood parks?
76.25%Yetylmprlant 22.*%lm@anr 1.25% Nei¡her 0% Unimportanr O%yery unimpor.rant

*Format revised to publish.
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IIII" OnmonAruono UlXl-el
These questions relate to the more general nature of the park and its location in the West End.

1. Indicaæ the approximate frequenc'y you use Gilford/Flaro Mini Park in varying weather throughout the year.
COOL,DAMPWEATHER l0%Never 13.75%Fewtimesayear 27.5% Fewumesamonth 20.0%Weekly 28.75Daily
SLINNY,DRYWEATHËR 5.0%Never l5.O%Few timesayear 12.5% Fewtimesamonth 2ß.75%'Wæ}Jy 38.75Daily

2. When you go to the park, do you ustnllv go with?
7i.75%Yourælî 16.25%Afnend 25% Agroupof friends 6.25%Yourfamily 1.25%Other

3. Overall, how does this park compare to other parks in your neighbourhood?
GilforüFlaro is : 15.0% Much Better 27.5%Beuer 4O.0% Same 13.75% Worse 3.75% Much Worse

4. How do you reach the park? % Yes.

f)6.25 Walk 12.50 Bicycle l.25CN 2.5 Motorcycle -Other

5. Do yolu pass 1¡fugygþthe park on the way to any of the following places? % Yes
36.25 Restaurants/Ba¡s 26.25 Offices 51.25 Stores 33.75 Your employment 33.75 Friend's
27.fiBeach 73.75 Other parks 56.25 Other places

6. Is there atimeduring which you avoid the park? 38.75% - YES 61.25% - NO
%Yes:5.0%- 5am-12noon 7.5%-Lznoon-5pm 16.25%- 5pm-12midnight 4.0%- 12midnighr -5am

7. How lonphave you been going to or through this park?
22.5%-2yearsorless. 375%-3-5yrs. 17.5%-ÇlOyrs. 22.5% -greåterthan l0years

8. During this time how has it chansed'ì
11.25% Muc¡ beuer 3l-25% A little better 48.757o Same 7.5% ìilorse 1.25% Much worse

9. Here are some characteristics related to the location of the park. Please rate how you feel about each of the
following relatin g to Cil fordlHuro mini -park.

9áShonelv Aeree 96Stronely Disesree
It's a plâce to go to. 25.00 32.fi 8.75 10.00 8.75
It's a place to pass through. 67 .fi 17.fr 12.fi Zfr 0
It's on route to o{her places. 67.fi 18.75 11.25 2.9 0
Theentrancesareclearly indicated. 47.fl ?3.75 zZfi z.fl 3.75

The pa¡k is well placed in the neighbourhood. fi.25 26.25 10.00 5.00 z.fr
The park acts as a reference point in the area. 36.25 3.0O 22.fr 11.25 0
Its Epod that people from nearby buildings 45.00 2A.75 20.00 3.75 z.fi

can easily see what's happening in the park.

10. How well does this park serve as an imape of the neiehbourhood?
43.75%Yery well 37.5O%Fatrly well 12.5O% Neutral 3.75%Pær1y 2.50% Very poorly

I 1. How much do youliþ this park?

55.00%Verymuch 31.25%Fatrlywell 8.75%Neutral 2-5O%Notmuch 2.50%Notatall
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ruf" VfSm/Nø øtWøømwø xÚlXt These questions relate to which characteristics in a
park are important to you and how you assess these characteristics in the case of Gilford/Haro mini-park.

1. How imwrÍant is it to you that the park have each of the following general char¿cteristics and how well
have these

%Yery
fun achieved at Gilford/Flaro mini-park?

% Not at all % Very Well % Nor ar all
Achieved Achieved

26.25 43.75 16.25 12.fi t.25
8.75 40.0 30.0 17.5 3.75
5.0 3.75 6.25 38.75 6.25

67.5 20.O 8;75 2.5 r.25
51.25 32.5 8.75 6.25 1.25
45.0 25.0 ß.75 a.75 2.5

t6.25 20.O 37.5 13.75 t2.5
15.0 36.25 30.0 10.0 8.75
75.0 37.5 21.25 tO.O 6.25

Importa¡t Imoortant
67.95 21.æ 7.70 2.% 0
22.s 35.0 30.0 5.0 1.fi
1.25 t.25 8.75 25.O s3.7s

15.0 23.75 31j5 13.75 16.25
t2.5 ?3.75 37.5 8.75 t2.5

2r.25 r2.5 35.O 18.75 r2.5

51.2533.75 8.75 3.75 2.5 Convenientâcc€ss
fl.O 32.5 10.0 5.0 2.5 ÌVell sired location
57.5 25.0 10.0 6.25 12.5 Quierlocâúori

A ttracti ve overal I appearance
Artisúc expression
Exciting events

Constantly interesting
Clarity in its organization
Be able to see out of the park

J.

27.5 3a.75 20.0 5.0 815 Beableroseeinûorhepark 26.25 ß.75 17.5 6.25 1.25
30.o 42.5 18.75 3.75 5.0 Accomodates differentypes of people 4o.0 33.7s 22.s 2.s r.zs
58.75 17.5 12.5 10.0 1.25 Neverse€mstoocrowded Æ.75 32.5 '7.5 A|TS 2.5

82.5 1.25 2.5 2.5 1.25 Feels safe during rhe daylighr 7O.O 2O.O 6.25 t.25 Z.s
71.25 15.0 3.75 5.O 5.0 Feels safe after da¡k t7.S 35.O 2S.O tL.s 10.0
6-25 5.o 10.0 35.0 43.75 Flaslosof activity lr.zs t7,5 33.25 18.75 i8.75

11.252.5 77.5 16.25 42.5 Children'sptayarea 1t.25 6.25 37.5 t7.S 27.s
17.5 21.25 5.O 6.25 0 Good mainre¡ance 35.0 3O.0 20.0 tt.25 3.75

47,5 36.25 1.25 5.O 0 Comfortablesurroundings 32.5 37.5 22.5 S.O 2.5

38-7531.25 2o.o 6.25 3.75 choices for seating locarions 23.7s 37.5 za.1s s.o 5.0
31.756-25 42.5 ß.75 28.75 Allowsanumberof differentacûvities 7.5 6.25 47.5 2O.O lg.Z5
35.0 35.0 18.75 a.75 2.5 Abundanttighting t2.s s3.7s 22.s 7.s 3.7s
62.5 21.25 10.0 6.25 0 Abündantvegeration fi.O z7.s 17.5 2.5 2.5
36.2530.0 22.5 8.75 2-5 seasonal variety ?ß.7s 3t.zs 26.25 to.o 3.75
21.2533.75 32.5 13.75 a.75 Parh is an interesting shape 13.j5 33.75 2s.o 13.7s 13.7s
26-2521,2535.0 6.25 11.25 Thereisyourfavoritesportosir 18.7533.7527.5 a.1S t1.25

What are the three things you ¡nosl dislike about a small neighbourhood park?
L
2.

J.

What are the three things you like best about a small neighbourhood park?
L
')

J.

What suesestians do vou have for improving this park?

When passing through the park how easy is it to see other people in the park?
50.0% Very easy 33.75% Somewhat e¡sy 11.25% Neutral 5.0% Somewhat dilflcult 0% Very difficult

Generally, how aesthetic¿lly pleasing is Gilford/Haro park to you?
16.25%Yery beautiful 58.75% Beautiful 17.5% Neither 6.25% Unattrâctive 1.25% Yery Unattractive

6,
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APPENDD( B - STANSTICS PLACEMAKING - TOWARDS AN UNDERSTANDING

T. pleaseindicatehowmrrchyouag¡ecordisae¡¿cwitheachofthefollowingcommenlsbycirclingthc

number which best thows ¡¿P vø /t¿¡ about Gilford/Hæ pa¡li

96 Stronelv AeË

Tbeadjænthousinginrudesonthepark 6.25 11.25

It would be b€tter if more shoPs were nearer the park 2-S 2.5

Attncting more people to the Park

uould make it ¡icer to visiL

There should be something in the park for people of all ages

Boulevards nearby should be extensions of the pa¡k

Police should patrol the park more thar they do now'

The pa¡k should have a more clearly defined bounda¡y.

It should be ssier to reach the park from downtown.

There should be better wheelchair acccss

The pa¡k ne€ds more interesting trees

The pa¡k ne€ds more inter€sting shrubs

Apârùnent bålconies overtooking the Pa¡lc would enh¿nce iL 0.0

?' Stmnelv Disaqm

2t.5 3A.75

13.75 1t.25

22.5 %.25

23.15 26.25

11.25 t6.25

l r.25 15.0

21.25 3t.25

27.5 52.5

20.0 20.0

8.75 30.0

2t25 30.0

25.00 4r.25

1r.25 18.75

r7.5 15.0

18.75 63.75

5.0 0.0

t6.25

18.75

t.25

76.25

Watching people

Relaxing
Reading
Playing with children

Taking my pct outdoors
Tending pluûs
Eating

2.5

7.5

16.?s

16.25

2.5

t.25

6.25

5.0

10.0

3.15

7.5

25.O

20.0

8.75

3.15

7.5

t3.15

t6.25

7.5

r t.25

L1.S

5.0

r5.0

22.fl

10.0

r5.0

35.0

3r.25

31.5

36.25

15.0

46.25

n.5

22.5

26.25

42-5

3t.?5

I 1.25

3.75

The pa¡k would be better with

more vãriety and richness in features.

The park has too much litter.

Planned events a¡e needed.

The park is of value to the commudty.

Importrtrt lEDort¡nt
6.25 l5.O t2.5 2.5 3.75 Outwalking
10.0 3.75 2a.75 16.25 41.25 Jogging
4.0 33.75 13.75 5.0 7-5 Sitting
26.25 41.25 11.25 6.25 15.0 Conversing

8. What are vour re€sons for being in the pa¡k? How important they are to you and how well they havebæn

achieved at this pa¡ticular mini-pa¡li? Circle your arswen
% Yer¡¡ % Not rt all % Very Well

Achleved
625 8.75 3.75
20.0 2r.25 36.?5
56.25 25.O 10.0

37.s 35.0 16.25

% Not at tll
Achþrtd

5.0 5.0
3.75 18.75
3.75 5.0
3.75 7.5

?ß.75 2ß.75 22.5 L5 17.5

K.25 8.75 A.15 5.O 6.25
27.5 31.25 r&75 3.75 18.75

rt.?s 3.75 37.5 7.5 40.0

2L5 7ß.75 21.25 7.5 20.0
z2^5 t3-75 X.O 2.5 3t.25
st.s 8.75 13.75 t25 3.75
2t.25 3LS 22.5 7.5 16.25

67.5 16.25 r0.0 2.5 3.15
65.0 15.0 15.0 25 L5
36.?5 375 16.25 2-5 7.5
5.0 3.75 1.5 30.0 53.75

a.75 2.5 18.75 l5-0 55.0
tr.?s t.25 l&75 r7.5 5r.45
1.5 7.5 n.S t5.0 4L5

Feedbirdsorsquirrels 37.5 Ls-O 26.25 6.25 5.0
Gdngtowork 2A.75 46.75 lO.O 3.75 11.25

Being in contact wilh nantre 4O.0 35.0 ß.75 3.75 2.5
Meeting friends 20.0 43.75 2O.O 5.0 11.25

Enjoying scenic beauty 4o.0 4o.0 13.7s 2.5 3.75
Beingoutdoorsbymyself 3.75 1A.75 16.?5 6.25 5.O

Being outdoors with others 36.25 40.0 ILS 5.0 6.25
Attendingspecialevents 4.55 l.5l 13.& 2a.78 51.52

25.0 47.5 r7.5 5.0 5.0
s2.5 ?a75 7.5 a.15 L5
40.0 2r.25 2t.25 t2.5 5.0
10.78 3.ß 47-70 tL3r 26.15

17.20 7.Ar 37.5 4.70 3LAt
10.94 4.ó9 3t.25 17.19 35.91
t2.5 10.94 39.06 l?-s 25.O
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9. which attributes best describe the Gilford/Ha¡o mini park. circle your response

A place to bring friends
Just the right size

Friendly

Comfortable
A place to experience nature

Quiet

Active
Convenient
F^sy to Find
A place to enjoy time by yourself

Linked to city
Well organized
Accomodating

22.5 37.5 2t.25 t6.25 2.5
37.5 26.25 16.25 11.25 8.75
4'7.5 23.75 22.5 5.0 r.25

37.5 36.25 15.0 7_5 3.75
33.75 28.75 22.5 10.0 5.0
37.5 28.75 26.25 625 1.25

10.0 11.25 37.5 25.O 16.25
58-75 22.5 12.5 3.75 2.5
&.o 21.25 12.5 6.25 0.0
45.0 30.0 tt.25 7.5 6.25

38.75 30.0 2r.25 6.25 3.75
32.5 33.75 26.25 2.5 5.0
26.25 38.75 27.5 5.O 2.5

A place to stay away from
Too small
Unfriendly

Uncomfortable
I-acking any references to nature
Noisy

Inactive
Inconvenient
Dfficult to Find
A place to avoid when alone

Isolated
Poorly designed
Rest¡ictive

10. How important are the following items and how satisfied are you with them relating to Gilford/Ha¡o park?

Very
Important

Not at all
Impotant

Very Well
Achieved

Not at all
Achieved

5'7.5 20.O 17.5 2.5 2.5
Æ.75 26.25 16.25 6.25 2.5
27.5 36.25 23.75 6.25 6.25
26.2537.5 25.0 8.7s 2.s

52.5 3t.25 r2.5 2.5 1.25
36.25 33.75 22.5 3.75 3.75

17.5 ß.75 25.0 22.5 16.25

45.O 36.25 tt.25 6.25 t.25

37.5 37.5 20.O 0.0 5.0
6.25 1.25 15.0 18.75 58.75
60.0 28.75 10.0 1.25 0.0
5t.25 27.5 20.O 1.25 0.0
17.5 8.75 32.5 5.O 21.25

Lighting in the park at night
Provisions for relaxing
Style of seating
Amount of seating

t3.75 4r.25 31.25 8.75 5.0
2t.25 43.75 25.O 3.75 6.25
15.0 37.5 32.5 8;7s 6.25
12345

Opportunities to enjoy shade in the park 38.75 50.0 6.25 Z.S Z.s
Opportunities toenjoythesuninthepa¡k 22.5 31.25 30.O 8.75 7.5
Shelter from the rain and wind 7.5 3.75 3a.75 30.0 20.O
Ease of entry into the pa¡k 75.O 13.75 10.0 0.0 l.2S

Overall plan 3O.O 4.25 ß.75 3.75 t.Zs
Parking near ttre park for park use 6.25 7.5 41.25 lO.O 3S.O
Maintenance of trees and plants n.5 35.0 26.25 7.5 3.'Is
An-angementof plants 26.25 33.75 27.5 7.5 5.0
t ocation of park boundaries 21.25 4.O 36.25 0.0 2-5
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1l.Skeæh a rough MAP of Giltord/Haro Park showing the boundaries a¡rd the adjacent landma¡ks. Don't
worry about scsle or accuracy, the sketch is to help us understand what features people feel best describes the
park. Using the symbols shown, include in your map the tollowing: A. Views inro rhe park: V
B. Viewsoutol-thepark: O C. Yourroutethroughthepark: R ----- D. Yourfavouriterestingspot(s).6

Did you do this sketch? 95;759o lrom memory 4.259owhile in the palk

IV" PARK FnAfgBnS These more specific questions refer to5slqejlgrnq which may nor be in
your park, but we need to know how important these features are to you.

i. How imwrtant is it to you that the park have each of the following features and how well has this been
achieved?

V..J Not et all Very Well Not st rllInmrtar¡t Import¡nf Âchleved Achlcved
35.0 35.0 11.257.5 11.25- Backsandarmrestsonbenches 

- 

33.2530.0 8.7i1ã:
77 -5 2l.25 o.o 0.0 t.zs obstactes to block cff entry 38.7s 3t.zs t6.25 6.25 .t 

.s
25.0 35.0 22.5 5-0 12.5 low walls or planters to reiax on 16.25 3t.ZS 37.5 8.75 6.25
16.25 12.5 4O.0 lO.0 21.25 Clearlymarked pa¡kboundaries. Z5.O 47.5 16.25 10.0 1.25

21.2546.25 1a.75 7.5 6.2s planringconrainers 16.25 s3.7s zs.o 2.s 2.s
26.2532.5 25.O 10.0 6.25 Grassy areas t2.5 2O.O Zt.?s 2Z.S 23.75
37'5 43.75 13.75 3.75 1.25 Dverseselectionof treesandplanrs 33.25 æ.75 22.5 3.7s l.zs

28.753625 lo.o Lt.zs 13.7s Drinking founrain t6.2s 21.2s 36.2s 10.0 16.256.2522.5 a.75 2.5 0.0 Garbage bins t7.S 37.5 ZZ.5 17.5 5.O
10.0 5.0 25.0 t7.S 4Z.S Washrooms 3.75 2.5 ZO.O tZ.5 6t.ZS
8.75 8.75 '26.25 tI.?S 45.0 phonebooth 3.75 2.5 2O.O LZ.5 61.25
1.25 2.5 6-25 23-75 6.25 Foodvendors 7.5 z.s 15.0 20.0 55.0

22.5 43.75 2O.O 6.25 7.5 Smoothwatkways 27.5 5t.25 ta.15 t.ZS L2s
11.2550.0 22.5 5-o l.z5 Interesring pavingmateriars fi.25 s3.7s 2o.o B.1s 6.2s
15.0 12.5 28.75 tO.O 33.75 Bicycle racks j.S 3.25 35.0 t7.5 36.2s
6.25 8.75 32.5 t7.5 3s.o Newspaper vending machine rs.o 23.75 zs.o ro.o z.6.zs
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#1. cont'd. How important is it to you thar a park have each of the following features and how well has this
been achieved in the GilforüHa¡o mini - park?
Very Not ¡t all Very Wetl Not at ¡ll

Important Import¡nt Achhved Aehlcvcd

22.5 ß.75 27.5 10.0 21.25 water element; pond, fountain erc. 11.25 8.75 30.0 lB.7S 3t.25
-5.0 a.75 16.25 11.25 ß.75 Information kiosk B.7s 3.25 30.0 13.7s 43.75
5.0 625 11.25 ?5.0 52.5 Public art B.Z5 0.0 20.0 tB.1S SZ.s

6.25 10.0 2A.75 t5.5 37.5 Neåfby restuar-¿nrs 31.25 2A.75 2t.25 3.75 15.0
6.25 12.5 31.25 12.5 37.5 cazebo g.7S Z.S 2r.ZS 2t.25 6.25

2. Arethere feølures or pa¡titular asøecß you feel that GilfordFlaro park iq lackinp.?

3. Do you have any other comments or suggestions?

Thefollowinggeneralquestionshelpustobetterunder-
stand how different people feel about the park and it's surroundings. All responses are completely anonymous
and confidential.

l. Doyouliveinan 94.67% AparrmenUcondo 5.3% House

2. Which intersection do you live closest to? and
3. Doyou 73.68% Rent 26.32%Own

4. Arc you . . . 56.A% Male 13.66%Female

5. Yourageisbetweenwhichyears? 0.o%lessrhan21 39.17% A-q 3t.@% 4t-ffi ?395% 6I+

6. Total Household Income Before Taxes: 18.18%: $20,0o0 or less ?ß.78%: $20 - 30,000 22.72%: $31 - 40.000

13.&%: $41 - 50,000 o $51 - 75,0O $76.00O or more

Thank vou very much for taking the time to complete this zurvey. Please fold the survey over, TAPE and
return the survev as soon as possible . Your ideas contribute to that body of research on park design.

CONGRATULATIONS. TAKE A BREAK! !! ! ! !
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CORREI,ATTONS TÛ VALUE TO COMMUNITY*

Attribute Lesibility Attribute Nature
Reference 0.333 Trees 0.626
lmaqe of Neiol o.282 Shrubs 0.581
R¡qht Size 0.326 Flowers o.467
Overall Plan A 0.396 Grass o.344
Clear Boundari, 0.461 Birds 0.69s

Bugs 0.341
Small Animals o.423

Attribute Diversity Mountain View 0.515
Seasonal Varie o.432 Ocean Views 0.3r 1

lnterestino A o.3 Abundant Veqr 0.591
Choices for Se 0.389 Abundant V 0.331
Seatinq Amour 0.31 Arranoement c 0.323
Seat Amount I o.29 Maintenancr 0.3r 3

Place to o.402

Attribute Linkage Attribute Territorialitv
Pass throuqh 0.5 Never Crowdec 0.403
On Route o.498 Favorite Spot 0.28
Well Placed o.475 Crowded A 0.398
Well Sited 0.382 Adjacent Hous 0.283
Convenient A o.426
Well Sited A o.277
Convenient o.513 Attribute Activ¡t¡es
Easy To Find o.372
Neighbourhooc 0.333 Contact Natun 0.378

Contact Natun 0.439
Attr¡bute Comfort Be Outdoors 0.326
Comfortable Sr o.279 Scenic BeauW 0.301
Provisions for I o.294 Scenic Beautv 0.38
Comfortable A 0.3 Out By Self 0.315
QuieVNoisy o.344 Sittinq o.46
Accom/Restful o.428 Sittins A o.372
Shade 0.346 Conversinq 0.499

Conversinq A 0.33s
Relaxing o.477

Attribute Safety Relaxinq A o.346
See lnto Park 0.416 Readinq 0.388
Safe Dayliqht 0.735 Read A 0.363
Safe Dark 0.367

I* Pearson correlation signil ícant >.286
Friendly 0.41
Enioy Alone o.423 10.8
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